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Farm, Garden and Household,
Winter
from the

Hints.

Lewiston Journal

Poultry houses should be made warm
and freely admit the sun, if you hope to
make their wintering pay the cost ol their
food
A variety <>t suitable
keeping
should also be given.
Keep your sheep i good condition it
\on want to get good ileeces from them.
To try to <jrow v, ,»] upon a poor sheep is
The Last.
like trying to grow corn or wheat upon Agricultural Resources of California.
A small quantity oi grain
poor land
The
last kiss—
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The
and
development
daily to a dock ol sheep makes a decided fornia isgrowth
Whose foml lips will give it?
something almost amazing. Many
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inert
as: \
The lust joy—
can remember very well when the exciteWhat blest heart'will live it?
it is poor economy for the farmer to
there created a
ment
of
the
discovery
last morn—
The
fodder
gold
winter his young stock upon coarse
What bright eyes will see that?
from Mew England as well
sort of
without roots or an a.
They will just as fromexodus
The last man—
the other portions ot the older
make a live ol it ami possibly hold their
What poor soul will be that?
Cnit.-d States in IS Id. At that time it was
till
■vn
cattle
will
Such
not
spring
so far as any material devel•v
The last pang—
nearly as much the next summer practically.
waWhose sad heart will know it?
those will which have been ted so that i Ijpment iii commerce and agriculture
The last smile—
a
difficult
wilderness
It was
concerned,
have been kept
growing.
What fair face will show it?
access and required a great loss ot time,
>!'
unals grow, fatten and yield milk in
The last boon—
great expenditure of money, and great
<■ with tlie laws ,,t animal chemia
Who will give that klndlv?
was
all
in
to
reach
Gold
perseverance
The last fault—
some kinds of tood are best adaptWho will pass that blindly?
all, and nobody looked forward to any
:
m> te growth of bone and muscle ;
there
than
the
other
result
temporary stay
i st to promote the laying on ol
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The last hope—
to dig gold Irotn the bowels ot the aurifertc-rs conduce most to the
\;,,1 ■!.:
Fancy drops the curtain :
ous earth, when he expected to return and
All
such
Of
ol
milk.
dance
!.
things last
it.
mly two are certain :
in t are important tor the former to know, enjoy
The last aid—
Since 1610 its mine- have yielded $1.ttiat he may
luet hi* business
This will be a true man's ;
600,000.ooO, no less than $1)^.000,000, of
The last word—
which were picked up in 187M. only last
That will be a woman’s.
ring their first winter need
to
1 ti-.-d
A small quantity of rear, and the yield ot 187-1 is expected
foot up at least $11.1,000,001), more than
inters or roots daily,
that. Hut the mines are only a small Wliat Jedd Pallfry Wound In tlie
;,-I: .mprovemeat in the
Coffin.
of ttie productive wealth of Cali\i:
..ppeuram.. tin- call, while portion
1 wenty-fivc years ago, all her
More than fornia
t»e but a trifle
■■■st v.
(>1,1 Jedd Pallfry turned down the gas a
her breadstuHs had to be import:!i
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ed
ihe\ were costly ou account ot the
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it'
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period
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and will UMKi a iargi r beast because el
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-ucS a journey entailed Almost every- street.
litis little extra teed
Some may
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She should
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Put lids time he was not going iiome.
hours
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in
ii dure :,is b< v to go with him The boys pares thirty-live
twenty-four
The antique Mr. Hans Spuyten Huyvcl,
1871
ot
should lie given a part in the club. Let by one machine. The wine crop
whose death his amicable relatives had
•Lem declaim at the opening and close ol will exceed 100,000,000gallons; the bank- been
impatiently awaiting for the last
Live a chance to the girls
eac1 meeting.
ug capital of tlic Mate amount- to $100,quarter of a century, had died that day,
at giving recitations, and oi .OoOand the savings banks hold for de- and old
eu< h evening
Jedd had been sent for to put the
(it H i.ooo.
give all a chance in the weekly paper ot- positors $6.0,
habiliments of the grave on Mr. Spuyten
This
is
a
exhibit,
and
wonderful
Make die Club
tered at i'.Vi n meeting
truly
and two bright half-dollars
when it is considered that the growth is Duyvel'sbody,
Mere-: eg t,
iHe whole neighborhood and
on bis eyes, the which small change was
li aw then
lit
I'he inore interest y ou only a quarter of a century, it gives enafterward transferred to the pocket of the
aa arouse tin* better.
couragement to tho highest anticipations undertaKer.
of the future.
annet's should improve these long winNow old Pallfry had made coffins ever
e
t> :
ngs in studying into the princisince his youth, and for thirty years really
on
Cranberries
Upland.
ieiiee—how plants grow—
ple- of inn
had more intimacy with the dead than
Hade fertile—and the whole
lie w s.
Perhaps it is not generally known that dealings with the living. There was nothx
phenomena
'gelation and all the lor over lilt eon years cranberry culture on ing in the whole world so beautitui to him
1
it may be promoted.
measures xviu
upland lias been carried on this island in as a coffin—unless it was an order for one.
A wide ini ge ni Mibiuets are open to their certain localities,
with, in some cases, He hud worked at his trade at all hours of
attentivi. aiet fail to afford abund- marked success.
1 find the main cause of the
night: ho had made little coffins and
ant food for thought and study. There, are failure in
every case is the fact that they fat ones, and slim ones; and by the ghastmany my-b rV- dinging about the opera- have tried to treat them the same as on
ly flickering* of a lamp at midnight he
tions of tile farm which may well be care- low land. This is all
wrong, as they must had laid the cold, white dead in the varfully studied and xvhieh will confer a ben- either be cultivated or nourished with nished boxes without feeling one throb ol
efit, although not fully solved.
meadow hay. straw, or leaves between the
.sympathy it) that old iron-bound heart of
Kxperienoe i- one of tin- best of touch- row.--; this i- preferable to cultivating; ids.
ne
ol
it
is
the
most
If
a
ers; yet
set them in rows three or four feet apart,
costly.
Put that Christmas eve lie shuddered as
mar hi feeding ill- stock has to experiment
one foot apart ia the row ; cut oil' the runhe turned down the gas, and the long
with different hinds ol food, without liav- ners, the same as cranberries,
flic ad- wooden tenements, with their covers oil',
i ug intelligible |irineiples lor bis guidance,
vantage of upland cranberries is that they seemed like so many satin-lined gateways
the knowledge which he gains will lie very
grow very dark ; consequently certainly leading to perdition. He felt as if a thoucostly to hill! and might be less definite bring one-third more in market. Another sand
strong currents ot air were blowing
alter ail than what he niiglit learn in a few
advantage is they get. ripe before any pests him toward them, lie could hardly keep
from
a
book
the
days
good
upon
subject, titled them, anil it not allowed to put out from stepping into one; and it required
and certainly would hate cost him far runners, but
simply thicken up in the rows, all his strength to reach the door and lock
more l.et the farmers learn the principles
they can lie raked at a cost of one tenth it Jedd drew a long breath.
"t animal chemistry lvom some standard of what it costs to
pick them by hand. I
It's always so—every Christmas eve;
or another, and these will serve to intellicannot say how they would succeed in
s/e does it V’
gently guide hint in hi- subsequent re- other localities, but 1 am very certain that
As old Jedd Pallfry muttered this besearches, and the knowledge which he as far as
Long Island is concerned there is tween his thin, bloodless lips, he flattened
then acquires ly experience will lie both no better business.
[Cor X. V. 'l imes
and whitened ins nose on the window glass
more definite and exact, and will cost him
and looked into the gloomy shop suspitar less and be worth more.
A Pleasan r CuK.ti C.a.vmy.
Take two
ciously. He saw nothing at first but the
Colts need a great deal ol exercise. We tumblers. In one
place a gill of llaxseed
accustomed number of coffins, and the velraise colts tor roadsters, trotter- or work- fill the other with broken bits ol
slipperverIn either case they must have strong; eltn bark : tii! both tumblers with hut vet pall folded on the counter, and those
two slim, black stools which we have all
:cti\e muscles to render them valuable. water, and leave
standing for two hours. seen in our homes, God pity us! But, as
muscles
conn*
iroin
active,
In a saucepan place one and a half pounds
Strong,
only
he looked, his dim, almond-shaped eyes
iieqnent. free and repeated use. Now of brown sugar. -Strain into it through
A strip of the
grew suddenly to orbs.
how
a colt to use his muscles ot (levelmuslin all the liquid that will pour from floor had commenced
swotting1 and warpope them by standing ill a stall day alter two tuniblorltdls ut bark and llaxseed,
Little by little it grew into the shape
day .’ lie uses some of ins muscles to 'Transfer to the lire, and stir until thecan- ing
l a mound : tiny emerald spears of grass
stand wild, to lie -tire, and those arc de- dv seems
of
■■!.
the
back
v
aivcction ; then it
upon
point
turning
veloped omewhat. but we want something to sugar. W. ".is is seen to be rue was dotted all over with yellow-eyed
and
break
into
.dole of a lioi •
om
ili.11, .1 <_.ij.ui.illi.■ to oinstantly,
pour
daisies, and a rosebush, with a single
This candy is surpris- white
We want them to go either strong, fast or pieces when cold
bud, sprung up from the center.
colts
the
to
liie
and
found
benu
continuance
Then
taste,
give
long
ingly pleasant
became so acute that
Jedd Pallfry"s
(rive them eficial. especially in the case of public lie could see the sight
a chance to use tbeii muscles
ot the rose floatperfume
the range not only "t a yard, but a tield,
speakers called upon to tax the voice ing up in beautiful, suit folds, like the
and let them run. -v t >r caper all that while suffering from hoarsenes-v
Limes from a censer.
all ti:ues. and
ia
.lead rubbeu ms eyes, as well he might.
(leather-,, with a place f r a shelter
n
When he looked again he saw the shadow,
A Baltimore] uirl'a Revenge.
.-.hen tliev want it
then the skeleton ol a tree ; then this took
Monday forenoon, the Baltimore papers miraculous form, and a willow trailed its
a
affair
in
horse
there
was
a
say,
tragical
over the mound.
And he
Self-Sut, twining Trout Culture.
It seems a young, lady- green lengths
car in that city.
saw the moted sunshine falling upon the
A li-itei h nu Mr
Hotlnex ( Dodge, ot like looking woman has been in pursuit of
and heard the robins singing—singFelix Kennedy, the conductor oi the cur, place,
I'atehoguc l.nng l-futd, it the American for several days with the avowed purpose ing in his shop
Jedd looked and looked: but when the
Institute i'ann.-:-' flit', was read as fol- of
executing upon him dire revenge for a grass and the daisies grew tremulous as
witii
which
she
her
feartul
:
lows
wrong upon
in a sudden wind, and the grave began to
him. Kennedy, it seems, had not
Jedd could look seo no longer; and
Having : i.lied the nature ul trout charges
open,
and
his
been on duty for several days,
he shut out the strange sight by placing
thronglt : 1 will now gixe you some of' whereabouts
during that period were two lank, bony hands over his eyes.
inx
exper .-!m
imping that it max' be a
xx
probably unknown to her. At some point
.'i to engage in the
benefit 1.1 m
■Merry Christmas, sir." said a hesita) an.
business
better master of the rod on his route Monday morning she entered
ting voice at his side.
a
ot
him
bottle
at
with
the
car
and
dashed
In the year 1664 my
than of tin ; i.
Jedd started.
a
farm at the head ol a vitriol as he stood at his usual place mi
lather purcha-a
"Merry Christmas, sir!" repeated the
of
the
fluid
A
the rear platform.
portion
voice dolefully.
large trout stri-am. ami 1 being a boy and
A. Rodgers,
taking a great interest in these fish. began was bespattered on l)r. Henry
And then Jedd turned his eyes on the
a passenger in the car, who was badly
experimenting tit different times Making burned
speaker. It was a very shabbily-dressed
on
and
and
the
left
cheek
neck,
across
the
a
I
raised
dam
a body
.stream,
lad. lie had on a felt hat of no color whatof water covering about one acre ol ground. his clothes were considerably damaged. ever, a roustabout
jacket, and a pair of
Dr.
are
and
severe,
Rodger,-.' injuries
very
I then put in about 1 d'00 trout of difl'erwhite duck trousers, much too well ventihis
left
destruction.
eye narrowly escaped
t-nt sizes
They were left undisturbed unlated forthe season, liis physique was as
til 136#, when to my astonishment, I found A colored man in the ear was'also burned. delicate as a
girl's, and if it had not been
that they had groxvn to a great size, weigh- The woman and Kennedy grappled and so dark Jedd could have seen a face in
she was thrown down, not, however, until
and
two
three
without
pounds apiece,
which there was a strange mixture of the
ing
I have she threw a large amount of the fluid n
care and lood during that time.
Madonna and the devil—the expression oi
in
most shocking
his
him
a
face,
burning
nee
tried both artificial and natural
contending, and a sad experience
They had a desperate struggle boyhood
methods of hatching trout, and find the lat- manner
written all over it.
on
which
some
of
the
the
floor, during
A new swamp will
ter the most reliable.
ltut the snow was lulling heavily, and
I urn is ti sufficient food for six or eight years, vitriol ou the conductor’s clothes w is he
only saw a very little fellow surmoui iafter which, if food Is not supplied, the lisii sprinkled over the face of the girl. The ed
by a very shocking hat.
w ill die of starvation
1 do not mean to passengers, ot whom there were four, all
“If you please, sir," said the boy pleadfled in terror from the car, and Kenmen,
that
will
increase
but
will
-ay
they
any.
ingly-"
was left alone with his assailant.
grow fastct and do better than bv artificial nedy
■■Humph!"
Alter a short and sharp encounter lie got
means
And Jedd w as about to bid him go his
the woman on her feet, and ejected her
from the car, which proceeded on its way, when it struck Jedd that after what
1 lie 'T'jp.s in Maine ha'-e been
unusually course as if nothing had happened She he had seen, not even the love of his
large tin* past year, and more tlian ttie was arrested and gave the name of Mag- charming coffins could tempt him to turn
usual interest let- been maniiested in agriin liis shop; and to leave
gie Dealing, but relused to state whore on the gas again
cultural purs-’its
Maine's staple crop is she lived.
She is a girl of graceful figure it burning until morning was a bit ot exhay, ol which a raises not only enough and handsome, regular features. At the travagance not to be thought of. It ocfor its owu ii-e. Inn ships tensoi thousands
station house she appeared deeply affected curred to him to hire this promiscuous
ol tons annually to other States.
The at tier
disgraceful condition, and choking w isher of merry Christmases to sit iu the
vielil tics yeat i- l.Hoti.aoo tons, worth
with sobs complained of her left eye, shop till lie should have returned from
11
't much above the average,
t$24.ms1.
which had evidently received a portion" of the Spuvten Duyvel; so he changed his
though less man in J.s7;5, when 1,007,000 the burning fluid. Dr. Reynolds was sent brusque manner, and inquired in a tone
in the vicinity of Augusta bundle for and
were cut
pronounced her injuries of the which was intended to be extremely conhay is now selling for $18 and $20 per ton. most serious character. The
:
eye ball was ciliatory
m is tar below the
The crop ni
“What's your name, bub ?"
average, affected and there is but little hope of
being wao*" rnshols, against 852.(500 saving the sight of the eye. The girl told
••The last one. sir?" asked bub, looking
bushels
187.1, and 1,000,000 bushels in tlie old, old story. She had been
uu.
engaged
1870
flic wheat crop is the largest and to
"The last one. sir?” repeated Jedd,
Kennedy and under promise of marriage
best lot at last ten years,
amounting [to she was, in a weak moment, by him be- mimicking the lad. "How many have
292.207 bushel-, against 219,750 bushels
trayed. He promised to make her his \ mi ?”
last y car They h id .ifrye i.s:!2,772 bushels, wife, on several
“A good many, sir.
In Nantucket they
occasions, fixing Tuesday
against 2b.ol" bushels last year. Oats and Friday ot last week as days for the used to call me i’oor Tommy, and Orphan
amount to 1 0.78.:}02 bushels, against 1,consummation of the ceremony. The days Tom. and Tomtit. Hut on board ship the
.105,7.91 bushels in 1.8,.",; the barley crop came without
bringing Kennedy, and in sailors called me Nantuek, and they called
is much below the average, while the total
her despair and madness she appealed to Nantuek very often, and made him work a
iof
2.027.071
yield
bushels, the “wild justice of revenge’’ as above
potatoes
good deal.” And the boy shivered with
about l:!0,0t«> bushels larger than last
stated. Stic appeared beside herself with cold as the keen north wind swept around
of
ear’s
'The
easii
value
larm
s
crop
pro- grief all the afternoon, and several times the corner with evident
predatory designs
ducts in Maine is $14, lti per acre, much
asked to see a priest, as it tearing the ex- on his tattered jacket.
less than in any other New England State, citement
would cause her death. Captain
"Nantuek ?" said his interrogator, turnbut more than in Illinois, Wisconsin and Rannen ot the
station house showed her ing up his pinched nose with disapprobaMinnesota, and nearly twice as much as every attention hi his
power, but '-he still tion, as if the name tilled his venerable
m Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska.
Much remained u neon soluble.
nostrils with a "very ancient and fish-like
more attention than formerly is being paid
smell.”
to market gardening. The cranberry and
On the Fourth Avenue horse ears, New
"Well, Tomtit—I like that best, you
hop crops were heavy this year, and the York, violence and
know ; if you will keep shop for me an
are now ol
robbery
value of orchard products in the State is
nightly occurrence. The residents on the hour or so, I’ll give you a shilling.”
about $1 .(»ou,(H>o,
I don’t know how much a shilling is,”
line of the road have had a public meetand threaten that if the city does not said Tomtit, alias Nantuek, eagerly, "but
ing,
“Domi.stk Economy.” -Miss Sedgwick
protect them, they will protect themselves. I'll do it thankfully.”
lias asserted that -the more
"The key is under the mat. Unlock the
a
The plan of operation is this. Everything
intelligent
woman becomes, other
tilings being equal, is safe till the ears sweep by the Grand door, and don’t touch any thing. Don’t
the more judiciously she will
manage her Central depot. Above nhis tiie localities jar those lovely coffins; they might tall on
domestic concerns.” And we add that the are
and kill you, you know.”
very elegant, but the population is ! vou
more
Jedd never once looked toward the shop,
knowledge a woman possess of the scarce. The time selected is night, when
great principles of morals, philosophy and the theatres break up, and ladies are load- j
"If you see a grave in the middle of the
human happiness, the more
importance ed with jewels. Four burly fellows, two | lloor you mustn’t be frightened, you know ;
she will attach to her station and. to the
back and two front, throw oil' the con- ] Tm not.”
name of a
“good housekeeper.” It is only ductor and any gentlemen who may be on
And Jedd shuddered.
those who have been
"I don’t see any grave,” said Tomtit,
superficially educated, the platform, rush iuto the ears seize a
or instructed
only in showy accomplish- lady round the neck, strip her ol her wateli throwing open the door.
ments, who despise the ordinary duties of
'The undertaker summoned all his courjewels and money; each desperado selectlife as beneath their notice. Such
persons ing a victim. The work is done in a flash, age and glanced into the room; but the
have not sufficient clearness of reason to the
parties disappear, and the police are mound with the daisies and the weeping
■see that “Domestic
Economy” includes no wiser for their movements. 'This is an willow had vanished.
everything which is calculated to make exact description ot what took place on a
"Dev’lish strange,” he muttered. ‘‘It
people love home and be happy there.
was there.” Then facing his clerk pro tern
Madison avenue ear one night last week
■

■.

>

■

■

■

■

A

Duel in the Road.

[Omaha Cor. New fork Sun.]
At about tivo o'clock on Saturday afternoon there occurred near Elkhorn Station
a little
unpleasantness between two wellknown citizens of this county, which culminated in a desperate duel, one ol tlie

good old-fashioned kind, improvised on
the spur ot the moment, and fought out to

“You won’t steal any thing, because there
isn’t any thing to steal, you know.”
The boy looked wearily around him aud
seemed to think that the temptation wasn’t
very strong.
“But he might take a lid, though,"
thought Jedd.
However, there was no alternative but
to trust him.
Somehow or other, and God
wills it so, the most suspicious are obliged
to place confidence in a fellow-mortal. Not
vou aud I, gentle reader; we would do it
willingly, for it is good to believe in humanity.” Among other things, the old man
of three-score had not learned this.
Tomtit glanced over the apartment.
There was only the ghost of a lire in a
small stove; all sorts of grotesque shadows peopled the room, and the dim, blue
light, which fell like an imitation of nioonrise on the long, narrow houses of the
dead, made them look frightful. A coffin

is an ugly looking thing any way one can
tix it, and twenty coffins are, of course,
twenty times uglier.
“Queer place,” soliloquized Tomtit. “I
rather like it, though.”
Aud the boy i
smiled a sickly smile, “lie thought I'd be
afraid. A man who has been on a whaling
voyage”—here little thirteen years-old
drew himself up to his full height—“isn’t
likely to be scared by two, fou’\ six, eight,

twelve, fourteen, sixteen, eighteen,
twenty empty boxes 1 I guess not:”
The” child must have been exceedingly

ten,

Poor Tom, 1 have been looking for it
these five years.
Nantucket passed rapidly up Broadway,
and then, to avoid the heedless throng,
crossed over to the western part of the
town.
Fate led him, for it designs even
to shape the lives of such estrays as Tomtit.
Once ne paused at a baker’s door, and
looked so longingly at a waiter of fresh
tartson the counter that the shop girl gave
him one, and her glossy curls shook all
over' with delight at the ravenous way he
devoured it.
•‘Poor fellow,'’ said the girl, sobering,
■•he must have been fearfully hungry.”
lie was ratherish, and he annihilated
two tarts with enthusiasm.
As he turned out ol one of the cross
streets he beheld an old man looking in at
an undertaker's window as if he were
weary of life, and a desire to accost him
and beg shelter, or directions for finding
it, overcame his pride, which was a remnant of its former self.
He approached
the man, who took no notice of him whatever, but continued to glare at the window
with a wildness that almost startled Tom
from his design. Now our humble hero
was never blessed, or afflicted, as the case
may be, with great colloquial powers, and
he vwis somewhat at a loss as to how he
should open a conversation with the eccentric and unique individual before him.
In this dilemma the woids he had beard
spoken a thousand times that night broke
musically over his lips :
"Merry Christmas, sir!"
Then is was that Jedd Pallfrv turned and
looked nt him and said

weary, lor he had no sooner located himself oil one of the tall, black stools than
he sank into a profound slumber. His
body swayed to and fro in a very decided
manner.
At last it gave an extra curve
and Tomtit fell, lie broke neither his
‘‘Humph!"
slumber nor his neck—heroes never break
their necks, 1 believe. The critics, howWe left Tomtit iloored, literallv, at chapI know an
ever, sometimes do for them.
ter II.
instance.
The hours went by like shadows, and he
Tomtit lay at the loot of his perpendicustill lay under the charmed influence of
lar bed, and there we will leave him—leave
the little sprite, from the
him sleeping with one of his thin, brown sleep—sleep,
land ot nowhere, tiiat sits upon tired eyehands grasping (lie leg ol the stool, and
lids and weighs them down so kindly. Erone foot in a coffin—the first time, I think,
ratic and coquettish sleep, that will and
that such a fact has been recorded of any
like a woman ! .So
won’t, and is so
body, though we often heard of people hard to win, so very
and true when
exquisite
foot
“one
in
the
having
grave.”
won.
But whiie I whisper in your ear, let him
Tom lay dreaming of ships, anchors and
sleep.
ambergris, of Nantucket and fish, and
silent fields,
There is a curious skeleton in Jedd Fall“\\ here, calm and deep,
The sunshine lietli like a golden sleep!"
fry’s heart, and every Christmas eve it
turns and twists, and makes the old man
In the midst of this the tire in the diminieei (-)ueer pains and see strange sights.
utive stove went out, and now commenced
These skeletons are very common to the a combat between the warmth of the
human race generally. They are the phan- dreamer’s fancy and the coldness which
toms of evil deeds and malignant thoughts was
gradually taking possession ot the
—mental spirites that grow up in a single room. The alarm of a conflagration in
night, like toad-stools. Be wary, that you the next street, the muffled sound of the
may not have one growing in your bosom : engine, dragged furiously past the door by
it will show itself.
who seemed like demons red-hot
men
But the undertaker's skeleton for the from Pandemonium, and the jubilant clash
ot sleigh-bells now and then had failed to
present.
There was never any body prettier than move the sleeper. But the silent, invisiXannetto Pallfry.
Indeed it would be ble lips of the chill fiend were eating into
hard to find in any woman’s eyes a more his slumber, and iie dreamed of icicles!
enchanting light than that which lay in Ills little embrowned hand lost its hold ot
Xannette’s. Her voice, like the poet’s the stool, and after one or two involuntary
western wind, was sweet and low.
She turns he opened his eyes to tho fact, that
was as lovely and natural as a summer
it was growing intensely cold.
wild flower, and so good that sin in her
It was in vain that he drew himself towas no evil.
gether like a turtle ; the cold touched the
Mr. Theologian, you would interrupt outer circles of his body, and sleep desertme.
ed him. He spied the velvet pail on the
1 will explain:
ll she had been more counter, and in a moment he had envelworldly wise, cautious instead of loving, oped himself in its dreadful folds. But
artful instead of sincere, in short, any the death cloth warmed him no more than
tiling but the very angel she was, Xan- it he had been dead In fact, it threw a
nette’s life would have seemed purer in chill over him, and he seemed covered
the world’s eyes, but not in (rod’s.
I know with a black frost, colder than the snowy
that.
tracery which grew like magic over the
Xannette’s history is an old story, told shop windows. He threw the pall lrom
to
every day. For shame, man' that it is him as if it had been a pest, and tried
told every day 1 She lived, and loved, and warm Ills hands by the jet of gas which
burned azure, yellow, and all colors : but
trusted, and that is all of it, or nearly.
One December night she came in the it only aggravated his coldness
»
idea of freezing to death took hold
snow to her father's door -iml ha
amietin, the only tiling in
her »•..
His
act.
eyes tell on a coffin which he
(rod's world ho loved with a human love.
She did not weep, she did not even mur- ; thought would hold him comfortably. It
she only pressed the hand of a child : nearly exhausted his strength to lay the
mur
This being
who w alked w earily beside her and passed ; silk-padded Oox on the lloor
done, he settled himself into it without
on.
and once more made a coverlid
Her life from that time was so full ol hesitation,
ol the heavy pal!
so
and
that
true,
womanly
suffering, yet
i non lorntu leu asieep again anci comthe angels might sit and listen to a narramenced dreaming ot dreary oceans and
tar
with
Nannette
went
tion of it
delight.
lonely isles, and fairy lands forlorn,” ol
away from the city, and in a little town by cross-bones and
eye-glass skulls, churchtlie sedgy sea shore taught her boy to
yards and epitaphs, and God knows what!
pray.
Just then a brazen-lipped sen duel in a
Year after year went by.
tolled out the
The world went on like a great w heel; neighboring beliry solemnly
hour,
and,
unseen, save bv God's own eye,
and
off
and
women
children
men,
dropped
the steeple, in the snow, and wind,
like flies, and Jedd Palltry’s hammer was high up
and sleet, a ghostly finger pointed to the
busy! Now while shrouds were being cabalistic
figures XII.
made, and coffins varnished, and the old
Jedd Palllry was detained longer than
world was turning on its axis, Nannette
he anticipated—two hours longer, and the
died.
clock 9truck twelve as he whirled round
The night ot her death, just as old Jedd the
corner, and brought himself against
was fitting the lining to an infant’s coffin,
the wind in front ot his shop. The long
a grave grew up at his feet—a willow and
tails of his threadbare overcoat were flya rose-bush, and lie heard the singing ot
ing all ways, and he looked like a great,
birds! He knew what it meant. He knew hideous owl lost in the
night
that somewhero—ho could not tell where
When Jedd threw open the door he
—there was another mound just like the started back.
one beside him.
Oh ! how blithelv the
There, in the middle ol the shop, just,
little birds sang to Jedd. There was a
where the spectral grave sprang up yearnew heaven and a new earth for somebody
the gas going
that night, and how merrily the robins ly, lay a pall-covered coflin,
out, and the boy gone ! The place seemed
sang about it. All this happening while
like a vault, and Jedd
the snow-flakes were running nimbly over chilly and damp,
shivered so that the snowflakes fell ironi
tlie house-tops like little white mice.
him in every direction, like sparks from a
Every Christmas-eve, at the same hour,
The stiffness
Jedd sees this phantom mound with its scissor-grinder’s grindstone.
in his knees gave out, and lie supported
willow
tree
and
its
sighing
fairy birds, himself
against the counter.
flitting here and there like the fragments
Now one of these changes came over
of a broken rainbow' And at night he
has a fearful dream. He fancies that four Jedd Pallfry whicn happen to us at all
fever fiends, jaundiced visage, brain fever, times, and for which philosophy's self can
With resolute and fearless
not account.
shouting deliriously, scarlet fever with
the coffin and lilted
red iiot eyes and their disgusting hands, steps he approached
hiss him on the mound till poor Jedd is the pall. Thelight, which seemed to brighten up a little, fell aslant on Tom sleeping.
near going mad with agony and tear.
Nanuette’s child was adopted by a tish- The strange young face, shaded by tangled
curls of nut-brown hair, and lacking the
ei man’s wile—very
badly adopted, for
when poor Tom was not busy catching fish soil influence ol his closed eyes, was alhe was catching something else. So be- most wild in its beauty; the parted lips
seemed ready to speak, but they moved
tween boating and beating the child was
the eye-lids twitched but they were
not as happy as he might have been with not;
not lilted, and he lay a double picture—
more of one and less of the other, or a
Life and Death.
of both.
in-

genteel sufficiency
Having
dulged in lour years’ experience in being

Jedd started, but not with fear, lie felt

he took it into his head to have a
hand in the business himself. “To be or
not to be"’ beaten any more was his de-

something trembling, throbbing, warming in his bosom. K was only his heart
melting! The nature and humanity ot the

cision; so one fine morning, without as
much as the cognizance ot his beloved
mother Amphitrite, he placed his name in
the books ot “the good ship” Marie Theresa, and sailed out of port with a light
heart, one suit of clothes and a prospect
of hard work, which is all the “rig-out"
a true sailor needs.
Heaven bless him !

man

whaled,

rsut

10m was too

delicately

made lor a

whaling voyage, and after wasting three
years of the golden part of his life, he
found himself in our great city one night
without money or friends, or a place to
lie in. He wandered from street to street,
so charmed with the mad
wrangling of
sleigh-bells—a new music to him—and so
dazzled by the shop windows that he forgot his hunger and the web of ditliculties
which time and late, busy monsters, were
weaving for him. But hunger, under such
circumstances, like a renewed note, only
spares one for a little while, ft came back’
to him with interest, his hunger, and he
grew disconsolate.
The city, with all its strange neatness,
was forgotten in turn.
The snow chilled
him, and the happy children buying toys
in the grand shops, and the
merry sleighs
darting through the street likes swallows,
gave him an acute sense of loneliness.
There was no mother and sisters to put
gay presents in his stockings. Indeed, if
there had been, they might have bought
the stockings, too, lor never a one had Tom
on those cold little feet.
Tom looked in Maillard’s window at the
rare pastry and conleetions, and his hunger grew maddening. He turned from the
heaped delicacies, learitig that he might
be tempted to thrust his arm through the
thick plate glass and help himself. He
turned away in gastronomic agony, did
Tomtit, and hearing the children say “Merry Christmas!” wondered what it was and
where it could be

had broken their tetters like reeds,
and the love which had lain in a trance
tor a dozen years rose up within him, and
would be heard! His heart knew the
little stranger in the coflin, and he bent
over him with the tenderness that belongs
to women.

“Xannette!

he

sam

sottlv; “oh!

so

wonderfully like X'annette’s child."
The boy opened his eyes and looked
about him confusedly, lie attempted to
rise, but his strength had succumbed to
cold and hunger, and he sank back with a
sickly smile.
“I’m so very hungry, sir!"
“Only speak to me!” cried Jedd, hoarse
with emotion ; “only say if you are X'annette's child!”
“Xannette, Xannette,” said the boy,
dreamily. “Is some one calling my
mother?”
The old man said not a word at this,
but knelt down by the coffin and wept.
The clock struck one as Jedd Fallfry
passed through the blinding sleet with
something in his arms—something wrapped in a pall. A drowsy policeman, ensconced in a doorway, out of the storm,
hailed him, and the drifted snow was more
than knee deep—but Jedd, heeding neither, struggled on with his burden.
Then a brilliant coal-fire threw a lurid
and pleasant glow over old Jedd’s sittingroom.
The elderly housekeeper—completely dressed with the exception of a
nightcap which she had forgotten to remove—hurried to and fro in a “state of
mind,” collecting more jugs of hot water
than would be required to warm the feet
of all Her Majesty’s subjects at the Crimea.
Close by the grate, in a Daniel Lambert
of an easy chair, sat the unconscious Tom,
with Jedd soothing one of his hands and
gazing anxiously in his face. So an hour
went by, and then the child’s eyes unclos-

the death.
Dan S. Parmalee, of Omaha, and Tom
Keeler, whose farm lies (<>ur miles from
Elkhorn, got into a dispute about a piece
of land several years ago. The dispute
gave birth to the bitterest feelings beLetter from Hon, J, S. Black.
eel; and Jedd Pallfry took him in his
tween the men.
Parmalee owns a grain
arms, and the old man’s whole heart was
At a recent congratulatory meeting of warehouse at Elkhorn, and a farm near
I
a prayer—a
him
who
to
“tempers
prayer
I the Democracy, held in Philadelphia, the Tom Keeler's place. ’1 lie former was at
the wind to the shorn lamb.”
his warehouse on Saturday, and left E!kWhen I have said that terrible dreams ! following letter from lion. Jeremiah S,
horn in the afternoon in a iigiit wagon
and strange visions never haunted Jedd ! Black was read.
In ids company was one ol his hands.
Pallfry alter that night I have said all. So
Will Philpot, in charge ol a team ol mules
Philadelphia, Deo. 2, 1874.
is my story done.
Gentlemen—I am honored by your invi- and a load of cobs.
They had hardly
tation to the dinner of Democrats to-mor- cleared the edge of the town when Tom
Blowing up the Albermarle,
row
evening at the Continental Hotel, and Keeler drove out, and, passing Parmalee,
"Do you
Commander Wm. B. Cushing, who died 1 beg you to believe that nothing prevents came to a stand and faced him
in an insane asylum a few days ago, being me from attending but an imperative duty want to tight? Yes or no, and be quick
only a little more than thirty years old, which calls me elsewhere. 1 think I can about it," said he. "Go to the devil!" said
understand how sincerely you all rejoice Parmalee ; and the two then drove on for
was born in Wisconsin, and was appointed
over the great political events of the la9t
a short distance and
to the navy from New York on the 20th
again stopped
Parmalee knew that the crisis had come.
September, 1867. He resigned the follow- two months. It you wish to know what
are
1
must
to
decline
tell, Keeler had frequently threatened to kill
ing year, but re-entered the service in my feelings
1801 as an acting officer, lie received simply because I cannot do justice to the him, and for some time he had never gone
his commission as lieutenant on the 10di subject. Democracy—-which is the com- abroad without arms, knowing that his
ot July, 1802, and was attached to the mon honesty of the nation organized lor enemy was a desperate character who had
North Atlantic, blockading squadron for public purposes—was supposed by its ene- more than once taken human life on slight
four years, up to 1865. Since the close of mies to be eilectually killed. It was but provocation. As soon as Keeler stopped
the war he had served with the Pacific and natural that the heart of every patriot Parmalee took up his Winchester rifle,
Asiatic squadrons, being in command of should burn within him when he saw it jumped to the ground and sheltered himthe steamer Lancaster in 1856-7, and ot rising again, lacing the oppressor with a self behind his wagon. At the same mothe Maumee in 18GS-9
His service on front as determined as ever, and denounc- ment Keeler sprang to the side of his
the southern coast was full of bold exploits, ing corruption in high places with the wagon, shot-gun in hand, placing Ph.lpot
ilie latter
but the one which attracts the most atten- same mighty voice which in former times between him and Parmalee.
tion occurred in 1861, when he was about went over the land like the tones of a opened the duel by tiring twice in rapid
21 years old. The department had, through trumpet.
succession, both shots taking effect, but
But let us not merely congratulate our- neither
spies and the observations of naval officers
making more than a slight llesh
operating in Albermarle sound, obtained selves upon the recent past. Think noth- wound. Philpot lost no time in getting
full information as to the size, effective- ing is done until the work is finished. The out irom between the two tfres, and as lie
victories of this year will put only one
ness and locality of the terrible ram, which
sprang away Keeler emptied one ot the
House of the Federal Congress into our barrels of his
was built for the express
purpose of cleargun, but with poor aim, tor
ing our forces out of the North Carolina hands, and we must wait a year to realize the buckshot scattered and only one struck
Our perfect independence the man tor whom the load was intended,
waters and the fortified places of Koanoke even that.
andNewbern. The department had charts must be achieved in 1876 by a struggle wounding him slightly. Another struck
and plans prepared, and then looking which will prove that we are worthy to"be one ot Parmalee’s horses, ami the team
about lor one oi its officers of high rank. descended from the men who proclaimed set off on a run. Keeler fired again, but
selected now an lor the enterprise.
Ac- the rights of the States and the liberties missed, when his team started lie jumped
cordingly he was sent for, and offered an of tiie people a hundred years earlier It Irom the wagon and ran tow ard a cornParmalee
advance of a grade if he would undertake we succeed, then will this puissant na- field at the side of tho road
the desperate service. Rut with the con- tion, like awaking Samson, "Shake her fired and sent a ball through his body
viction begotten of iong experience he de- invincible locks,” and start the new cen- Keeler now felt that his time had come,
clined tlie offer. Cushing was then thought tury under auspices so grand that nothing lie had lost all hope, and instead of draw
of as a young man of desperate courage, can arrest, her tree career.
ing and using his revolver, which ho alH e must bear it always in mind that the
and he was sunt for. After carefully studyways carried strapped to his hip. lie turned
ing the plans, lie turned with beaming triumph of Democratic principles means and begged for mercy. Parmalee fired
eye to Assistant Secretary Fox, and said : the restoration oi constitutional govern- again, and the ball passed through Keeler's
‘Til try it, sir. Fll do my best." lie bought ment on a basis which will give absolute neck, and as he was topiing over to tho
in New York two open launches, each security to tiie rights ot men against tiie earth another ball irom the deadly rifle
about thirty feet long, fitted with a small mights of men. Tiie broken walls oi the went crashing through his brain, and the
engine and propelled with a screw, carry- Constitution are to Do built up anew and mortal career of tho notorious l'om Keeling a howitzer, and provided with a long made too strong to lie thrown down again er was at an end. Parmalee gave himself
boom that swung by a hinge, which could by the ruffians of the ‘higher law." Our up to a Deputy Sheriff who came along a
be raised or lowered at will, and which opponents themselves will become recon- tew moments afterward, and was taken to
had a torpedo in the groove at its further ciled to tho principles of American liber- Omaha.
extremity. These boats were taken down ty when they pass into tiie minority and
Both actors in tins tragedy have hi.through the canals to the Chesapeake, lind tho magnanimous democracy taking tories of more than ordinary interest. They
one of them being lost on the way, and
every possible precaution to guard them canto to the West about twenty years ago',
the other reaching the sounds at last against tiie oppression which they indict- and are widely known. I’arntalee is a
through cuts and creeks and infinitude of ed upon us in the days of their power. wealthy citizen ot Omaha, and itas always
toils, hinderances, and ruses. Joining the 1‘eace will come, too, sectional strile will enjoyed the respect ot the community lie
liect, which lay at the mouth oi the river, j be ended, and the public robbers who was a popular member oi the Territorial
the lieutenant disclosed his object to his now swarm over the Southern States will
Legislature in l-SOG, and was twice remen, assuring them that they not only cease their nefarious occupation when we elected to tlie same body alter tin; adrnis
must not expect, but they must not hope to revoke the license which the “appropriate sion of Nebraska as a State.
When the
return, lor death was almost inevitable, legislation” of the last nine years lias question regarding the removal of thu
and then called for volunteers. They all given them.
Capitol came, up. Parmalee showed him
But we cannot reasonably hope to ac- sell a man of iron nerve in the
stood by him, and six others presently
exciting
the
of
our
mission
withobject
it
scenes that grew out 'if the discussion,
joined them. The Albemarle lay moored complish
at the Plymouth wharf, eight miles up the out much labor and faithful exertion after ! will be remembered that Chapin, the
river, both banks of which were lined with the machinery of tic government shall be I Speaker, was first voted out, and then put
batteries and held by several thousand sol- put into our hands. Fifteen years ot domi-! out of the chair by main force, for making
diers, while, at some distance up, that nation by an anti-constitutional parte has what the majority thought were erroneous
tiie
portion of the wreck o! the Southfield utterly demoralized every branch cd
rulings in regard to the admission of a
These corruptions have member from Otoe
which stiil lay above water was occupied i public service.
County. Every man
by a picket guard, whose duty it was to j been so numerous and so diversified, have had his pistol ready, and for a time a
throw up rockets on the first alarm, for. sent down their tap roots so deeply, scene ol bloodshed seemed inevitable.
unknown to the attacking party, rumor have been practiced so openly, and have Parmalee was several times covered with
ot the intended endeavor had in some j become in a certain sense so respectable, the revolver oi an excited opponent, but
mysterious way already reached the Ply- that ior many of them a mere change oi he stood the ordeal without fear and withmouth authorities, and every provision ; administration will not speedily furnish a out bravado, thus gaining a name tor true
had been made for their reception. Ilow- j remedy. But the abuses may be ended courage that he has never lost.
of t,he same moral force
ever, on the night of the 27th of October \ by the impulsion
When he was mining in the mountains,
1 which carries their authors out of
the little launch entered the Roanoke river,
public a few years ago, a man who had disputed
her engine at low pressure, to make the life. When Hercules undertook the task his right to “the claim he was working
least r.oise possible, left behind all ob- of cleaning the Augean stable he did not made an attempt to kill him and his partstructions, passed within thirty feet of the use the tors, or tho shovel, but turned the ners by rolling immense rocks down upon
unsuspicious picket on the Southfield, and current of a river upon it and so otswept them. Seeing tnat his little cabin was in
pub- danger of being destroyed, and that his
approached the wharf where the ram lay, j all its filth to the sea. The stream
avi-A black mass in the darkness
On u’t- lic opinion if rightly directed will in like enemy was bent upon destroying it if he
tenant for a moment resolved to change This hydraulic method of reform being when the next rock came down a dead
his plan, and knowihg the town perfectly, necessary, tiie freedom ot the press and man came with it
to put in shore and trust to the effect of'a the untrammelled right ot the people to
Tom Keeler has for many years enjoyed
night surprise, with which he was so well speak their sentiments—everything that the reputation of being a dangerous man,
lets
t
le
ou—should
be
water
sedulously When he first came to this
acquainted, overpower those on board,
region he locaSo i
get her into the stream before the forts encouraged and securely guarded.
ted near Kearney, where he had tour
could be aroused, and fight die batteries may it come to pass in due time that we
ranches, with a wife fir each; and it is
with her on tier way down.
But just as will remember the days of tho gag law, said that he made his
living for a long
and
the
of
freemen,
he was about to carry his sudden plan into
practice
kidnapping
time by robbing emigrants who were on
tiie
of
innocent
murder
people by military their
execution, a cry from the ram rang out
way to the mines, ib was l'ond ot
sharply on the night, repeated on every commission as we remember the years of draw poker, but could not hold a candle
side,followed by the instantaneous booming mildew and potato rot and cholera, to only to Poker Jack, for he more frequently lost
ot the great guns from the ship and shore ; shudder at them and try to prevent their
than won. His loss however was genand returning no answer, the lieutenant recurrence.
erally
temporary. On one occasion ho
I
liere
if
shoulc.
close
mison
all steam and made lor her.
you might
put
one of his opponents, w ho had
waylaid
1
not
the
idea
understand
have
least
me.
At the same moment an immense bonfire ;
■•called' him lor a heavy “p t." and,
that
we
to
unsettle
which
of pine knots and turpentine blazed up on
ought
anything
drawing his revolve]. commanded the
the bank, most lortuuutely for him, since | has been Used and determined, or take winner
to put the money down and “git.
it revealed directly the untoward fact that from any human being a right vested in The man did as he was
bidden, without
in him by existing laws. We propose no
a boom of
extended
around
the
ram
logs
It was by sim.iur winning ways
j
in all directions to guard her from torpe- counter revolution. White we mean to be delay.
that he kept hiniseb even with tin >-o who
does, which for one second seemed an in- I just, we are determined also to be liberal
with him. He was a shoit, stout,
gambled
of
The
in
sense
the
word.
the
broadest
surmountable obstacle. Only for one
fellow, and sj ki- with a peculiar
agile
of
the
no
matter
faith
by drawl. When he was about to
government,
oud. though, YV ith the next th ; lieutenant j
perpetrate
had given orders to sheer off across the ; whom pledged, is irrevocable. The whole some
particulariv atr oi< us outrage he
stream, so as to get room for acquiring i civilized world knows that the public
always soothed his victim with the son
headway and carrying his launch by the ! credit is saler with us than with our op- iy-spoken pledge, Little Tom Keeler
is
the
tact
and
this
shown
that
by
force ot its own impetus straight across ponents,
wouldn't harm a hai- ot j '• lr head." and
the boom, though it never could get out since the November elections American then stabbed or robln-d with the tints* vrisen
in
market.
securities
have
every
again, he knew As they turned, a" volley
1 nst \ ar h- was arcoolness
ot buckshot tore away the whole back of Wo submit to the amendments of the freshing
ncrnm ! weapons in
tor carrying
rested
his coat and the sole of his shoe, and the ! Constitution, though they were carried by
the streets of Omaha ; but as it was shown
man by his side tell lifeless.
Before the fraud and force, and the two last we:\- in- that his revolver was a'.w tvs in
sight the
volley could be repeated the launch had tended to take away our inheritance of action did not lie. and the little rascal was
it
to
another
and
give
struck the boom, was over, and was forg- self-government,
discharged. He kdt two wives : uv uni
right and without their
ing up under the Albermarle's quarter, race of men without
> non
loss, and bis ;iiy hi. ;. a
it
we
it
or
use
will
to
hold
to
But
directly beneath the mouth of a rifle gun, ability
trial in < as t'ounty f a horseawaiting
and so close that the merest whisper on execute the whole instrument,amendments
board the ram, where they were endeavor- and all, in a way that will save the rights stealing.
of the honest white men as well as those
ing to bring the gun to bear, could be disof the abolitionist and the negro
The Winter Life of t ut: Bear. Oi e
tinctly heard.
Another thing; a large and most re- ot the most curious characteristics of the
That must have been a terrifically exciting moment to those ou board that little spectable body of men who, until lately, bear is its habit of hibernal ng through
launch, with the vast mountain of iron acted with the Republican party voted for the winter. During the autumn it becomes
towering above them, the fire-lit mass of our candidates last month We are not very tat, and, about the end of Oct >be
toes upon the shore, and triumph and to forget how much we owe them. The completing its w iotef house, censes feed tug
eternity in the next moment. Lieut. Cush- debt can be paid by showing that we de- for the year. A remarkable phenomenon
in our moderation takes
ing stood at the bows of the launch, with serve their confidence
place in the animal'? digestive orseveral lines before him; one of these and fairness toward all classes of the gans. The stomach, no longer supplied
1
am
&e..
lines was attached to the howitzer, oue to people
faithfully yours,
with food, contracts into a v irj small
J S. Black.
the ankle of the engineer, one to the offidestruction called
space. A mechanical
cer who was to lower the boom
the “tappen ” composed oi line leaves, oi
carrying
A Hint to iTouug Gallant*.
the torpedo, one was that by means ol
other extraneous substances, blocks the
which the torpedo was to be slid under the
Beware of the young lady yvith the alimentary canal, and prevents the outram, another was the exploding line, canvass work about these days.
There is ward passage of any matter. The bear
which should pull away a pin and let a one in a neighboring city who lias forty or continues in ts den until the middle of
grape-shot drop on the percussion cap be- more admirers. I or each of these she has April, in a dull, lethargic condition. If
neath. The howitzer had already been
bought the canvass for slippers, all ot a discovered and killed at any time ir. this
discharged. The line attached "to the pattern, the making of which she lias period, it is founu > be as fat as at tho beengineer was pulled ; the engine stopped. leased out to an ancient colored seamstress, ginning. it is sate however, that, if it
The boom was lowered, the torpedo slid while she lias kept the forty-first pair her- loses the “tappen” before the end of it?
slowly oft’ and under, the air chamber at self in the parlor, where she can have them hibernation, it immediately becomes extop bringing it up in position beneath the on hand whenever one of the lovers calls. tremely thin. During the hibernation the
ram.
The last line was pulled, the grape Ol course, the young men ask for whom bear gains a new skin upon the balls of its
shot fell, just as the rifle gun wont oil— she is working these pretty
slippers, and feet, and, during tho same time also, the
and the rebel ram and the launch blew up she replies with that bewitching drooping female brings forth her y oung, from two
together, and columns of water shot up of the eyelids, which is one part modesty to four in number. The latter act occurs
and tell again heavy with dead and dying. and two parts winks: “Oh, they're a generally from the middle of January tiThe pairing
But just as Lieut. Cushing pulled the ex- ( Kristinas present lor a gentleman friend the middle ot February
ploding line he cried out to his men to of mine.” Then the infatuated youth season occurs in the summer, frem June
save themselves, and
throwing off arms goes off and buys her a seal skin jacket, to September The period of gestation is
and heavy garments, had struck out into or a pair of ear-rings, or an easy chair, about seven mouths, and the new ly-born
the water.
for his Christmas gilt. She will bestow on cubs are scarcely larger than puppies.
Amul a scene ol great tumult Lieut, each of her adorers a
pair of slippers
Cashing succeeded in reaching the shore, worked by the colored seamstress and
A spicier coniNUEXtm in a SriDER
whence, travelling through swamps, be- footed by a German shoemaf er with one
structed its web in an angle of my garden,
came to a creek, where lie seized a Conher
an
each
on
$2.(55,
eye,
average
costing
federate boat, and by 11 o’clock the next while she estimates that her presents will the sides of which wore attached by long
at the
had
his
made
out
to
the
steamer
height oi nearly
not $45 per adorer. The pair she is work- threads to shrubs
night
way
Valley City. The gallant officer received ing herself will be presented to a young three feet from tho gravel path beneath.
to tire wind, the
for this daring teat a vote of thanks from
dry goods clerk in an adjoining town, to Being much exposed
congress, and a complimentary letter from whom she yvas secretly married last Sep- equinoctial gules of this Autumn destroythe secretary of the navy.
tember. It is thus that woman trifles with ed tho web several times. The ingenious
the noblest aspirations ot the human soul. spider now adopted tho contrivance hero
represented. It secured a conical frag[Hudson Gazette.
ment of gravel, with its larger end upLivingstone had the greatest possible
A smart old mare of Greenland, X. H., ward, by two cords, one attached to each
contempt tor lions. “You talk about the
majesty ol the lion," he said, chatting to the property of Mr. Moses Marin, has re- o! its opposite sides, to the apex of its
Sir Edwin Landseer at a party in London ; ceived the honors ot newspaper notice. wedge-shaped web, and left it suspended
“but you do not know the beast. There I Dollie is her name, and though she is two as a moveable weight to be opposed to the
is no more majesty about him in the ! and thirty years old, Dollie goes to market effects of such gusts of air as had destroyed
forest than there is about that poodle. It (in Portsmouth) severa1 imesa week, and the webs previously occupying the same
j
is all poetry. Lions are arrant cowards— even in her ashes live her wonted tires, lor situation. The spider must have descendcowardly sneaking beasts. You can j she usually passes every team on the road. ed to the gravel path for this special obhardly tell a lion from a donkey when you But she is useful as well as ornamental, ject, and having attached t! reads to a
come upon him in the forest,"and if
you and during the late Summer this Mrs An- stone suited to its purpose, must have afcome upon a lion
suddenly his first impulso derson of a mare, with a Joe John of a terward raised this by fixing itself upon
is to tuck his tail between his legs and horse, age 25 years, mowed and raked 40 the web, and pulling the weight up to a
bolt, lie will spring upon you if he comes tons of hay ! llis name isn't really Joe height of move than two feet from tho
upon you unawares, and can have time to John, however, but Frank Temple, and ground, where it hung suspended by elascrouch ; but if a man has the courage to rustic as he is. he is a brother of the queen- tic cords. The excellence of the contrivlook a lion in the face you need uot'even ly Flora Temple. Blood, you see, tells, ance is too evident to require further comcock your rifle
ment.
in high life and in low.
[Nature.
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Written for the Journal.

FROM LOUISIANA.

Brag.

Organization

Is it b cause wo inhabit. a coun: ry of great
extent, with plains almost boundless, grand
ri\« rs and muY .ti mountains, that, we have become rh- most boastful nation of the earth; or
is it becatw* wc are \<>ung us a nation, and lhe
rapidity <*f our growth lias astonished ourselves, uml awakened in us the desire to astonish
every
tin -e

j

j

else? 1- ii that the constant sight of
at natural object tires the t,i*niYtirsuP
.heart with the d.-iortniu.ition not only

one

Yauk('<

be and remain Inc, but to make c\u ry other
people a.inii! that the “univarsaP Yankee, nato

tion i- the bigest, the “smartest.” and the best
on the faro of tin* “oUiniHp globe? The < onstant pia-i m e of the glorious Alps, crowned
with eternal snow, aw akened in the hearts of
the brave Switzers an undying love, for the

liberty which They at length achieved, bin without developing an undue disposition to brag;
them content to lx counted at their
proper worth in the family of ration.
'lhe manifesto ions of t hi- d/sire to impress

leaving

whe outside world with

a

of

sense

.superla-

our

I think, one of the evidences
have not vet quite outgrown the jacket
and trowsers period of our existence. It is

tive

importance, is,

that

we

that we have grown to be a strapping big
so far as physical developement goes,
able to hold our own with most of the older
members of the great family. Many a big boy
cun “Hop" his “dad” even, and still be a bo\.

true

boy, and,

outgrowing the jacket and trowsers:
strain across the should* is and the sent,
and show' the stitches in the seams when we
are obliged to make an unusual exertion, as in
We

are

they

of the rebellion; they are too
arms too short in the sleeves
and trowsers legs, and there is an alarming
space between tin* jacket and the trowsers

suppression
tight under the

the

which gap is till'd with imiepeuny shirting;
but I gu» V- they ought to do till the bo\ is m
year old. In the family f nations, when*, centuries count

as

\*

ars,

w

not

are

*

quite

a

year

old.

cuuvmplate the younger members,
born into the family since we w ere, and still in
s waddling clothes, it is not at all surprising that
we fed lik*- the big brother, able to patronise
When

we

and proleet these little ones. There are other
brothers, however, old* ami stronger than we,
and -ome <>l them like to patronize and protect.
When we remember in bow short a time

Prussia, or united Germany, scattered and destroyed the armies, and rode over the land and
into the capital of one of the foremost military
to us that
powers of the world, it is suggested
the time has not yet

co ne

for

us

to set

biggest brother, even physically.
During the early growth of our

up

new

as

the

country

natural that we, ever conscious of the
rawness and unfinished aspect ol everything
it

was

here in tic eves of visitors from European
nations, should be peculiarly sensitive to anything like disparagement or ridicule from them.
We ostracized young Charles Dickens because
he* set down in bis “American Notes" a few

plain facts, ami exaggerated

a

few more, not

beyond what is permissible to the writer of
such a book; and he dared not return here until hb growing popularity among American
readers,

by him in spite of his offence, the
invitations from friends here to come
readings, and the subsidence, in some

won

numerous

and

give

degree, of our rage, from tin* lapse of time,
assured him that he would be well received.
In the disposition to forestall any depreciatory
expressions from the outer world, by big talk
of what we had done and were,.going to do, of
extensive country and the near approach
of the time when we could “lick all creation,"
is to be found, I think, the foundation *tone of
the towering edifice of brags which we have
our

succeeded in constructing.
Without doubt “the Britishers" think as well
of themselves and their country as we do; il
the thing be possible, better. They consider
everyone, not an Englishman, a foreigner, and

foreigner an inferior being. But they are not
They have long passed the age of
boasting. Occasionally a cockney may be found
wandering in Uib country, who is able to find

a

boastful.

we ’ave hat \>me, you know,"
rather loudly and complaining! v of
English gentleman would be silent.

nothing “'ere like
and

speaks

it, when

an

But that is nothing.
Thr position in society,

it were, of the
is too well defined
as

leading powers of Europe,
and fixed for them to have even
is

only parvenu

a

curiosity

nations that boast.

To come from nations to individuals, the man
who continually asserts that lie is an honest
man and a gentleman, is mistrusted, and tails
to obtain credit for being either, wl n by sib-nee be would pass for both, until lie should
prove h.’inself unworthy. The man who i>
truly conscious of power, whetlu-r mental,
moral or physical, has no need to boa-i ot what
lie lias done, or can do: lbs occasion will proi o
him. It is needless to say that men ot great
mental or moral strength are no boasters; that
truth will be admitted without ea\ il. Hut it is
also true of men distinguished for physical
were
prowess. The livers, Hei nails and sa\ res
notably modest men. It i.- among the rabble of
hangers-on and admirers of these heroes of tiering, that are found the mud-mouthed bullies

whose “strongest hold” is brag, and who have
not much stomach ; r a light unit s- backed by
numbers; being of the nature of the wolvewliieli are formidable ill packs, but

singly

are

cowards.
Of the throngs of our fellow citizens tint; leave
shores e\erv year to in* scattered over the

our

continent of Europe as pleasure seeking tourists, bv far the greater part is made up of men
cul women ot stn-h previous culture, that the
desire to boast of the great republic lias been
refined away. Hut. i believe, It too often oc-

suddenly t-uriclied shoddy ite, petroleum king, or speculator goes abroad filled

curs

that

some

with such an exalted idea of flic “g'-iorious"
republic lie loaves behind, and such a feeling of
contempt for the effete monarchies of Europe,
that lie is constrained to take with him a private
American eagle which he flies on all occasions,
from time to time letting him scream while
crossing the Alps, and in other elevated regions,
to the supposed terror of tile little principalities
ot the central portion of the continent. If it
should be hinted to our patriotic fellow citizen
a little further on in his journey, he would
enter an empire where there was kept a double

that,

headed eagle, he would give his informant to
understand that it w ouid be “so much the worse
for the double header, if my bird gets a foul of
him, fur he will have two heads to look out for,
and my bird is mighty quick at the eyes,"
Let us congratulate ourselves that the time
will come when we .shall have outgrown this
weakness of thing flip eagle, and become as
calmly indifferent to the impression created in
the mind of a tourist by the contemplation of
the great republic, as are the older members of
the family with reference to their capitals. H.

Miss Maria A. Martin oi Appleton, was
bitten in the hand twelve years ago by a
fierce

dog. During the lollowing lornshe was subject to Ireequent attack

years
of sickness ola few weeks duration, which,
by their character, plainly indicated thenIn November, 1860, she had a very
cause.
severe attack accompanied by the usual
peculiar symptoms, and from that time
until the present she has not walked one
step, nor stood upon her feet. About this
time she also lost the use of her left hand
and arm, which still remain useless and are
somewhat deformed. Her disease next
manifested itself in her eyes, produce entire loss of sight during two and one half
years, but one year ago in April last, she
the sight of one eye,
partially recovered
which she still retains. In July last, she
had an attack ol paralysis ot the organ of
speech, since which time she has been unable to utter a single articulate sound.
The detectives have entered the field of
statistics in the Charley lioss case. More
than $20,000 have been expended, they
have searched lrorn
sav; commissioners
ocean to ocean and across; 700,000 circulars have been issued; printing and photoa
ot
graphing have cost $8000;in thecorps
corresclerks has been employed

about the boy-; 200 bauds ol
been searched; one stiayhave
gipsies
to
boy has been found and taken home
his mourning parents; COO Charley Kosses
have been reported; and at least 500,000
have been
persons at one time or another
The result Is nothing yet.
on the search.
and the detectives believe he ii dead or
else in charge of some recluse who has
never heard of the case.

pondence

of the

Legislature.

New Orleans. Jan. 4.
All the doors ot the State House except
one
are
securely barricaded. Lines oi’
Metropolitans prevent persons passing St.
Louis street, irom Koval to Charters, only
reporters, member.- ol the Legislature and
State officers being admitted.
The superior officers however admit such
persons as
they de-ire.
T i.e streets in the vicinity are crowded,
..in, hundreds are
gathered on the corners.
K. H. Maim was refused admittance by
the police, and ex-Gov. Hyams, after
pa.- big the Metropolitans, was refused
admittance to the State House by the
Sergeant-at-Anns, who is in charge ol the
door.
The members assembled in the hall ol
the House, and are the most orderly body
ol legislators so far that has assembled in
Louisiana tor many years
The chief
clerk called the house to order and proceeded to call the roll. After finishing he
announced that there were 102 members
present and a quorum
A motion was immediately made that L.
A. Wiit.’. ot New Orleans, be made temporary chairman, and Mr. Wiltz immediately took the chair.
Here the utmost confusion prevailed.
T in Speaker appointed a Sergeant-at-Anns
ami temporary clerk, and several motions
were made and confusion increased, about
tidy members calling at the lop of their
\
ices, i iiiiilly order was restored and
the chairman made a speech, stating that
he would treat all members alike of whatever party or color
l.uwell protesleu against tne
of the temporary organization.
Speaker Wiltz replied that the manner
of ‘rgunizalion was identical with that ot'
LsOti, in which Lowell participated.
l ive lueinbt rsiiol returned by the board
were declared by resolution members of
the House, and took their seats.
(iov. Kellogg's message to the legislature thanks the citizens of other States,
and the general government for aid in the
He says in the
season of the overflow
year just ended, "the receipts have been
nearly equal to the expenses. The rate of
State and city taxation has been largely
reduced, and tor the first time lor many
years, not one dollar has been added to
tiie public debt, which on the contrary iias
been sensibly reduced. The rate of taxation has been reduced l'J 1-i! mills,
in conclusion (iov. Kellogg says:
“You cannot be unaware that throughout a large portion of the State a condition
ol anarchy and violence has more or less
prevailed for some time past and that the
laws have been disregarded, blood been
sheil and the constituted authorities displaced by toree. hi the interests of the
whole people let me beg of you to take
immediate measures to secure enforcement
ol that obedience of the iaw without
which no civilized community can prosper.
A motion was then offered to effect the
permanent organization. This raised a
commotion among the Republicans, but
when a further motion was made to seat
members from the contested parishes
there was great excitement, accompanied
with shouts and exclamations of all kinds,
which was fearful to hear, but they were
seated.
(ten. Re Troband, of the U. S. Army,
appeared and demanded that the live men
so seated lie ejected, to which Speaker
Wiltz objected. The General then asked
that the men be pointed out and he would
request them to leave the room, or they
will bo put out with soldiers.
Speaker Wiltz—1 cannot permit those
members whom we have just recognized
as being elected to be put out.
My duty
is to keep up the dignity of the State of
Louisiana, as well as yours to keep up
that of the U. S. Army7
Mr. Dupre at this time offered the report of the committee on election, which
declare Jefferson, Suckett and Stafford of
Rapids, Vaughan, lloran and Lamb of
Gadat, S,during of Iberia, and Agaiun of
Avayelies, to be elected.
Gen Re Troband, who had retired,
again advanced toward the speaker who
said, “Gentlemen be quiet and be men.”
The gentleman then pointing to Vigors,
ex-clerk of the house, said lie bad been
represented to him by Gov. Kellogg as
clerk ol the house and that he bad a list
of names of representatives, returned as
Lolonel

manner

There is another overturn in
dream of
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a

republic is past.

The

Spain.

Castellar and

compatriots have nothing to look upon
but the ashes ol ruined hopes. A revolution, aided, it is reported, by the support-
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wed

as

the

one

tor.

To be sure, the young King,
who is only seventeen, and the son of a
mother notorious for her vices, would ap-

reasons

ernment.

all

The chief interest

to

the government

United States lies in
the ell'ect which the new phase of affairs
will have upon the fortunes of Cuba. The

and

of the

people

words of President Grant's message
gave the Dons a start, and if we have now
to deal with a monarchy instead ol a re-

sharp

to which

she

4fir In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
hieh the paper Is sent... 4*ifr

presses of the Democratic party, in respect to party management, are full of
wise councils that should be heeded. That
old organ of the Pennsylvania Democracy,
the Lancaster Intelligencer, has words ol

bins

can

read her

suggested

own

to

lessons in internation-

—The

column, has

ere

this been elected.

In the matter of United States

then-

impress upon the Democracy is that upon
the honesty and the wisdom which we
show in handling the substantial results
ot our victories, will greatly depend
whether the betrayed and disgusted Republican voter will come over to our camp

with a magnificent sword, which cost ten thousand dollars, in token of his gallantry and
heroism.”

This is exclusive of the
sented

to frustrate the well laid

that
lie received

over

cratic vote ol the
than 0(1 000

l

Senator,

'l'he first

will take

place

balloting

ol the

ly

hugging themselves with satisfaction
the performance of two youths in
Waterville. They slid down opposite hills
and brought their heads together with

are

previous year being less

such is the

duty

reason

wittily suggests

and true

policy

that Hamlin is

Petering

out!
—While the papers are making extracts
Attorney Ceneral’s report, show-

wily

for Senator

to doubt.

time.

a

the importance ot Judge
Peters’ entry into the Senatorial field in
Maine, that it suggests to Mr. Hamlin that
he had better withdraw. The Boston Post

from the

ing in detail that the liquor traffic has been
squelched by law in the several counties,
we are pained to see no report from Waldo County. Pray let us know how things
spiritual are here.

on

no

as

them, for

impressed by

—The town of Waterville, that

was re-

cently divorced front West Waterville, is
making love to Winslow. It doesn’t, like

that a nomination will be made, and that
the nominee will have every Democratic
t ote, first, last and all the time, until this
contest shall have been decided, there
be

to knock the senses out of

such force

—The Concord Statesman, the leading
republican paper in New Hampshire, is so

many honored and popular Democrats
State who will be supported by
his party friends lor the position.
Rut

to

—The old tolks who have to move liveto get out of the way of sliding boys,

over

of the

ought

dry clothes preEnglish yacht that pulled
English channel, after the

him out of the
Kearsage sunk his vessel.

the 10th, and continue
every day until a choice is effected.
There is no certain indication as yet
pointing to the individual among the

90,000 votes, the Demo-

t.lif* liirrlmcl vaIq
ever received in the state being 70,000, in

plans

the

on

another Leander, swim the Kennebec, but
goes unromantieally over the bridge to do
its

That

courting.

—The letter of Uon. Jeremiah S. Black,
which is published on the outside of totidy a ptijno, is guou *uwi..0
pavilioned Democrats, and ought to suit every-

of the

ami

ment denied.

They are there to uphold
Speaker Wiltz, I protest against Mr.
Vigors having anything to do with this 1807. The figures in New York show no Democratic principles, but not to be used
body He is no longer clerk ot this house, great Republican accession, Tildeu's vote as a cat's paw in settling radical disputes body except federal oflice-holders and
iiis successor having been legally elected.
their henchmen.
being 116,000, which was exceeded 23,- in a miserable squabble over the spoils.
Speaker Wiltz, with all the conserva- 000
—Alexander Dumas, the French novelist,
Since the above was put in type, the
by the vote lor the Governor in the
tives, protested against the entrance of
used to serve his best wine to his quests, and
the military.
A tile of littcen soldiers Presidential year ol 1808. In Pennsylvania Bangor Whig of Tuesday has been re- after they became indifterent to quality brought
on anything inferior that he happened to have.
soldiers soon alter entered. The live men the result last fall still less showed that
ceived, with a jubilant despatch from its
who

not elected according to the
considerable element of the Republi- Augusta correspondent, stating that Hamboard were then pointed out, any
and were requested to retire, but they can party voted with us; since we polled lin has it all his own way. The Penobscot
protested, when two soldiers took each 277,000 vote3 against nearly 318,000 in delegation, it is stated, held a meeting in
one ot them and put them outside the bar
1871 for Buckalew. and 313,000 in 1808 which the votes stood Ilamlin
11, Washot the house.
lor President.
burn 1 Peters 1. Piscataquis and Aroosi lie contemplation ol these figures should took are claimed as solid for
Tlie Case Tilton vs. Beecher.
Ilamlin, and
teach Democrats caution, and should re- that lie will be nominated
New Yoke. Jan. 1.
by two to one.
1 u; case of Tilton vs. Beecher was call- mind them forcibly that upon the ability
ed in the Brooklyn City Court before which they show to uprightly and honestBoston hail a now notion last week. A
Judge MeCue, this forenoon. Beecher and ly administer the affairs of government tea store lias a
big copper kellle for a sign,
counsel were present, but Tilton’s lawyers
will be likely to depend their continuance and
did not put in an appearance.
everybody was trying to guess how
flic counsel lor the detendant urged in its control. There is no doubt that the ! much it would hold, under the stimulus of a
that their ease go on at once, us the coun- tide is with us and that our
opponents are chest of tea for the lucky person who came
sel had a ease in the Supreme Court, in
demoralized and need but good nearest. Great excitement ensued. That
greatly
which Mr. Beecher was pecuniarily intergeneralship to be thoroughly routed. We kettle was watched as closely as was that
ested.
Judge MeCue finally determined to call certainly have the matter in our own hands, of Mrs. Watts, when her inventive son
the calendar in regular order, and direct- and il our lease of
power proves to lie wrestled with the problem of steam. Ened that a jury be sworn in the case which
short it will lie our own fault. We have terprising Bostonians ascended
by ladders
was next before that of Mr. Beecher.
At noon James 11. Drake of Staten Is- come in on a wave of reform, borne for- in the still watches of the night, and took
land. who is going to Europe, appeared, ward by our most so! mm and oft repeat- measurements. Xu« a soul passed through
and his examination was taken dc U ntie ed promises that we would
give the coun- Court street, that did not glance upward
ease,
lie testified that he was a grain exa capable and honest administration of
with a look that w as half a prayer to
try
porter, and two or three days after publication of the scandalous articles in Wood- its affairs. We have been trusted and put heaven, and half a sum in liquid contents.
hull and Chitlin's Weekly he mot Moulton on trial by the people, who have become There lias not been slcIi a commotion in
in the produce exchange, and had a conthoroughly weary oi the corruption and the tea question since the old chaps made
\ ersation with him in
regard to the matter.
incapacity of our present rulers. It is our a tea-pot of the harbor, something like a
He asked Moulton what he
thought of it.
and he replied it was a falsehood, and if duty to redeem our pledges and it is like- hundred years ago. At last, when the
M r. Beecher’s career was not sufficient to wise our policy to do so; and with honor eventful
day arrived, and the sealer of
give it the lie he was very much surprised and prudence both bidding us to advance measures was elevated on his official
platTne testimony will be read before the
on their
is it possible that we form, measures in hand, to till the kettle
pathway,
when
are
jury
they
impanelled.
with Cochituate, the square was blocked
There was quite a iegal skirmish, the can stray from it ?
defence working to have the trial declared
•Surely not, if the people watch their by an immense crowd that stopped pedes“on” by Judge MeCue, so that he should leaders and take
care that they do not sutrians, coaches and horse cars. When the
try it. In tills they succeeded, but accord- bordinate
the
of
the
to
the
good
big kettle was full, it was found to have
party
ing to Judge McCue’s own statement he
has the power to send it before another promotion ol their nvn selfish interests! swallowed up 227 gallons, 2 quarts, 1
Judge, and it is believed he will relegate
Surely not, if the people see to il that pint and 8 gills. Eight persons guessed
to Chief Justice N’eilson to-morrow.
The
men of capacity and
only
integrity arc the same amount, that is, within five gills
delence, it is stated, will, however, then
to attain the seats of power!
of the correct ligurcs, and accordingly
permitted
affidavits
present
giving reasons why the
case should be tried belore -Judge Met ue,
Surely not, if the people require that divide the chest of tea between them.
but unless they are very strong the ease their leaders shall not
only be pure, but And now tiie public await flic next sensawill go belore Judge Neilson.
beyond suspicion oi a connection with in- tion.
On Tuesday the day was passed in
try- lluences and powers which may warp their
A silver mining excitement has broken
ing to decide before which Judge to try
judgment or twist their consciences !
the ease, both parties being present. No
out in the staul and steady going city ol
1 lie Democracy owes none of its memdecision was reached.
last place in the world
bers anything that the good of the country Newburyport—the
in which it would be looked for. A piece
forbids it giving them. It is the mission
Inauguration of Gov. Tilden.
of waste land, which has been travelled
of our party to govern for the good of the
Alijanv, Jan. 1. The inauguration of
over by the Pilgrims and their latter day
whole
ami
it
is
its
bounden
people,
duty descendants lor three hundred
Gov. Tilden took place to-day in the presyears, has
to be governed
ence of a large concourse of citizens. The
only by the consideration
been found to contain silver ore
suddenly
Governor-elect was escorted to the Capi- of that which is best for the
many in disof largely paying richness. The owner
tol by the military, and about noon Gov.
the honors and olliees which can
tributing
Dix entered the Assembly Chamber escortit for $350, and bonded it soon afto the lew.
In deciding between bought
ing Mr. Tilden, followed by the latter’s only go
ter to Kelley A Co. for $100,000. But the
stall'. Gov. Dix addressed a few appropri- the numerous candidates for office, the
original owner comes lorward with a
ate remarks to which the latter replied in first
inquiry must always be “who is fit- claim that the deed was
Mr. Willers, Secretary test
a feeling manner.
procured by fraud,
to fill the place?” and only when the
of State, then administered the oath of
and has obtained an injunction restraining
otlice (the iron-clad) to Gov. Tilden. The proper reply to this question is doubtful, all
conveyance of the property. Meansame oath was then administered to Lieut.may other considerations be permitted to
time
speculation is up to lever heat, and
Gov. Dorsheimer. In administering the turn the scale.
as soon as the trust leaves, the adjacent
oath to the Governor, the Secretary of
be skinned in search of signs
State asked him which oath he would take,
—Massachusetts has been this week en- country will
and ho replied. “The new.” Ex-Gov. Dix
of the metal.
then escorted Go\ Tilden to the Executive tertaining King David. New Bedford, Fall
Chamber, the band playing “Hail Colum- River, Lowell, &c., have been visited, and
Legislative. The republicans, at their
bia,” and the audience dispersed. At 2 his majesty interviewed by retired whalers, caucus on Tuesday
night, nominated \V.
o’clock the Tenth Regiment escorted Gen. cotton mills and
merchant princes. The W. Thomas. Jr., the Speaker of last year,
Dix to the Hudson river depot, tiie procession being llanked on either side by royal nose has recognized the unwonted for re-election, and S. J. Chadbourn for
citizens, who entered the depot and sur- sensation of being nipped by a New Eng- Clerk. For President of the Senate, E. F.
rounded the ear assigned the General. land Irost. in Boston
they didn't, like the Webb of Waterville, lor Secretary S. W.
Three cheers were given for Gen. Dix,
take him to see the Lane.
New
wicked
Yorkers,
who appeared on the platform of the car
The Democratic Senate caucus nominaand made a short farewell
naked realities of the Black Crook ; but he
At
its
speech.
conclusion the Major-General’s salute was was treated to views of the
public schools, ted lor President. Charles II. Haskell, of
tired, and the train moved off amid the Bunker
Hill, and the very proper sobrie- Portland; Secy, T. A. Carr, Thomaston ;
cheers of the crowd.
ties of the Boston Theatre. The King is Assist. Sec’y, II. Hudson, jr., Guilford.
The last one lives at iihiuebeck, X. Y. lie
at the Revere House, where he
The Democrats ol the House nominated

That trick is older than Dumas’ time.
The Savior alluded to it at the marriage

were

returning

is JOB years

old,

thread a needle at arm’s
ength, slept with Koah when a hoy, plaved
marbles with Pharaoh, turned the grindstone
for G. W. to sharpen his little cherry cutter,
and all that sort of thing
can

quartered

revels in the luxuries of the season, and
has not as yet expressed longings for a pig

smothered in banana leaves.

Speaker, John C. Talbot, ofMachias,
for Clerk, John Benson, jr.. Newport; for
Assist. Clerk, Cbas. B Morton ot Augusta.
for

at Cana of Gallilee.

—Mr. Abbot, the

uevv

editor of the Bid-

imparting to its colgreat sprightliness and vigor. It

deford Democrat, is
umns

has

of the best newspaper fields in

one

the State.
—A New York dentist has sued Henry
Ward Beecher for lour sets ot false teethFolks who wonder what ho wanted of so
many, should remember how much has
been Hung in his teeth.
—The Portland Press thinks that the
editor of the Rockland Free Press measures the senator question and government

granite
rough

with the

on a

same

scale—which is

member of the family.

—There is always a comfort to be derived from the misfortunes of others. The
of ten thousand dollars was stolen
from the Cumberland County treasury,
but they can't do it in Waldo.

sum

—Fred Atwood sends us the New Allor the Farmers of New England,
for 1875. It is full of pictures of his im-

manac

plements and other great agricultural
facts.
—Almost all the evils ol life have their

compensation. Thus duelling is a very
wicked practice, but in Mississippi, the
other day,two life insurance agents (ought,
and

one was

killed.

—The administration organs don't now
sing sweet songs about the reduction ol
As a matter of tact it
the public debt.

increased

over

three and

a

halt millions

the last month.

Plymouth

sation of Brother Tilton—too much of

a

sweetheart.
—A

clergyman took some
just before going into the pulpit

Cincinnati

egg nog

Christmas.

on

and

he

played

It

was

some

too much for him,

very queer antics.

—Boston had two excitements last week,
coppered colored—King David and

both

the big tea-kettle. They didn’t pour quite
much into the former as the latter.

so
f

in the Rock-

—Litchlicld, complicated

land Bank robbery, has just left the prisMe behaved extremely well during

on.

his' term.
—The

Fifteen large vessels are to he built at Iiatli
the present winter.

The Bessemer steam r which was to keep
everybody from being seasick has been thrown
up.

this place anil Sedgewick. \v e minscu me
State ot Maine and the pleasant face "1
her gentlemanly commander, ( apt. Sam-

satnuel .Sharplcy, the well-known Ethiopian
minstrel, (lied in t’rov idence. It. I., Friday

night.

John Dachau of l’ortland fell iu a tit under
the wheels of hi' jigger, and was crushed to
death.
The Scandinavian, at l’ortland from Liverl or two days she
a hard passage,
made but lob miles.

pool. ltad

Naturally enough, there i- some difficulty In
getting the will of Tom Collin' admitted to probate in San Francisco.

During the cold weather it tool; two tons of
coal per day to w arm the city building in Eewiston.

A Washington despatch -ay s : "It is believed
that our (iovernment will promptly recognize
the new (iovernment of Spain.

The blacklist, caught iu Friendship harbor
last month, make about one hundred uud twenty barrels of oil, which sold for S'lsstt.
f.adv Franklin has written a letter re-ottering
reward of S10,0tJU fur the reeoverv of the records of tier husband’s Arctic expedition.
a

Win. IS. Townie, president of the Milford, N
IT. bank, has recovered $112,000 of its stolen
funds, ft is not yet known how or where.

Barque I’. J. Carlton, which was scuttled nn,l
sunk at Kingstown, Ireland, to -uve her from
been raised and pumped
destruction hv fire, h
out.
They say that the practice of putting counterfeit money" into the contribution boxes has
grown to unhealthy dimensions iu Kentucky.
It is sad.
The 000 recently-discharged employees of the

Washington Navy Yard have petitioned Congress to givoDheni work to prevent suffering in
their families.

S. 1*. Ival-T, mail messenger,

"as

<iuite

seri-

ously injured 'I’m -day morning at Waidoboro’,
by being jammed between a loaded cart and the
depot platform.
In

mine

tableaux at a recent church festival
Mass., George Washington, the
riii, «•<umirv, Honoured in moustache

.Springtield,

at
♦*.,m,*.,:

,.t

and side whiskers.

uel li. Howes. He Inal been on our waters
about fifteen years, commanding successively the Bangor, Telegraph. Charter! >ak.
Governor and State ot Maine steamer-,
lie died at Cambridge. Mass., on the 2bd
of March.
The first gun from Washington under
the new administration heard in this locality, was before tlie close ot the first month
of its existence. Our postmaster, Mr. William T. Colburn was the v ietim ; his brother
in law, Mr. Charles Giles, came ntanlully
forward and occupied the post ot danger.
He removed the post-oflioe to the room now
occupied by Doctor Sylvester, at the junction of Maine and 1 leaver streets, early in
May ; it continued there during his official
term.
Mr. Giles, it will he remembered,
fell at the battle ol Baton Rouge, August
bth 1802. Tho earth that covers him in
his last sleep once belonged to President
Taylor; the same from whose hand he received his appointment, as post-master.
About uoon oi April bth George A. Durham, son ol tlie late Jonathan Durham,
was tound dead in his barn suspended bv
a rope from one of the big beams,
it was
supposed from the fact that his neck was
dislocated, that alter adjusting the rope he
leaped from the beam. fie. was about
28 years of age, unmarried, in easy
circumstances pecuniarily, intelligent, exemplary in conduct and highly esteemed
among his acquaintances. No cause for
the act could be surmised save sudden

“Papa gave us a dollar each for not sucking
thumbs, and we contribute it to the pool
sufferers in Kan-as,** write two little girls to
the V. V. Tribune.
our

millmen, five merchants, four farmers,
three surveyors, two mariners, one chemThe >wis>, Austrian and Belgian Governist, oue artist, one printer, one dentist, one
ments have adopted .stringent measures against
tier importation of American potatoes infected
apothecary, one hatter, one lawyer, and
with tin* Colorado beetle.
three who having no stated occupation
The Advertiser nays that nice butter is shipdesignated themselves gentlemen. Only
live of the passengers were residents ot
ped to Portland market from Michigan by the
barrel, in live pound packages wrapped in cloth
this place. One of them, Mr. William L.
It sells at b“> cents per pound.
Torrey, the Artist of the expedition, is
It is said that a man can make, a f«»ol of himstill residing in California; the other four
self cheaper in Washington than in any other
returned one after another; the only one
citv in America. Does it at Government exof them now living is Mr. Curtis li. Merpense. you know. [Detroit Free Press.
rill. who resides in Standish in this State.
Ten towns on the Maine < Vritral railroad reTwo days after she sailed it was discovcently drew from Port lain! .'>,#30,300 pounds ol
ered that there were but two casks full of
merchandise in one mouth, in addition to coal,
water on board that were lit lor use, owing
lumber, paper stock, feed and grain, &<*.
to the fact that all the casks, with the exA California contemporary puts in a good
ception of those two, were not properly
word for the nnieh-abu.sed Mongolian, remarkcleansed before being filled. She was
ing that no rhinamau has ever yet. become ;*
book canvasser or life insurance agent.
compelled to put into Tort l’rayar, Cape
do Verd Islands, lor a supply, where she
The night police of Saco have, been deposed b**arrived on the 22d ot February. She arcauv they s.cpt so soundly they could not give
rived at Rio Janeiro on the 20th of March.
an alarm vvln.-u there was a tire, and the result
was the Biddeford engines got there tirst, which
On her passage round Cape Horn in the
made the bold firemen mad.
night of the 16th of April in a very severe
A K- ntuck;. merchant offered a reward for
gale Edwin Raul Simpson, son of the capthe capture of a thief who robbed his store.
tain was washed overboard and lost, lie
Afterward
being himself arrested and charged
was about eighteen years old, a worthy,
with tiie robberv, he was also sued by his capoi
frank
and
intelligent youth,
generous
tors for the promised reward.
disposition, and the favorite ot all who
Ivx-Gov. Morgan of New York follows t.h»*
knew him. it was a dark, tempestuous
example of James Bussell Lowell, and declines
to go to Bussia.
It is most too cold weather,
night—the sea running so high that no
now. the Springtield Union thinks, to ask a man
ship’s boat could live in it. Captain Simpto start for A he Arctic regions,
sou returned home by the way oi the
James Uosicjrv, on trial for the murder ot
Isthmus; although lrom boyhood his life mental derangement.
lhe musical season was opened by Julia Llawkes, at Dedham, Mass., has been conhad been passed on the ocean he never
went to sea again. The Suliote arrived at Thayer’s Minstrels, who gave several con- victed of murder in the tirst degree. The evihim was almost entirely circumSan Francisco about the 18th ot July with- certs at Washington Hall early in April.— dence against
stantial.
out farther loss or accident.
She is still Mr. Howard, llie “American t)le Bull",
The Boston Fir.* I'rnU rwriters' Knion has
afloat, changed in rig to a schooner, and talked with his violin at the Court House
employed a detective to investigate the* cause ot
on the 29th of May to a small audience ;
now
is
a
coal-carrier.
|
all tires. This step is taken for protection,
Alter f apt. Simpson returned Irom ( ah- he deserved a larger one but—“he was owing to tin* large number nt incendiary firefornia ho engaged in mercantile pursuits. only a tiddler!"—The Saxonian Orchestra occuriug of late.
In 18J2 he built the wharf still known as performed at the same place on the lsth
While demolishing in old house in Webster,
Simpson’s Wharf lie was the owner of of June.—J’lie celebrated Hutchinson X. 11.. recently, a plate was discovered which
Church
in
at
the
North
the
had evidently been used bv some continental
the house on Church street now occupied Family sang
rascal iu
continental money. It
by his son, the editor of the Journal. \\ bile evening of 1th ol July.— lu the evening of must havecounterfeiting
been held there a century.
the 9th Mr. Mooney, the “Irish vocalist",
some
in
making
improvements
employed
It is -aid that the entire receipts of the New
about tho premises lie took a severe cold gave a musical entertainment consisting
the effect of which was fatal; lie died of Irish songs and ballads at the Court Y'<rk Republic during its brief existence
amounted to about $4,000. The expenditureSeptember 23, 1860, aged sixty-two. He House.—The Elenas, Uvo Italian boys, wen* 8o0,0h0. W hen you feel like starting u
Annibale aged fourteen and Eucini eight, new
was regarded one ot' our worthiest and
daily ju»t think ol these figures.
most enterprising townsmen; hi.s hand gave two concerts this month: the eldest
Tin*
members of the lVnobsrot county bar.
on
the
the
and voice were ever in favor of public played
piano,
youngest on the at
presented a valuable gold-headed
enterprises, and his loss was a loss not violin.—Charles Currier and Compant cam-Bangor,
to the retiring sheriff, John H. W ilson,
■_
merely to his family anu munjo
entertainments, con- who ha- held the otiiee forty consecutive years.
town.
This is but the expression ot pub- nected with the drama, at "
iu<_.-tuu Judge Kent mad.* the presentation -p <h.
lic sentiment; tho compiler, whose per- Hall. The dramatic preponderated over
-V son of <*eorg II. Chaplin of Naples, aged
the
musical—the spirit over the under- Id
sonal and business relations with him were
years, on arriving at lioun* from school,
of the most intimate character, cannot do standing.—The Kiley Family, consisting Monday night, found a monstr .u- owl engaged
justice to his own feelings without adding ol thrive sisters, aged respectively eight, in killing the family .-at, in the dooryard,
that the green blanket which Nature kind- twelve and sixteen, and one brother, gave whereijj.of, tiie boy seized
handspike and
killed t lie owl. which measured
inches from
ly spreads over her sleeping children never a vocal and instrumental concert at the tip to tip of wing-.
covered a truer, warmer, more genial heart Court House on the lirst of November.
1 i.
Ihn itii Mad inu -tigutj.*n at New York
“Dr. Ness's Oratorio and Concert Comthan his.
<m 1
out no new tacts except
On the 11th of January Ur. 1’allrey de- pany" gave “one of their inimitable and that hursday brought books
were deliberately
!
company's
flu*_sloo.ooo
livered the last lecture before the Lyceum. unique entertainments" at Washington t.dsiiied,
mm
having been charged to
|
—Doctor Young commenced a course on Hall on the evening of the 4th ol October. i Roach tor ea- h of the m w steamers than wa*
!
I y paid him. A false entry of $ti50,0<X> t«>
Chemistry on the tenth; his second was There are some living, probably who re- actual
Harriott and X’o\»-s was mad>
delivered on tho evening lollowing, but member the attitude struck by the princifile Augusta .Kmrnal thinks that »r a nlaefor lack ot patronage sufficient to pay ex- pal female artiste preparatory to commenc"t it.- si/a*, W aldi>b no is a
v«»r> -mart and cn
pellees tho course was abandoned.—Mr. ing her “Fancy Hornpipe”, and the "un\ iiiagi
l le y have thro*- tine churdiHolt, of liloomtield, gave a highly inter- certain sound" given forth by the well- Icrprising
'• 1,11 which
a- >u
th**y liav .-\pendcd
esting and beautifully illustrated lecture greased liddle-strings on the occasion, ten thou-and dollar-, flic un.-d i-ihepast
P if of u com
l he man who furnished evidence ol his niodioiis
on Palestine at the North Church on tin*
hah.
and
fl;e
introduction of
piibli-.
Four w—.-l- ti*.* now on the
sixth of February.—Dr. Josiah Prescott, identity by the transfer of the black wig ga- in rh. phi.-*
who had previously resided in this place, is not forgotten probably : nor the rise in stocks, and ev* ry yard will be llv. l\ with to
tivif\ next season.
lectured On Hydropathy, or the cold water ilie market value of hen-truit which succeeded
the
It.
“entertainment".
was
cure, in the month of
March; but the
f’ht! I.■ ■ill'll ill
mercury was quite too low for success in ■•unique", certainly, before and behind
shipbuilding in Maine
the way of conversions to the faith lie the eurtair, and would be “inimitable", it in IS7 I shows the total amount ot
tonnage
is to be hi pod, in these days.
held.—On the loth of July a colored man
there was an exhibition of statuary at built to he 122.."'!!) 71-100, an increase ot
John Randolph, who claimed to ho a
nephew of tho celebrated John Randolph the same hall for several day- in April; 32,72') !)7-10Q tons over the record ot
of Roanoke, lectured at the Unitarian it consisted of twenty-three figures and 187b.
i hen is an ncreso ii tin; numbet
Church to a crowded house.
He com- was said to he representative of the trial oi' largo vessels built, especially oi ships,
ol
Our Savior before l’ilate. The figures
menced by tracing his •-geology.'’ as he
j the largest one ting the ship lia(rars
termed it, back to Pocahontas—dwelt at were described in the hand-bills us ‘exceed- [
Pilate I town, built at Richmond, ot over 1900tons
to
life-like”.
The
likeness
on
the
achievements
of
his
ingiy
great length
own ‘‘industrious”-—and concluded
by sat- was recognized at once l>v one of out 1 burden. 1 he \\ aid ,bi.ro District shows
isfying his audience that he was an arrant “oldest inhabitants”, who still lives v, siting the largest increase oi’ tonnage built, the
impostor, humbug and ass. He was fol- patiently lor the day when “he shall go ! Portland and 1 almouth next, fxenuebunk
lowed in August by Henry iiibb, another up in a licry chariot”.
isnmc. I., stand.) next and Rath ranks fourth
Ot
iaany m Juno lUaurico l
individual of the colored persuasion, who
oi Camden, was appointed Collector oi tlie vessels ot a
( hureh.
class
at
built
two
lectures
the
have
there
|
large
Baptist
gave
tor this District in pin-- cl lion.
been thirty-one ships, thirty-six barks and
embracing a narration of his escape from Customs
Allred Marshall, removed : he entered on
He
was
far
superior to his prebondage.
eleven
barkentines. Hk total value ot
decessor in brains and honesty and his i the duties of his office on the 2d oi July.
the tonnage is rising -i". on million of dolHis
X
subordinate
were
officers
Isaac
was
All
narrative
the
quite interesting.
| tivo mi.'am dollars
lectures with which we were favored this l'Vleh. Dep. Collector and Inspector, and lars, an increase
Horatio X. Palmer, Inspector. Soon alter over that of 1>7"
year, so far as remembered, are : mbraeed
the expiration of his official term Mr
in the toregoing.
—The llallewell i: s.Hiiiti.-r
the title
(.in tho 12th of January Messrs. Josiah Pdaki went to Caiiiornia and established
a a new
N White and Jesse Black announced to his residence in San Francisco, where inpaper published ai llalioweh In
the public that they had become landlords still resides occupying a judicial station L'lcmcnt & Worthing
!: i- well tilled
of the Farmers House, succeeding Mr. the duties of which he is performing with uni
neatly printed
credit to himself and to the acceptance of
John Hussey.
the community.
On the same uay the firm ol Rowe and
—Judge Peters says he shall not run alfourth ol July passed off very qua-th
Griffin, publishers of the Journal, was dis- j
ee the Seiiati
I
r-hi[i, and shall not rut:
here
was
less display ol patriotism tlmn
sovled. Air. Griffin being about to sail in i
iv- ov irum it.
i hat’s pT«>
ing ground
the Suliote sold his interest, in the paper to ! usual in the way of punch, guns, unkei
Air. George R. Moore who became joint ancl bells; an indication that the “pride,
In nan'; r
n;n.iwu\ -xor.se kolt»?*l in
circumstance'’ of rum and gunproprietor with Air. Rowe. On the tith ol pomp andhad
to a «lruo- >t<
j 1'i
14 tho l« usi* ^eiu*i
A j
measure departed.
April following, Air. K sold out his inter- powdernumberin ola our
I
With lilt* :t[)|'ii;uirt's ut tlit*
and soon after large
xlf.'ixill£ 5U i
est to Air. Levi R.
people passed tin ally
>•

■

.,

—

church prayer
meeting, Beecher declared that “he felt
Which is just the accusweet hearted.”
—At a recent

Generalities.

dress was delivered by Rev. Mr. Cutter.
I ho patriotic boys of the
village closed the
evening with a "tar-barrel illumination
for two or three weeks before this date
we had very severely cold weather.
On
the morning of the 16th the
mercury stood
at twenty-two degrees below zero.
The 1
bay was so frozen over on the 20th that a
party from Castiue came across on skates
and an iceboat.
At the annual spring meeting, March
12th, l’rescott liazeltiae, James Gammons
and Abram X. Noyes were chosen Selectmen, Nathaniel Patterson. Clerk, and Daniel llaraden. Treasurer. The monies raised were 2500,00 lor schools, 1000,00 for
paupers and insane, 1000,00 lor incidental expences and 1000,00 for payment
of debts. At an adjourned meeting held
April 2d the sum of 4500,00 in cash was
raised tor making and repairing highways
and bridges, and for the first time Road
Commissioners were chosen in lieu of surveyors. The Commissioners chosen were
Hiram O. Alden, Janies White and I hoinas
Marshall. They made a contract with the
late Isaac Allard to keep all the
highways
in town, with the exception ot those in the
village district, in repair l'or the term ot
live years lor the sum of 2250,00
per year.
According to the Report submitted to the
Meeting, there were then titty-six miles ol
highways in the town.
The steamers began to make their appearance this month. They were the \\
J. Tease. Capt. \\ illiam Flowers, the Advnirtil, Capt. William lintchins, the Governor, Capt. Thomas Rogers, and the Penobscot, Capt. Samuel Seymour, which
ran until July when she was sold to run
on the route between New Fork, and Philadelphia. She was succeeded by tlie Kennebec, ('apt. Asa M. Sanford. The Seeor,
(pint. Thomas li. Santord. plied between

or

—The Augusta (6a.) Constitutionalist says of
Semmes, ot' Alabama notoriety: “We learn
that the officers of the royal army and navy of
Great Britain presented him, since the war,

the anti-Hamlin element will strive to put
it off as long as possible, in the endeavor

or

liquor question,
owing largely
shows a large increase, and proves
many Republicans voted for Gaston,

ilie suliote sailed about two oclock, T.
M. of tho doth. A salute was fired and
cheers were exchanged as she left the
wharf She carried with her, in addition
to her ollicers and crew, titty
passengers'.
Some idea of the miscellaneous character

Hinging

is the fork ?”

Senator,

tion to bind the party vote, and thus elect
Ilamlin. If a caucus cannot be ignored,

desire to

our vote

narily quiet village.

away ot the scabbard
and the demand lor blood, by the Bangor

a

to the

It is the meanest business

of which human records make mention.

party prance around generally in defiance of
long period the ancient regime. Ilamlin, outwardly
to come, that we deem it wise to speak to
calm, and with the party lines well in his
them a word ol caution ami to remind hands, takes the chances
against the field.
them that the analysis of the vote shows And that field consists of Judge Peters.
that the great political change was pro- Ex-Gov. Pcrham,
Ex-Gov. Washburn,
duced not so much by the accession made Mon. Josiah II. Drummond, with several
to the ranks of the Democratic voters, as
contingents—truly a formidable showing.
by the abstention of Republicans from The question to be decided first is, whether
exercising their suffrage. The result of to go into caucus or not. For not going
their action proved as damaging to their in there is the
high example of Massachuparty as though they had directly voted setts last winter, which ran the Senatorial
against it; and it is to be presumed that election without one. The force ot this
they desired its defeat, since they refused example is urged by the anti-IIamlin men,
to do anything to avert it.
But they had who fear the effect of a
majority nomina-

setts,

of

glass

of the drink.

to insure the successful

states, except Massachusetts, did the Democratic vote of 1874 equal that which has
been east in previous years. In Massachu-

Oliver Otis editor.

—That fellow who is

are ol' universal
however, the way will not be so clear.
It says that the members of The very strength of the party may be its
the Democratic party have so universally weakness. Even the
all-potent caucus
taken it for granted that the result of the may not settle the question.
Certain
late elections in the different states indi- restive and coltish brethren evince a discated a revolution in public sentiment, so position to kick over the traces and to

of the northern

publisher,

for a

Spain tind

council to its friends that

none

Its pages

bear evidence of labor and a determination to make the paper a success. It is
furnished at 82 per year. Levi M. Rob-

application.

We believe that in

sharp paragraphs.

O L I) St T T L E T!

meeting of the Legislature
Whig, hasn’t about it a bit of the sublime,
of Maine occurred yesterday (Weuueswhen we remember that its light is simday.) The overwhelming strength of the
ply a contest for pap. In the English parRepublicans in each branch will enable liament once, when a debater, with a cry ot tier cargo may he loi-rueO iVnm tho fact
that her manifest was over nine feet in
them tv> make such organization as they
tor war to the knife, flung a dagger on length.
The occupations of her passenplease, and the party nominations for the
floor, Sheridan remarked—“the gen- gers were equally miscellaneous; fifteen
as
Legislative offices,
published in another tleman has shown us the knife, but where of them were mechanics, eleven lumber

of Caution.

fall back to that which he has le't. in
despair of bettering himself.

a

of

the first

on

editorials and

Meeting of the Legislature

The sentiments which are spoken all
over the country, by leading men and

sever

Opinion presented

and

L'he annual

we

being concise, neighbor.

always perishing
liquor, and as soon as he
it makes a complaint against his beneupon her. that humanity gets
and the interests of other nations demand factor for selling without an U. S. license,
that tiie conflict shall cease. Spain recog- has recently visited Fort Fairfield. He
nized the Southern confederacy in sixty was closely followed by a deputy marshal
days, It we recognize Cuba after five years, with a summons to the unfortunate donor
be

public, it may
firmly pressed

to u

party relations; and what

as a cannon

—The Hoekland

al law.

not then at least decided to

like

nothing

the powers that be,
ball. There’s

sustaining

bright
cheery face
having some chance lor stability January, and made its bow to the public.
may lead to sustaining Alfonso. But of It is a handsome
eight column paper,
that only the future can toil.
well tilled with miscellany, politics, news,

.Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 71, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

of the tide lor

for

compact

as

ernment

for the Journal.

thorough
against a turn

you

see, are three thousand and four hundred

pear to have small chance of a lengthened reign ; but still the great ueed of a gov-

43rBAT£9 & Locke, 31 Park How, New York,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements

as

Compensation, 83,400.” There,

A N

for the time being
Xo
prosecution followed although
the act was regarded by all reflecting men
as an
outrage on propriety.
Washington’s birth-day was celebrated
under the auspices of the
Temperance
Society at the Unitarian Church. An adour

('UAPX.EK XLV. (.1819.)
The Calilornia typhoon, which liail been
gradually drawing nearer and nearer to
us, reached this latitude with the opening
oi thisyear.
The new bark Suliote, Josiah
Simpson, Master, was advertised to sail
for San Francisco with passengers and
merchandise. The first invoice was a
company of about twenty-live, the largest
portion being young men, who arrived
here from Bangor in the afternoon of the
20th of January. They were met at the
bridge by a delegation of their co-adventurers from this and other places, and the
Brass Band, and escorted to the hotel
where they were received with three times
three cheers from the large concourse of
people assembled in front of it.
Asatokeu of respect and an expression
oi interest in the enterprise, a collation
was tendered to the adventurers
by our
citizens at Washington Hall on the evening of the twenty-seventh. Tables were
spread on each side ot the hall, extending
its whole length, under the supervision o!
Mr. Benj. Sargent. At the close ot the repast eloquent addresses were made by Rev.
Messrs. Palfrey, Cutter, Ricker, Ex-Gov.
Anderson and Mr, William O. Poor, all of
this place, to which responses were made
by William II. Weeks, Esq. of Unity, Mr.
A'. II. Johnson of Stillwater. Benj. Griffin,
Esq., then late editor of the Journal anil
Captain Simpson. At the conclusion of
the entertainment the company dispersed
with three cheers for the captain, crew anil
passengers ol the Suliote, and three in response tor the citizens of Belfast. It was
a season ot
great excitement in our ordi-

intelligence,

record stands thus—“N. B. Nutt, Collec-

are

Words

it has for belief in the

popular feeling, it appletely
pears to be acquiesced in generally, even
by the leaders oi the late republican govthe recent

I! V

ot this paper, concerning administration management in the South, and
uses a column and a half in giving the
umns

reasons

village
| ot
criminal

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOB HALF A CEM'IU

observe,

of Don Carlos, has called to the throne
Alfonso, son of ex-queen Isabella. Although this movement contradicts so com-

ers

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Oilice to which
sent as

we

comments upon an extract from the col-

tolerance and justice of tho republican
party. The editor is collector of tho District of Passamaquody, and the official

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal Will please so stale to the Court.

the paper has been
it is to go.

Eastport Sentinel,

The

Spain.
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Waldoburo

News
hail

insists

that

Dahiariscotta recently
elopement,
which was a failure, because the telegraph
overtook them.
an

>

Wing

left tor California by the overland route.
Mr Moore continued to be connected
with the paper as editor or
proprietor uj*tii he removed to Camden, having received the appointment ot Inspector ot CusAfter Hie expiration
toms at that place.
of his official term lie was for a while a
contributor to the columns ol' the Eastern
Argus, and still later editor of the Portland Advertiser. While occupying that
position he died on the fifteenth day of
March 1804, aged thirty-eight. Mr. Moore
was a native of Searsmont, and by Unde a
printer. lie served his apprenticeship in
the Journal office. He was a man of a
high order of talent, wielded the pen of a
ready writer, and had lie not been deficient
in what is termed worldly wisdom, might
have reaped the pecuniary reward to which
his labors richly entitled him ; but lie was
wedded to his profession and no alien fei\e
was permitted to steal between it and him.
He lcit many warm friends by whom his

day out of town; many went oti au ex ui
sion trip made by the steamer Governor
fhe only public parade ot the day was
that of the engine companies, who turned
out in the morning tor a trial of strength
On lire doth an “indignation meeting’'
was held by the
original subscribers for
the construction of the cistern in Fountain
Square, as it was then called, now Customhouse Square. Certain nefarious bipeds,
ignoring the fact that the cistern was constructed for the purpose of quenching lie:'
thirst ot quadrupeds, had been in the In bit
ot using the water it afforded for the b ,-e
purpose of washing carriages and harnesses.
Whereupon the meeting refer.-ed
to was [held and sundry
indignant out
heart-stirring resolutions were adopb I;
one of them was as follows:
“Resolved,
that the uses to which the water has thus
been appropriated are destructive to bet
leather, inductive of consumption, an!
ruinous to the long dresses ot the Indie-,
and for these reasons should be diseon- !

early departure was sincerely deplored.
the meeting
In the evening of February 10th a shop tinned";—and they were,
■‘harmonious,
—The late Gcrrit Smith, is set down by in Mr. S. C. Nickerson’s shipyard at the was reported to have been
iiead to outlet
That’s giving Upper Bridge was destroyed by fire with from fountain
an exchange as “Garret.”
'['lie bill imortality tor tins year was
its contents, tools, moulds etc.
About
him a high niche in the temple.
midnight of the 12th a small house near larger than ordinary. It contained tile!
—The Wiscasset Oracle no longer comes Front street, owned by Hr. Cass, was names of Judge Read, Capt. Kphraim Me-:
burned. In the evening oi August 13th a Farland, lion. David W. Lothrop. Air.
with a big supplement in its folds, and we
in Carter's ship-yard^pras burn- Thomas Bartlett, Frye Hall, Fsq., Capt
work-shop
hke it all the better.
ed ; supposed to be the work o6*a"n incen- David Whittier, Nathaniel Wilson, Purser
_Mr. Owen of the Kennebec Journal diary. A house on the eastern side ot the in the Navy, Major John Russ, and Capt.
river occupied by Bancroft Wyman was Annis Campbell—most ot whom are idenlias our thanks for a copy of his biographiburned in the night ot the 15th of June. tified more or less with the early history
cal sketches of Maine legislators.
In the evening oi October 27th a small ot our town. Particular mention ot many
of them lias
—Portland has appropriated $130,000 to house on
Bridge street, then recently va- annals: liriefalready been made in thosi
biographical notices of the j
purchase and repair Galt’s Wharf for the cated by a tenant of dubious character,
others will be found in our next
was pried from its foundation, tumbled
Trunk
chapter.
Grand
the
Railroad.
of
use
—This year New York did not get
tight as usual on New Year’s day.

down the bank and then burned by

as

a com-

pany ol “Regulators’’ who constituted
themselves the guardians of the morals

Bangor lias suffered more bv fire during
past year than any other place in the State.
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:lometl
m
-tiit f tjpc
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on

Demo< rats oi

New

their state Ccr.ivenHampshire,
tiou on luc-day, nominated t -r t.overnor.
■fudge liirain II Huberts

L'llt-so

radicals

thought
Burleigh’s speech
u

hen

ire

are

queer

-el

We

published congressman
about the abuses of the

Kitterv n.uy var.l that we
the object el Hi..genes uml

had realized
Ids lantern,

and found an lion- -t man But now comes
the command.mt at the
yard and sets u*
udi ill again with such a statement
as this—-

H ii 'hr- to truth and fairness r,
state thm
lurins tuc tin:- l was Commandant
of the
'he only man in of»>-ial o:
! .lineal lilt- m Maine who
sough, oy undue
pressure to put men in t!, cir.oce the Itou
Mr. Burleigh himself, and
If-* hi- wishes been
fully complied with man more men would
have been
we legitimately emt
B-•>
employed
ployed. During the pendency of the recent
Congregational e[js(ions in Maine Mr. Burleigh was const-nt in his requests and iniportmiatc in ids lemand.-, seeking, as scorned to
me, to till the yards with men who would J
him. rattier than with men, who J
vote fo
the public service. [t was ■
were needed lor
resist his demands, and ill so do- M
in, duty to
i.ig l have obviously incurred his resentment. A
I desire to place this statement oil record, IcstJB
inv silence might seem to concede the
ness of Mr. Burleigh's allegations—all of
reiiewedlv and emphatically deny. Very rdlfl
ipectfuily, Your obedient servant,
■I. C. Howell. MR
the!
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Newt of the

The shoe factory

County.
appointed post-

muster at Sandy l’oiul.
!'he franklin street sidewalk is cleared -’I'
-mnv by hors' pow er. with a scraper.
rear

Hum \ hi neglected to begin the
iright h\ taking the Republican Journal?
lie"

Ranger.
rerribl- Hung a lire would be
winter nights, and be careful

tics'
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stow.'.

our

if

;
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trip."

t.

iiir

heavy.
tlnve million iro^s u\oar. Some*
n might do a good business
m iii the *’-ason.
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L ip.who ha* recently been
New bury port, Mas**., was
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worthv

committee

a

chairman. Sixtyn-li«*ved during the
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tiie woodwork

ot

'fine

on

Uiehmond, at Portland, last
found m ni'v gold watch that had
ij.!parentl> several years. It
have been placed there by some
ii*■ 'Uc.m -r was in the transport

j>osed
1

In

w

service.
>J oudav

n:i

.-urn

IP.:, at Northp-v
•!
M.v k

the larm of John

;roin

.‘Ugiit
that

this city the carshot on Sunday

to

was

-dn^-p in the barnyard. There
■gs engaged in iT, but the other one
I'lirv had killed one sheep and
"■‘ijn'd.
Tha dead dog belongingi 'd s,-\ r:iI •*t.lnt>

a;.

>

ed to John Freel.
k

\v

.i-

a wav :

v.'

\

a! services at his

in.*.j..

■■•r.-d

n'•*

1

ii

tin*

u

do

>;
v

a-:

house, and
All the
got big-

for their horses.

milters

With the glar«- !•
a

own

family register.
neighborhood have

the

on

i iic

nap
j>t

consequence of the domestic
physician found there was

:t

inci:-.

;*••••!

mating

«■»

Quantebacook

on

1’he craft threw them all off

k

••

and the strong wiuds, the

time, and went on her own hook, backfilling and barging across the pond in
fierce gale, making it dangerous for things

me

an>;

path. At last she went into a hole in the
from which it took a yoke of oxen to pull

her

her.
I

i'-aiti-

;i

the

if

llcmmenway

house, mine

1 which have been heretofore recorded, were
remarkable. George Heminenwav died Dec.
t:h
Mr>. Ferguson, mother-in-law, died on

k’4:h.

’c
>.a
4
1

J

Ferguson, brotlier-in-law, also

>na.

the L'ttli.

on

Mrs.

died, De.

org*

••

30th.

llcmmenway, w ife
1’he whole family
removed bj death

person* were thus
short spar.' of 17 days.

.r

'be

M

!•'
a

of
of
in

Dixby, of the l nitariun church,
’oiigregntioii on Sunday evening,

arg-

‘isteu io bis discourse entitled “New Year’s
Motto: ( oncentration.” The text was from
Paul s ,} istle to the Fhilippians, 3, 13—“ This

thing

ne

I do.”

It

was

a

practical and forci-

ble iliM-oursc

on the efficiency and importance
uiecntrated eifort in the accomplishment
t tin
irpo-ti.i life, replete with learning,
bap;,v illustration and eloquent passages; and
aUtencd to with close attention.
'■>

; in; si prkmi

n

a
■

1

•

.It iu< i\i.

■

"-t'-r

.Judge DiekJanuary ses-

.-

stenographer.
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The
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the Juries—
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'"fin \\
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Barker, Foreman, Montville.
Liberty.

J.rVl UUglt'V,
William D Colcord.
»tis Comforth,
Darius Pickett,
Aaron Gould,

Stockton.

I'nity.

S wanville.
Freedom.

Lyman Green,
benjamin Iiam,
Henry Hartshorn,

Troy.

11 rooks.
Lincolnvllk-.
Frankfort,
llelmout.

\ndrew \\
Hopkiur,
F Jordan,
*lilbert 1). Keller,
"> J'

beubr-n

Waldo.

I kaveu.se jury.

Sibley, Foreman,

benjamin V Lancaster,
Limes H Littlefield,
.Joel W. Low,

Jaoie3
auk

Park

(r.

Searsport.

Perkins,
M liuwe,
Henjamin O. Sarg. n*,
Fllaha I'honia-,
<
teorge Walker,
I antes II. Webber,
{ human K. William-.
M
v\

ms

Nathaniel
James H.

Belfast.
Burnham.

Prospect.
VV interport.
Belfast.
Palermo.

George

•

im

( «>t

; residing, commenced it*.
!ii> i’> on Tuesday. No business of
b
yet been transacted. Miss Abbie

on

Searsport.
Morrill.

.Northpon.

Monroe,
isles boro.

PERNEMKKARIES.

iisou,

Scars mo nt

Jackson.
rules.

Jackson.

Knox.

i ! a.\(’akk>.
It i* not of thiit article
made by our grand-mothers that we are
■'
i-eak. hut a pancake of a less digestible nn-e-"e manufactured at the Belfast
Shoe Factory,
b
>thing in the shape of leather is allowed to go
t
waste ul that institution.
Every scrap is
utilized.
Even the shavings from the sole
!‘ther have their use, and from them the
panskes are made.
These shavings are placed
\ 15*

table before the operatives, who
sepaal,‘ a,|d
carefully spread them out within a
'mail casing with
paste, in layers, like raisins
n a box tirst
leather tlicn paste,and the whole
i-ntted down compactly. When a cuke is com»ctcd it is about one foot in
length, four inches
wid", and iia.1T an inch in thickness.
They are
111,1 away t-• drv and in three or
four days
ue leads for
use, which is to bo cut up into
“Ul 1 •ut‘l lifts.
I heir manufacture is not a
ipon

-rv

a

pleasant job,

a»

the

girls

who make them

up to their elbows in paste. When the
ec
tory tirst started, this work was given to
1111111 House, at four cents
per cake. She beso expert that she could
easily make one
lundred per day.
Being an enterprising woman. and
seeing
ahead, she closed
re

money
a
-untried with the
proprietors for the sole manufacture at tour cents
apiece, and then hired
m ill.
To-day she has an apartment off the
sole-room and employs six
women, who turn
•ut from three to four hundred a
day. Her
labor and

own

iuyees,
f

net

her

what she makes off'

a

lier

cm-

very handsome figure.

there lias existed in this city
-til institution known as the
Free Lunch or
<-lub Room, oyer the saloon of John Frost, on
High street, run by one Hawkins, hailing from
Rhode Island. It was, or is, a
place where
young men are admitted to membership b>
r

some

pacing

tim*

certain sum, and in return are furnished with a
key that admits them at any
iun>- to the room ami
its mysteries,
concerning
vvln li 'i.tle i-, known
and much surmised.
The establishment has
had a good run, much
°
of other saloons.
On Saturlast
the
day night
Club Hoorn was entered
by parties w ho stove in the outside
door,
and who made sad havoc with
the beautiful
livings. The billiard table was upset and
smashed, glass ware demolished, carpet
ripply
up and torn, eighty dollars worth or
cigars
'tolen, and the room damaged about $200.
1 lie parties must have
met with some
a

,h*; ldMWu,,t

as

large

accident,

stains of blood could be seen about the
floor. Jn
overturning the billiard table the gas
livings were broken oil’, hot they thoughtfully
'topped up the pipe with a
plug. A billiard

'all, glasses, &c„ were found
Sunday morning
n the
room of No. 2 engine
company, and the
parties are
supposed to have had access to the
engine room, as the dooto
were carefully lockU‘e "xe beion«*nB to the tub
is supposave been used in
gaining an entrance.

-1,’“d

•John B. Wadlin is

finishfng

his new store, and wMl upbusiness in the spring.

n

a

Levee for the benefit of Catholic Temperance
in Esrwell and Ames llall, 29th and

Society,

:!i»th nil.
at

Scene, Jameson’s Point—time, the leafy month
of June. One David Xicliol “came back too
soon," and iound his house in charge of one
away

spell.

when reinforced by the Point Fusileers, he assaulted his oldtime castle at an hour when

evening

His successor is

Destroyer presents

to

ball

on

the 22d of February

.Mathew s Bros, resumed work at their factory
Monday, with a great many orders on hand.
They have a contract to furnish a large amount
hard wood and walnut doors for the Boston
market.

of

A

maii

from out of town has been

looking

the city to find a place to open a grocery
store. The onlv unoccupied building in town
is the old Railroad store, a fact which speaks

over

A lady in this citv was recently afflicted with
cold and a horribly stuffed head. For
several days she took hot sling and other allea severe

now

Col. E. U.

work.
Some of the chief
Show" in this

I Peters,

Atthe annual meeting of Washington Engine
Co., Tuesday evening, W. \y. Castle was elected foreman, it w as decided to bold the annual

“perswader." Enoch
a parley. The
Judge Hall iuvites him

Spear (if he is a Republican) for hi- honest, straightforward, business-like management of the expenditure of
money, and liis energy displayed in pushing the

linn

Sell. Charley Bueki is discharging a cargo ot
Virginia oak for Carter & Co—the frame for the
new ship which they will build
the coming
season for < dipt. Ford ot Searsporl.

masquerade

see

perintendent.

•John B. VVadlin lias sold hi- stock and trade
his son Creorgc Everett and a gentleman
new

en-

ing will be elegant and substantial, though we
think a better granite might have been selected
for the main wails. Much credit is due the Su-

many people think that the citt govshould next spr.ng be elected on the
issue of having the city clock run-in other
words that it should come t time.

The

an

the roof of the tiew Custom House
and Post Office Iihs received its finishing touch,
and presents a very tine appearance. The build-

good

Mt-n tll.

lie forced

down, and
him for $100 next term.

And

ernment

NY.i«Uin

a

coon comes

of all kinds.

»s

prevailed.

forms his line of battle and makes

a

Frank Follett calls the attention of flic publarge stock of New Yoi k apples which
he is selling at a very low prices, also confec-

will l*v l:u«*wn

shades

trance, to find the destroyer of his happiness
coiled up iuglorioualy beneath the cellar stairs.

useful and vain

from Portland, named Merrill.

Like Enoch Arden, lie turned
his face and wept, lie broke not the
Ho went there no more until lust week,

James Jordan.

lic to his

tionery

A

There was a young man from Point Jameson,
Pranced around with a woman quite gamesome.
When judicial O. G.
Hove him short in his glee,
And "bound oyer1’the man from Point Jameson.

Emery Boarditiun retires tLi.-, week from the
editorial management of tlie Belfast Advertiser,

compact form a grent deal t.f
able information.

success.

night.—Dig thing—intensely democratic.

interior of
new branch of

shafts.

Eaeyclopedia,

Financial

time.

wall New Year's eve.—Success.
•■.Masks and faces1’at Granite Hall New Years

tin

work wni.-ii embraces in

good

A

goodly sprinkling of all sects gave the affair ail
air any thing but sectarian.
••Amorims’1 bung his ladders on tin- outer

The horse of Win. IMldier. driven 1>\ a hoy.
in turning a corner near the depot, Tuesday,
fdl and overturned the sleigh, breaking both

a

The

Journal.

Sweeny— compound fracture of libula—disloca-*
lion of ankle—Dr. K. E. llilcheoek—all straight

adjourned

after two years of service.
not announced.

The Finance Bill.

Items.

the

the 29th ult.,thc he,nr 7
Ice on the sidewalk. Wife of John

1'. 51.
at

session of the t ouniy tniiimissiom-r'- Court opened on I uesdai. and w ill
continue tlirec or four day-.
An

Nows

Tuesday night,

Tvi';b

va-

well for Belfast.

>uid '•'•tnelhing about ndoctor's
but there’s a sequel to

v-•

inning

rsr

..

Abbe'.

The snow of Saturday gave some inditierent
sleighing, on which hay and pointer- are moving a little.

to

Ai'.a

i'i

Rochlaiid

■

Correspondence of

Evening—Subject "Building up."
The Good Templars have dam eli wdvrtheir meetings—warranted not to inioxicab

IlOt

how ever.

sni«*,

ior

water to

Thirty-live unemployed vessels -wina idly
their moorings in our harbor.

A

Patterson,
Dray
!ili-r>. made the jmivha.se
ii Drake, ot a very >uper:

n

i.

•,

happened.

1.rti--.il-ir had

u

a

up

iovv-1 ever assembled
Wij'
a Prof. Whitten’s New
aid twenty-live
die hundred

’.

i'i

paid

.n-

.11.

r«-

\ g

I.

a

hauling

Mrs. Haynes is canvassing Belfast for /ell's
il

nip

»n the margin ot
and they look a

thev *iiow

are

empty cistern

Revenue Cutter Pobbin, Cap;
in our harbor on Tuesdaj.

jot

...r_,

1

iir*m!.

-'.‘•i

«

uu

as

with h<A\ many unshed tear*

i ut

:,jt

■

rn

lightly ami merrily

a*

people

Lecture at the North Church next .-abbnth

li is about this .eason of the jear that peo1*.!.
make mistakes and date their letters
I
sold
the
has
Chandlet Men ill. <>t n interport,
«'• "'itl.ee. of
J
be
Wnee:
Hellas,

Tj.

replenish

an

I

lie

seems

He lias many

of the “Great Moral
have declared for Judge

fuglers
to

be the favorite candidate.

friends in Knox Countv.
Hannibal,
your feet sore, Hannibal?”
school- commenced Monday the 4th. Rockwarm

are

land schools hold an enviable standing on the
State li-t. We are blessed with two elegant
school

buildings, and the-other-thinged with a
dozen packing boxes, unventilated and everyway unfit, in which a couple of thousand “people of the future” are sardined. We live in the
expectation of something being done by the city
government of ’75 toward giving us better
school accommodations.
Rockland rejoices in the

possession

Washington correspondent

Boston Post, under date of the -ith, has
the following in regard to the bill on the
currency which

the

holiday

superiority,—Rev. .J. E. Hall, Congregational,
and Rev. .1. O. Knowles, Methodist.
I Crime in Maine.

Attorney General Plaisted, in his annual
report tor the present year, furnishes an

account oi the doings of his
In referring to the enforcement ol

passed the Senate before

recess, and

action of the House

now

awaits the

:

That the new Finance bill will pass and
become a law there is no doubt, not even
in the minds ot such Republican opponents ot the measure as Judge Kelley, Gen.
Butler and a lew members from Indiana,
Illinois and other Western States. There
is some talk of holding a caucus on Wed
day evening for the purpose of binding
all the members of the Republican party
in the House to the support ot the bill;
but although Judge Kelley for one will
go into the caucus, it is known that he
will not, under any circumstance, pledge
himself to assist or vote fertile passage of
the bill. He says it is either a sham in
its promises, or if it is effective it will
work great evil. Its effect, he says, will
be to entirely deprive the country ot'lractional currency ; speculators will buy up
paper fractional currency with which to
purchase silver coin from the Government,
and will then make from three to live or
six per cent, profit on the silver, either by
converting it into bars for exportation or
for use in the manufacture of silverware,
the paper currency will be destroyed by
the Government as fast as it is received,
and the result will be that in a short time
the country will be depleted of fractional

Judge Kelley's opinions,

in

this

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
King Kalakatta has seen nothing finer during
his tour than the Elmwood and Warwick Collars. lie is surprised at their elegance and
durability, in connection with the low price at
which they are sold.
Dr. (>. Fitzgerald the wonderful Clairvoyant
physician and surgeon will visit Belfast at New
England House, Friday and Saturday Jan. 8th
and 9th. remaining two days only. Don't tail
to see him his cures are truly wonderful.
Ex-

aminations free of charge.'
Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam is the great
popular remedy of the day. Inexpensive, pleasant to the taste, it cures as magic and
gives universal satisfaction. Try it and be convinced.
in the country.

For impaired indigestion, and in fact for
debility from any cause, I know of noting equal
to Fellows’ Hypophosphit.es.
Its direct effect
in strengthening the nervous system renders it
suitable for the majority of diseases.

especially, are entertained by many other
Congressmen and by prominent Treasury
officials, one of whom remarked to-day

1 am. sir. yours truly'. W.m. 3. Howe, M. D.,
Pittsfield. Me.

year of this bill will place the
country in the same fix it was in 1862,
when postage had to lie used as fractional
currency. Other persons seriously condenm the bill because ot its indetiniteness
in relation to the cancellation of redeemed
notes.
They hold that there will be a repetition, though on a larger scale, of the
issues by Secretaries Boutwell and Richardson of the so-called legal-tender reInstead of forty-four million dolserve.
lars which Boutwell and Richardson had
for issue ot discretion, there will, it is
claimed, be under the provisions of this
bill upwards of one hundred millions.
'The Republicans claim to have information
to the effect that the Democrats are to
make formal opposition to the bill, to
protest and make a record by their vote
as a party against the passage of the
that

one

j

j

The

propriety

of given condition medicine to
cattle and sheep, was discussed and admitted by lnanv of t lie Agricultural Societies
throughout the States last Fall, and we believe
that ill every cas but one they decided ill favor
of Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders. Good

horses,

>

judgment.

A young lady, beam asked by a rich old bachnot yourself who would you rather
replied, -weel.lv and modestly, “Yours

he?”

truly.”

There is probably, no way in which we can
benefit our readers more than by recommending
to them for general use Johnson’s Anodvne
Linment. It. i„ adapted to almost all the purpose of a Family Medicine ; and as a specific for
coughs, colds, whooping cough, soreness of the
chest, lame stomach, rheumatism .spitting of
blood, and all lungs difficulties, it has no equal
that ever we saw or heard of.

Daring Robbery.

“Mother." said

little urchin, when he came
home. "I have heard such a smart preacher!
He stamped and made such a noi-e, and then he
got mad, he shook his fist at the folks, and there
wasn’t anybody dared go lip and fight him."

The most daring robbery ever perpetrated in t he city of Portland happened Wednesday evening about six o'clock. At that
ttme two men entered the office of the
County Treasurer, Mr. Thomas Pennell,
engaged him in conversation, knocked
him senseless, robbed the safe of $10,000,
took a pocket book containing a considerable sum ot money lrom Mr Pennell's
person, raised the back window ot the
office, jumped out. made their way to
Chestnut street, and thence to parts unknown.
The assault and robbery were
adroitly planned and boldly executed. It
was the affair ot but a few minutes.
At
live minutes past six Mr. Pennell was alone
in his room. At twenty minutes past six
he was found senseless on the iloor of his
office.
Shortly before six o'clock he went to the
Advertiser office for a copy of the evening
paper, turning out all the lights in his
ollico except one, before he left. On his
return he noticed a man who walked closely behind him and whose lace was muffled.
On entering the office he turned
up the
light and fell to reading tiie paper. A lew
minutes alter six o’clock a man entered
the room, stepped up to the railing in
front ol the desk and asked him if he could
cash a check. Mr. Pennell, who at once
felt suspicious of the man and his motiye,
replied thai he could not at that hour in
the day. Just then a tap on the window
behind him arrested his attention, and he
turned to look. A slight movement ot
the man before him caused him to turn
quickly around, fie saw another man entering the door, and that was the last he
knew until he found himself upon the
tloor. with his neighbors about him, though
he has an indistinct recollection of feeling
a grip about his throat.
A hasty examination ot the safe revealed the fact that it had been robbed, and
that about $10,000 in bank notes and bonds
had been taken. Most oi the bills were in
packages of $1000 each. There was considerable amount on hand, much money
being required to settle many bills coming
due at the end of the year. A portion of
the stolen funds was the personal property
of Mr. Pennell. In their haste the thieves
overlooked a box containing several thousand dollars in government bonds, the
property ot Sewall Baker of Windham,
a ward of Mr. Pennell. A wallet, containing considerable money, was taken from
the breast pocket ot Mr. Pennell’s coal.
Mr. Pennell was soon removed to his
home on Smith street, where lie was attended by Dr. lfing. A mark was found
on Be side of his head,
apparently made
by a slung-shot, and a cut over the right
eye-brow, which may have been caused
by the fall. There were also marks of strangulation about tiro throat. Tho slung-shot
caused concussion of the brain, and there
is great danger ot inflammation
The
gravest consequences are apprehended,
and strict quiet is enjoined on Mr. Pennell.
No trace of the robbers has been found

a

Tin: HOME CURE that never fails.

"The atmosphere of piny woods is good for
consumptive patients,” say- Ur Erastus Wilson.
No doubt it is; but Hale's Honey oe
IIOREHOUND and Tar. charged with the concentrated essence of the most valuable of all
medicinal trees, the Abies Balsaraea. or Balm
of Gilead, and tempered with the healing and
purifying juice of the horehound plant and with
the purest honey, will do more in one day to
cure a *mgh or cold than the air of pine woods
could do in a twelve-uiouth.
Pike’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in one
minute.

physician,

A
cutor

Colic,

Pain in the

bowels

or

the

say,

axd-

ORGANS!
—-*«•»

It

————

Don’t Faii to Gal!

you want for

internal and external
has cured

the

on

presenting his

LINIMENT,
nVJPORTANT

above

Have

Tlnre is no
about it. Try it

cases.

mistake
Sold

TO

They arc* built from the beat material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute firstclass instruments, and wherever they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into

people.
Every

prices.

purchased of u«
Charge.

old friends to call.
CALVIN J. GRAY.
X. F
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.—tf?
We invite

—.

75ca.fl.25 each.
Working Oxen—We quote sale* of l pr, gtli 7 it
live weight 2800 lbs, $105; 1 pr, 7 ft. 3000 lbs, §170;
1 pr. 0 ft, 0 in., 25501 bs, §142; 1 pr G ft. 8 in., 2751lbs. $155.
Store Cattle—Yearling* $llal5, two year olds $15
a2?; three year olds §25a45 per head.
M?!ck Cows—M e quote extra at $55nf 5; urdluary
$25a59 per head. Store Cows $Da45 per head.

Sheep and Lambs—prom the West there were
a fail
supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Brighton from 0 l-2a?c per lb. From the North
the supply was light,
prices ranging from 5a7c per
Fat Hogs 5200

F.

INVALID,

Published as a warning and for the benefit of
Ai'Ung Men and others who sutler from NER\<H.§ DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, ete.,
supplying the means of Self-Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after
'undergoing considerable

j

Sufferers

are

GmolOsp

free

on

receiving

a

post

paid

di-

invited to address the author.
NATHAN! E L M A Y FAIR,
P. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, X. Y

A.

cure Pulmonary
only
Consumption. Frequently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of the patient; they
lock up the liver, stop the circulation of the
blood,
hemorrhage follows, andiu fact, they clog the action
of the veiy organs that caused the
cough. Liver

Complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of twothirds of the cases ot Consumption. Many
persons
of

a dull pain in the side,
complain
coustipation,
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder-blade,
feelings
of drowsiness and restlessness,the food lying heavily
on the
stomach,accompanied with acidity and belching up wind. These aymfonis usually originate
from a
or a

torpid liver. Persons so affected, if they take one or
two heavy colds, and if the cough in these cases be
suddenly checked, will find the stomach aud liver
clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, and almost
before they are aware the lungs are a mass of sores,
and ulcerated, the result of which is death.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an
expectorant which
does not contain opium or
anything calculated to
check a cough suddenly. Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic

dissolves tne food, mixes with the
gastric juices of
the stomach, aids digestion and creates a ravenous
appetite. When the bowels are costive, skin sallow,
or the symptoms otherwise of a bilious
tendency,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
Tuese

medicines

are

prepared only by
J H. SCHENCK & SON,

N. £. corner Sixth and Arch streets. Phlla.
And are for sale by all druggists and dealers.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, on the following Wednesdays
October 7th
and 21st, November 4th and 18th, and December 2d
16th and 30th.

I.inen

LOW PRICKS.

O F

mer

that

FLANNELS !
CHECKED SHIRTING FLANNEI
extra heavy, ti 1-2 oz. to the yd

only

EAWEL!
10c Pei- Yard.

FURNITURE !

G-REY LY! I RLE ID

Jan, II, 75,

Havner s Band !

J, C, THOMPSON'S.

Aim and Bovs’ Wear!
*

We have just received another assortment of Woolens, selling at

PRICES

[

$3.00

..l.i.O

have

Medicines

67 POOR

IN*.i

unr

now

juice
t

to

v.»

our

& SON

County.

evtr

r>()vt;:srs
b>?r

at

each.

PJ

MENS’ CHINCHILLA REAFERS, ail wool,

P

BOA'S OVERCOATS, only $3.00

20

Few Left

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

a

through

ticket

on

3"

cts.

7r Per Yard.

each

Don’t

Forget

f

SAVE 25 CENTS!

A. ANDREWS.
3 most 5

Light Company.

meeting of the Stockholders of above
Company will be held at the office of tile Treasurer at Belfast, on Monday, January 18, 1*75, at
o’clock, P. M-, for choioe of Corporation officers for
the ensuing year, and to transact such other business
as may legally come before, said
meeting,
Per order,
annual

O N E Y FOB
In my store.

The

II.

The subscriber, having recently Resumed
of the above well known
House, and made extensive improvements

in the same, informs the public that, he is
now ready for business.
The old friends of
the house will turn increased comforts, and new ones
will be welcome to as good fare as can be had any.
whe -e.
'' .ie stable has shared the
general Improvement,
ami with experienced and careful hostlers no pains
\>ill be spared in taking care ot horses.
He has some tine L1VKKY STOCK, for the accommodation of those desiring good teams.
K. H. MITCHELL.
Belfast, Dec. 23, 1874.—6m082ti*

Belfast, Doc.. 1874 -h3yv28*

Undershirts & D rawers,
From 38c to SI.00

BLACK ALPACAS!
Do not fail to examine the quality of
the BLACK ALPACA, we sell for

60c, former price 70c

LYON’b

SILK

POPLINS!

$100 and SI.25 per yard

two pairs of old fash-

find

a

CLOCK, BKASS WOBKS !
customer by addressing,
"ANTIQUARIAN." Box Vi

3w20

have It

bv calling

i\-D. CftASE.

Boston, Mass.

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON & CO
SUIPWIGHTS, SIIIPSMITHS,

o would announce to the
Public that
stock of Goods is very much
larger
than heretofore, and have marked them
down to such a small margin of Profit,
that it would be well for the Ladies to call
our

and

seo

their

purchases.

our

assortment before making

Spar and Blockmakers,

Mast.

JOINERS, &c,
WORKS

nITi

W

OR A CORNER

HALL

QCIMBV, Sec’y.

owner can

on

cent*

Gr-ents’

HOUSE!

proprietorship

Can

"JOHN*
Belfast, Jau. 4,1875_2w27

weight. 50

goods
S of

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE.

one or

extra

each.

Boston Clothing Store, No. I Hayford Blk.

person having
ioned
VNY

quality,

Brass Andirons. Brass Fenders.

-AND-

THE

Good

Old Andirons!

Steamer Katulidin !

Belfast (las

Ladies Undervests!

This !

To any person purchasing 85.00 wort’.
of us at the above prices will receive 4
Flannel or Sheeting tree of charge.

board

yard

KENYAYT P1HATS?

each.

FOE $7.25 !
Buy

10c per

each,

TT TOO LENS, CASHMERES, AM' FLANNELS,
T V for Men and Boys* wear, cons! ntly on hand.

--

DIARIES for 1875.

wide

DOZ. PLUSH CAPS, only 55 ctp. each.

heap as the Cheapest!

Personal Attention given to Prescriptions

yard

Brown Cotton made

YOUTHS FROCKCOATS $-i.50 EACH.

0* J warranted, only $7.25

The best

yd

ENDS’ BLACK BEAVER CLOTH COATS,
ON LA' $6.50 each.
black
beaver overcoats only
1 pr
SS.50 EA( H.
BLACK BEAVER OVERb>PT BLUE AND
mO
COATS, all wool, warranted, only $H.50

b)

e sell 42 in. Bleached Cotton at 12c
per yd. Good quality Brown Cotton over yard wide lor Sc per

90 rrs- Kv‘ -1

PHENIX

BIO STOCK AND

W

ar*-

at

his dav

received the LARGEST, BEST
and most COMPLETE VARIETY
of GOODS in any DRUG STORE

C

over.

COTTONS 1

store,
recently enlarged
-ell
rr»uch less
HA\than prepared
goods
before offered. Ju-i marked down

just

in the

ROOM !

P/ i" DOZ. UNDERSHIRTS & DRAWERS, only

Sold lower than ever before.
Jf you don't believe it
come and see.

W.

LOWER PRICES than

LOW.

--

U*

Patent

ard.

-F 0 It-

MOHS

will take

Tickets for the remainder of the Course

\

WOOLENS

—A T-

MUSIC:

Assembly,

Flannel !

Shirting

SUITABLE FOIl

4w24.

-x E X T-

one

37 1-2 cents.

GOOD CHECKED

will

HA EL !

Monday Evening

r

Holiday Gifts !

in

PEIRCE’S

f._

!

EASY,

ROCKING,

From 25 to 35 cents per

ASSEMBLIES !
place

selling at 12 l-2c.
price IS cents.

Just arrived,

Cigars!

course

qualities of our
Napkins, just purchased at

Please look at the

One Bale

—.

FOLLETT,

The second of the

term 17 to 60c

A LARGE LOT RUSSIA CRASH

Buy Good

price0-

at

qualities

NAPKINS !

tKi

MONDAY NIGHT

medicines that will

disordered condition of the stomach

Of different

And Other Articles of

CONSUMPTION CAN be Cured.

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Sciienck’s Seaweed Tonic,
!
Schenck’s Mandrake Fills,
Arc the

LINEN TOWELS!

B. F. W F B LS.

YORK

j
!

& Ottoman Patterns !

—A N I)-

and

low.

50 DOZEN

Handkerchiefs iVSuttoes, &c.. &c.

80 Main Street.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

quackery, and sent
rected envelope.

j

DOL.LS; fancy boxes.

LARGE LOT OF CIIOKT.

holesale and Retail,

extremely

12 1-2 CENTS EACH.

CHRISTMAS !

APPLES.

'V

are

assortment Hack and Damask Towels!

! IOC) Bbls.

Confectionery

hoods !

LIXTEXTi

Our prices

F. A. FOLLETT’S

A

assortment of

40 DOZEN

-F O K—

I

our

Keeping

X XT

GOODS!

GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

;

-A T-

ALSO,

r-

PATTERSON.

-o F—

JUST RECEIVED

weight.

THE CONFESSIONS Of AN

House

our

'splendid

APPLES!

1876.
10a 11

Wednesday, Dec. 30.
At market for the current week—Cattle 493,
p
ami Lambs 4007; Swine 5,200; number ol Western
Cattle 483. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows, 230
Eastern Cattle,
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality §7 50a8 00; first quality $0 75a7 25;
second quality Jr. 25aG60; third quality $5 2da6 00;
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 75a5 00.
Brighton Hides—9a9c per lb. Brighton Tallow
GaO l-2c per lb.
Country Hides—8 I-2c per lb. Country Tallow’
5 l-2c per lb.
Call >kins—llalSc per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins

8c per lb. live

City

NOW OPENING A

Schs. Fannie & Edith, Bartlett. New
castle, Del; Brunette,-, ,-earsport;
Merriam, Clark, Boston
Marv Lymeburner, Coombs, New Castle;
Charlie Buckie, Bagely, Virginia.
SAILED.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

rnurket; prices

at any part of tho

REMEMBER THE PEACE,

$1.05a00 Clear Salt 1'ork,
$26a27
£1.20a00 Mutton per lb.,
7a*
RyeMeuL
$1.25a00 Lamb per lb.,
0a 10
Rye,
l.OOaOO 1 urkey per lb.,
Corn,
!2al»J
*>0a00 Chicken per lb.,
10al5
Barley,
2.25a2.75 buck per lb.,
Beans,
10al4
Marrowfat Peas, 1.00al.25 ».eese per lb.,
10a 14
HOailtt Hay per ton,
Oats,
$ 12a 10
tfOiUte Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.20aO.CO
Dried Apples,
7a* U ashed Wool,
43a 00
33a00
Cooking App.40n60 Unwashed Wool,
rt3a00 Lulled Wool,
Butter,
43u< 6
Cheese,
17al* Hides,
7a0
iiOaOo Calf Skins,
14a00
Eggs,
Lard,
l7alS. Sheep Skins,
Sl.00.il.75
*all HardWood,
Beef,
Sfl.OtaO.to
Baldwin Apples
76a.00 Soft Wood,
$4.0CaC.( a
7a0 bry Pollock,
4 5
Veal,
”a0 Straw
Dry Cod,
SS.i.0»;9

at

We call attention to

fro© of

defy competition.

Swine--Xo Store Pigs in market.

antee

A Team will deliver all articles

NEWS.

Mow is your time to
Fruit Cheap.

keep a good a
goods,and guarprices and quality

sortment of these

building,

CHRISTMAS

SPLENDID .MDY

SHAWLS !

vegetable

.J. P.

[SELFASl

rlour,

——-

'’PllE rXHF.R.SIGNEI.) have purchased the stock
JL and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store tormerly occupied by SAXHORN & STAPLES in Telecorner of Main and High streets
graph
where they will keep every thing in the meat and
line that the season affords. Also groceries of all kinds.

Slipper

Jan. 1.
1

INDIA

—A N 1)

.\ame and Age

BELFAST.

prices

\Yw still continue to

<•»#>

_DIED.

Dec. 30.

MARKET

GROCERY1 STORE! PAISLEY

In Vinalhaven, Dec. 24th, Mr. Clarence, W. Winslow and Miss Mary E. Ingerson, both of Vinalhaven.
In Camden, 24tli ult.. .Mr. Forrest G Currier and
Miss Mary
Patterson, both of Camden.
In North Haven, 24th ult.. Mr. Mark. Caldcrwood
and Mrs. Elmira Roberts, both of North Haven.
At the parsonage, at Tenant’s Harboi, Jan. 2d,
by Rev. O. Richardson, Mr. William O. Marshall and
Miss Antionette N. Wales, formerly of Belfast.
In Freedom, Dec. 261 h, by .Stephen Strout Esq.,
Mr. Edward D. Davis and Mrs. Sophronia Davis, all
of Freedom.

or

less than former

lyrJO

MEAT

Bristol.
In Waldoboro, Dee. 24th, Mr. Abiather
Cummings
of Waldoboro, and Mrs. Lizzie lv. Merrow of War-

In Prospect, Dec. 25th, Mehitable N. Bowdoin,
widow of the late Deacon Rufus S. Bowdoin,
aged
86 years, 11 months and 12 days.
In Stockton, 2d inst., Mrs. Abigail H. Wetherbee,
aged 68 years.
In Rockland, Dec 26th, Capt. Hector M. Rhoades,
aged 57 years and 10 months.
In South Thomaston, Dec. 24th, Nat tie, son of L.
If- and Lizzie S. Beals, aged 16 months.
In Rockland, 24th ulf., John Sidney, son of Capt.
Uezeklah and Abbie Hix, aged 0 ear’o, 1 month and
0 days.
In Cushing, Dec. 26th, Mrs. Luc;., wife of Thomas
Burton, aged 70 years.
In St. George’ Dec. 27th, Wesley I. Burton,
aged
8 years and 10 months.
In Searsport, Dec. 5, Fannie F., wife of J. If. Mar
den, aged
years.
In Swanville, Nov. 27, Mrs. Dorcas .Te’Iison, aged
85 years.

LADIES’ SACQUES
at 25 percent

lust arri\ed, selling

S'! It 11* 111)

both of Lincolnville.
In Friendship, Dec. ?5tli, Mr. Chanrv i>. Collamore, of Bremen and Miss Matilda Simmons, of

PORT

Another lot ot

M. P WOODCOCK & SON.

In Searsmont, Jan. 1st, by N. I*. Bean,
Esq., Mr.
John F. Bateman of Washington, and Miss Minnie
M. Woodman of Searsmont.
In Lincolnville, Dec. 31st, by Rev. C. M. Rhodes,
Mr. Dexter II. Carver and Miss Lizzie M.
Wright,

A gallant wag who was-sitting beside his beJoved. and being unable to think of anything to
say, asked h r why sh,. w as like a tailor? "1
don’t kn iw." sai I -he, w th a limiting lip. "unless it is because 1 am sitting beside a goose.”

Corn Men!,

LADIES SACQUES!

Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
be convinced that they are AS good and cheaper
than any you ever saw. and if you want one we are
bound TO SELL as we shall let NO ONE touch us in

fast.

charges.

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, Jan. fi,
?■. ouaiu.ou Hound Hog,

the admiration and confidence of the

Instrument

Organs, understands them perfectly.
we shall have a tuner from the facvisit
us
tory
regularly and keep our Organs in
TUNE and REPAIR.

once.

that epugh 1 Xo one who lias ever used
Dr. Morris syrup or Tar Wild Olierrv and
Hoarliound will he without it. As a remedy
lor all throat and lung diseases, cure for Croup
and preventive of consumption it has no equal.
Relieves hoarseness, and tunes away all lhe
distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium
aud is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles 10
cents—W.m O. Poor
Sox sole agents for
Belfast. At.FitEi> Hooper, agent for Searsport: A.J. Jordan, agent for Orland. .John
W
Perkins & Co., Portland. General Agents.
Morris & Heritage,
lvilB
Philadelphia, Proprietors.

accordingly.

Consequently

In this city Dec. 31st, by Rev. Wooster Parker,
Mr. Joseph G. Jewett and Miss Elva A. Clough,
both of Belfast.
In this city, Dec. 31st, by Key. J. A. Rosa, Mr.
Nathan F. Patterson of Belfast, and Miss Ella M.
Drake of Lincolnville.
In this city, 4th Inst., by Rev. Wooster Park* r,
Edwin Cleale of Sherboru, Mass., and Miss Clara E.
Stinson of Belfast.
In Boston. Jan. 1st, Mr. Frank A. Caswell of
Boston, to Miss Ida Grace Haytor, formerly of Bel-

long series,

Stop

!

nection with

SHIP

Mulls, lions, Children's Capes
Caps, &c., these goods were
bought for cash at a great discount and will be sold
as

and

sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and con-

MARRIED.

ARRIVED

Mr. Eddy's long experience renders him perfectly au fait on outstanding patents, and his
constant intercourse with the Patent Office, for
a
full generation, gives him assurance ol the
speediest and most favorable attention to all
matters intrusted to his charge.
American inven'ors owe Mr. Eddy a debt of gratitude for
bis incessant efforts which secured them the
right of patenting designs and trade-marks
ag.'.ni'i all imitations.
Parties desirous of obtaining American or
Fo vigil Patents cannot do better than to consul Mr. Eddy. They will he sure of courteous treatment, judicious advice, and moderate

Such

ORGANS!

of’carriage

the Vote,

non-

Ladies’ & Misses’ Furs,

SMALL & KNIGHT

or leave the City of NEW YORK,
hire and
annoyance and expense
stop at the ttRAXIt ( % lOl HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. Tt has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The lft EmTAUHAIVT*. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can five more luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G. F. & W.
D. GARRISON, Managers.
lyrsplfi

Obituary notices, beyond
must be paid for.)

entire

an

AND EXAM INI, THE CELEBRATED

TRAVELERS.

When you visit

just purchased

stock of

by ail Druggists.
Iysp32

save

bill to the exe-

To Inventors. As year succeeded year, for
we have been most liappv to direct
attention to the advertisement of Mr. R. II.
Eddy, the well-known Patent Solicitor, 76 State
Street. Boston. The increase of useful and
patentable inventions is far in excess of the
generally conceived idea. Many meritorious inventions fail of receiving a paten* through being
intrusted to solicitors unacquainted with the
intricacies of the Patent Office, and much time
and money is often lost in ascertaining the
patentability of articles, where a solicitor of
long standing could judge of conflicting claims

George W. Burkett & GO.

Upon

u<e.

complaints jn thousands
of

«*■»—

~

ORGANS!

side, we would
Household

remedy

the

FAMILY

F U RS !

back,

Panacea and Family
Liniment is of all others

fessionally.”

at

from Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramps in the
limbs or stomcuh, Iiilious

PANACEA

of the e-tate of a deceased patient, asked,
"Do you wish to have my bill sworn to?” "No,”
replied the executor; "the death of the decedent
is sufficient evidence that you attended him pro-

a

ORGANS!

ren.

elor, “It

measure.

Erostrated

A country customer in a shoe store was asked
what number he wore, and answered. "Two of
course;” and seemed to fee! indignant because
he was asked.

Will You
Suffer 1
To all persons suffering

Why

HOUSEHOLD

Although mosquitoes are born of poor parents
they have in their veins some of the best blood

regard

office.
the law against drinking houses and tippling shops, lie says that the whole number of cases during the year in the Supreme
picking partridges.
Judicial i ourt for violations of the law is
Masonic. At the annual meeting of King 623 indictments and 243
appealed cases,
Solomon’s Council, No. t. in this city for the
against 408 indictments and 100 appealed
choice of officers on Tuesday evening, the fol- cases in 1873.
Whole number of convictions, 270; committals, 41; total amount
lowing were elected for the ensuing year—
W. Haney, T. I. M.; Geo. E. Wight, I). M.; E. ol lines collected, §30,838 51; against 105
S. Carter, P. C. of W.; W. O. Poor, Treasurer: convictions, 1 committal and 813,212 96
Amount of fines
W. H. Fogler, Recorder; S. H. Walker, C. of lines collected in 1873.
G.; C. M. Littlefield, O. of C.;M E. Dodge. collected in 1272, 87606 64.
Fourteen County Attorneys out of the
Steward; A. V. Sawtelle, Sentinel.
sixteen furnish interesting details respectWe are indebted to Hon. Fred Atwood, of ing the enforcement of the law and the
Winterport, for a photographic view of the success attending the same in their respecThe substance of these reopen Polar Sea about Winterport, as it appear- tive counties.
ed March IS, 1-72, at the time that the steamers ports is that no special difficulties are met
<
It. Sanford and liatahdin were beset in the with in the enforcement of tho law, and
that a constabulary law is uncalled for.
ice in the attempt to reach it. The visit of tin
In York county six sevenths of the grog
natives to this city, a week Inter, will also he
have been closed and more than
shops
recalled
in
this
connection. The
pleasantly
seventy
persons have abandoned the traffi*.
anamalous condition of the river at that time
In Piscataquis county the worst evil to conwas something which will probably never octend with is town agencies. In Hancock
cur again.
county almost all of the liquor traffic is
now concentrated in Ellsworth, and even
Havner has inaugurated a course of Monday
in that city is not to be found one place
night assemblies in Peirce’s Hall that are meetwhere liquor is sold openly. In Aroostook
with
ing
great success, and are very popular.
the cause of temperance is enjoyThe next of the course comes oil Monday eve- county
ing a greater degree of prosperity than
ning next.—W. O. Poor & Son call attention to ever before witnessed on account of the
their notice in our advertising columns. They
ciif'cicemeiit of the law.
The Attorney General renews his recomalways keep a large and superior assortment of
patent medicines and fancy goods, and have one mendation of last year, that the law reguof the finest drug stores in the country.—Head lating challenge in capital cases be so
the notice concerning ticket on hoard -tcamer amended as to give the State the same
number of challenges as is now given the
Katahdin.
accused.
The accused now has the right
Winter port. 'Hie store of .Joseph < lark,
to challenge eleven of the jurors perempof this town, was totally destroyed by lire with
torily while the State can only challenge
most of its contents, Tuesday night.
Loss not five.
known. Insured.
During the year Attorney General Plaistcd has attended the trial and final disposiLiberty. On Saturday, Lzekiei Leighton, a
tion of the following indictments for capione legged pilgrim and wanderer, was before
tal offences: in Androscoggin county,
.Judge Knowlton, and fined one dollar and costs
James M. Lowell, for murdering his wife.
for blacking the eye of lien. Dyer.
Verdict, guilty of murder in the first deBrooks. The officers elect of Marsh Biver
gree. Sentenced, in Penobscot county,
Lodge of Masons were publicly installed on Elbridge W. Heed, for the murder of John
Wednesday of last week, by D. D.G. M.,.J. 11. Hay, Verdict, guilty of murder in second
Sentenced. In Washington counGordon. After which a collation was.served at degree
th Hose House. Speeches were made by the ty. Amos C. Benner, for arson.
Verdict,
District Deputy and several of the craft. and the ! guilty.
Exceptions filed, opinion of court
in Knox county, Charles
not announced,
utmost good humor prevailed.
T. Bobbins, for the murder of Solomon
MONROE. .1. N. McKenney ground in his
Camp on board the schooner “Annie B.'1
grist mill, in November and December, over Verdict not
guilty, by reason of insanity.
1000 bushels wheat, all of which was rai.-ed in The
only indictment for capital offence
the vicinity, the last season.
now pending for trial is one against JonaThe Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural So- than Watson for the crime of arson.
Four
ciety, held their annual meeting at Monroe men are now in custody charged with capiSpain and tko Virginias.
Dec. 10th. The Society is in a
prosperous con- tal offences, and awaiting the action of
dition. They elected the following officers for tho Grand Jury; two for murder in AnSecretory Fish had a long conference
the next year, viz: Freeman Atwood, Pres’t: droscoggin county, one lor murder in with the president
Saturday, and the subS. F. Mansur, Vice Pres’t; K. II. Neallev. Penobscot county, and one for arson in ject under consideration is said to have
been the relations of this government to
Sect’y and Treasurer. H. B. Neallev of Monroe, Piscataquis county.
F. W. Hitcliie ofWinterport.Jocl Lam of FrankSpain. The mild policy pursued by this
government for the past two years on
fort, Amos Lane of Prospect, A. E. Nickerson
ilepoi-t o! the Bank Examiner,
Cuban affairs has grown largely out ot a
ol Swauville, .James Wallace of Jackson, HorJan. 1. Hon. W. W. Bolster, feeling in the cabinet that while there was
Avgusta,
ace Edwards of Brooks, W. B.
of
Ferguson
Bank Examiner, lias submitted his annual an ostensible attempt to found a republic
Dixmont. Charles f roxford of Newburgh,
to the Governor and Council.
The in Spain, nothing should be done by the
report
Trustees.
number of banks of discount and deposit United States to embarrass that effort.
The change that has just occurred in the
Sbakspobt. Tlie 1'aels about the resurrected in the State is 3; assets of the same.
of Spain pats an end to all
Their
government
charters
will
in
$868,367.
expire
corpse in this town appear to be these: The
October. The number of savings banks is such considerations, ami deprives Mr. Fish
occupant of a store that was formerly an apoth•58. Two have been organized within the of any further excuse for a passive policy
ecary shop, found the cellar drain obstructed.
in relation to the Virginius indemnity and
one at Dover and the other at SearsWith a shovel, pick-axe, hoc, A c., he proceeded year,
and profits, Nov. 2d, the war in Cuha. It is well known that
Total
port.
deposits
to dig for the water course.
But lie began
the president is more disposed than Mr.
were $31,051,963.73 ; increase forthe
year,
work in the wrong corner, and hud labored but
Fish has been to adopt decisive measures
of
whole
number
$1,495,439.89;
deposita short time before his hoe became
entangled ors, 96,799 : increase for the year, 5,401; in dealing with Spain, and diplomatic dein something, and presently a skeleton hand
to
each
average
depositor, $320. The in- velopments from the White House are now
looked forward to with increased interest.
sprang out of the earth, and appeared to beckon crease of deposits is $1,906,750.92 less
to him.
It was a curious thing to happen to a than of the preceding year, and the inEben Smith of Bridgton, is having a serious
peaceable man on his own premises, and rath- crease of depositors 4,667 less. These
time of it with his hand which was recently
er a startling one.
Like Old Uncle Ned. he at banks have invested in United States bitten
by a cat, which he undertook to kill. Not
once
laid down the shovel and the hoe,” and bonds $820,711.93; in State of Maine only his hand, but his arm is swollen to the
and in such a very bad condition that
in
other
elbow,
bonds,
$333,878.25 ;
state, county
got into daylight with all convenient haste.
and municipal bonds, $9,019,792.24; rail- grave fears are entertained by his physician that
Then lie sat down and reflected on the circumroad bonds and stocks, $4,326,494; in real he will lose his arm.
stance, in the endeavor to learn how it happenMrs. Rebecca Garthuse, of Cushing, a young
estate, $7,853,258.71; collaterals, $7,058.ed that he,
unbeknownest like,” was running 246.25. About
$9,000,000 is invested in married woman, who would have been 28 years
a private graveyard.
It was a conundrum that securities
of age the 11th of January, committed suicide
outside of New England, of
by taking morphine, on Friday, the 18th tilt.,
he had to give up.
By cautious inquiry, he which $855,765.94 belongs to the class while
laboring under an attack of insanity.
learned that the doctor, for the benefit of his that has
of
interest.
suspended payment
to the Detroit Free Press, Jennie
According
had
students,
procured from a distant city a The banks holds $158,866.75 of the same June
says she wishes she had twelve children.
negro subject for dissection; that when they class belonging inside of New England. She probably never said anything of the sort,
had cut and curved to their satisfaction, the Mr. Bolster suggests that, with proper re- blit if she did, she ought to have said it excluground outside being frozen, and the colored strictions, banks be allowed to loan on sively to Mr. June. [Louisville Courier-Journal.
individual having no rights of sepulchre which names alone instead of depositing surplus
white men were bound to respect, they buried money in flic national banks.
Bleeding from Lungs, Catarrh, Bronhim in the cellar. lienee the
apparition. Unchitis, Consumption. A Wonderful
der some one of the constitutional amendments,
Cure.
Jennie Hughes, a handsome actress of
we forget
which, he was afterwards taken up New York, claims to have married a
Rochester, X. Y„ Jan. loth, 1871.
and buried again
by the sad sea wave.” All wealth}* man named John J. Floyd Haigh. B. V. I’ierce, M. D ,, Buffalo, N. Y.:
this happened some time
Dear Sir—I hail suffered from Catarrh in an
ago. hut as it has re- She admits, however, that she knew Haigh
cently leaked out and caused some excitement, was already married, and had indeed been aggravated from for about twelve years and
for several years from Bronchial trouble. Tried
we give the facts.
introduced to his wife. Haigh bought her manv doctors
and tilings with no lasting benefit.
Dasii.v Norris, charged with disturbing an a tine establishment, permitted her to use In May, ’72, becoming nearly worn out with exAdvent meeting, was belore Justice K. Sawyer, horses and carriages, etc,, and matters cessive Editorial labors on a paper in New
York City, 1 was attacked with Bronchitis in a
were exceedingly pleasant for a time. But
for which he was sentenced to $5 and costs am)
form, suffering almost a total loss of
Haigh learned that Jennie was a sweet- severe
25 days in jail.
voice. 1 returned home here, but had been
heart oi Max Maretzek, and
immediately home only two weeks when 1 was completely
On one of the recent slippery evenings, a
grew jealous ot that gentleman. A sepwith Hemorrhage from the Lungs,
steady going citizen procured a pint bottle of aration followed.
Haigh getting back as aving four severe bleeding spells within two
fluid for medical purposes, which he placed in a
much of Ids property as he could. Jennie weeks, and first three inside of nine days. In
convenient rear pocket in his pants. But when
September following, I improved sufficientgot an engagement at the Globe theater, the to
be able to be about, though in a very
ly
he stepped upon the treacherous walk, his hccjs and was billed as “Mrs. J.
Floyd Haigh feeble state. My Bronchial trouble remained
went up and he sat down on the flask. With nee Miss Jennie Hughes.”
and
the
Catarrh was tenfold worse than before.
Haigh was
the liquor trickling into his boots, be wandered angry at that, and got a poster out in Every effort for relief seemed fruitless.
I
about, tainting the evening breeze and beget- which Jennie was announced as “Mrs. seemc.1 to be losing ground dailv. I continued
in this feeble state, raising blood almost
ting a suspicion that he was on a bender. At Papa Maretzek, nee Miss Jennie Hughes.” until about the first of March, ’73, when 1daily
behome Ids story of the accident wasn't believed; Then Jennie got angry in turn,and brought came so bad as to be entirely confined to the
two suits against Ilaigh, one tor libel and house. A friend suggested your remedies.
his wife threatened to
get divorced, and kept
the other for
him awake half the
Haigh’s friends But I was extremely skeptical that they would
night with a lecture on the claim that it bigamy.
me good, as I had lost all heart in remedies,
is a case of blackmail; and do
sin of intemperance. He will fix it so in future
and
to look upon medicine and doctors
such it probably is. But both parties are with began
that, like the wicked, he can stand on
disgust. However, I nhtui-fjJ one 0f your
slippery exceedingly foolish, and it wouldn’t in| circulars, and read it carefully, from which I
places.
jure the country any if in the end both come to the conclusion that you understood
On Saturday afternoon,
the
snow
during
found themselves In'Slate prison. There your business, at least. I finally obtained a
storm, a square rigged steamer eame into our is where both
of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, your
belong, at all events; for quantity
Golden Medical Discovery and Pellets, and
harbor and remained until Sunday morning. one is
as
of
as
the commenced their
quite
guilty
bigamy
vigorous use according to diSUe looked like a man-of-wur or cutter.
other is.
rections. To my surprise, I soon began to imviators, with sweats tit night. At last, in a fit
of sneezing she blew out of her nose a speckled
!e■ had been
feather, and cured her mid.

j

currency.

ol' two

preachers who stand at the head of their respective sects, in the state, in point of pulpit

interesting

j

The Discovery and Pellets, in a short
itne, brought out a severe eruption, which continued lor several weeks. I felt much better,
my appetite improved, and 1 gained in strength
and flesh. In three months every vestige of the
Catarrh was gone, the Bronchitis had nearly
disappeared, had no Cough whatever and I hud
entirely ceased to raise blood; and, contrary to
tile expectation of some of my friends, the cure
has remained permanent. 1 have had no more
Hemorrhages from the Lungs, and am entirely
tree from ( atari'll, from which I had suffered
so much and so
long. The debt of gratitude I
owe for the blessing 1 have received at your
hands, knows no hounds. I am thoroughly
satisfied, from my experience, that your medi! cines will master
the worst forms of that odious
disease Catarrh, as well as Throat and Lung
1 Disease.'. I have recommended them to
very
many and shall ever speak in their praise.
WM. II. SPENCEI!.
Oreallullv yours.
P. O. Box 507, Rochester, N. Y.
tprove.

of the

:

H.rtM. Street,

f11 ’ ‘U

This Arm confidently assure the masters and owner* ot ►lap* that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of shipworks, for both woodcu and irou ships, in a manner
guaranteed to give
satisfaction.—tf.w-4

G. W. Burkett & Co.
hayford block,
BELT AST,.MAINE,

"It." for Nannie and "B.". for Boa, I
in

Assembling

In

Machine-Making,

The system oi' making the component
parts of a machine or implement in distinct pieces ol lived shape and dimensions,
so that
corresponding parts are interchangeable. is known as aascmhlinij. The

Jl.utv KVLK HAI.LVs.

N" for Nannie and “li" for Ben :
I see them now as I saw them then.
On tin hark of the oak tree wed.
She sat 4Vaist-deep in the lover whit.
And the liquid cold of the dune sunlight
Swept over her sweet young head.

term

is, however,

more

strictly applicable

their lilting together alter being separately and accurately made according to
lived patterns, and constantly compared
by gauge and templates which test the
dimensions.
This system of interchangeability ol
Oh! the vows that T vowed that
parts was first introduced into the French
day.
1 heir broken .-.halts i>
artillery service by General Gribeauval,
my bosom -lav.
Wounding it hour bv hour.
about 170.'). lie reduced the gun-carriages
Could 1 be false to one so true:
to classes, and so arranged many of the
flared 1 be enn-!. my love, to
a.
parts that they could be applied indisNannie, my lily Mower?
to any carriage ol the class for
hre 'die sums s had whitened ... -tin twain. criminately
which they were made. The system was
•u tile old eliureh porch you hid rout
pain.
afterward extended into several of the
As my bride and I passed bv:
dour eyes v,.re brave, but votir cheek grew
European services ami into that of the
white.
United States.
d lie cheek ! should have
The tirst lire-ann attempted to be‘made
pillow'd that inch:
W here it never now may In
on this system was the breech-loader ol
Little Nannie, you are at rest,
.John 11 Hall, of North Yarmouth, Mass.,
d he butter-cups growing over
your hr. :.-t.
! is 11, of which 10,000 were made tor the
Close by the graveyard gat.
the inBut ah! I live to rue the day
j United States, £10.000 being voted
ventor in 1N.IG, being at the rate of one
Cod tempted my steps from’loveaw as.
And mine is the sadder fate.
| dollar per gun. Some of them were
captured in Fort Dir nelson. February 10,
I or I’d give tin- restinv life
to-night
Tim
were
]>0..
to see you -it in the clover
protiabh the first
white,
I he -nn mi your locks of
breech-loading military arms ever issued
gold.
to

And I stood earring the letters twain
That time and tempest have ali in vain
Striven to blur and blot;
They lire in the oak’s tree dusty grain.
Stamped as their memorr on me brain.
Changing and fading not.

And carve once more, as I carved them tin-n.
■V for Nannie and “IS’’ for B-n.
hi the bark nl the oak-tree old.
The

1

tin- river,

Two

Villages

the hill,
I.e-th a village white ami still
Ml around it the forest tr.eshiver and whisper in the breeze
* *\ i*r it
-ailing shadows go,
*1" soaring hawk and screaming row
\ ml mountain gra-so, low amlsweci.
(I row in the middle of e\er\ --tree:
'vcr

on

the river, under tie- hill,
Another vidage liwb -till;
rhere I see ;ii tin cooling night
Twinkling stars ol‘ household light,
fires that gleam from the smithy"- dn-o
Mist.- that curl on the river’s shore
And in the road no gras.-cs grow
for the wln*< is that hasten !•« am! p-,

<

>vcr

I u that village on the hill
Never is sound of smithy or mill;
l he houses arcthatched with gra—and il«.wi-:*Nevei a clock to lei! tin* hours;
rin* marble doors are alwav- -hut
You may not enter at hall or hut
All the villag 1 i» asleep,
Never a grain to sow or reap;
Never in dreams to moan or -igh—
Silent—and idle—ami low—they lie

to

troops.

The

which tlie system ot
: gauges was actually carried with tlie Hall
1 arm is not
accurately known, Hut it is
i doubtless true that the principle was first
brought to a high state ot system and acI curacy by Colt, ot Connecticut, in the
manufacture of his pistols.
Among the
most important ot the extensions ot tiie
principle lias been the making of special
machines to fashion particular parts, or
even
special portions of individual pieces,
so that each
separate part may be shaped
by successive machines, and bored by
others, issueing in the exact form reextent

quired.

requires large capital, and
w
unless a great number of
similar articles be required, but has been
extensively introduced into this country,
This p'.m
ill not pay

■

j

to

OPENING

|tcfo Ifbbcrttsemcnts. NEW
—The choicest in the world
Import
^
%i>rs prices—Largest company in Ameri
| L.HWea—staple article—pleases everybody
s

1

mi

continually increasing
Agents wanted
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time—
?i nd tor Circular to Homan Wki.ls, n Vesey >t.,
N. V
I\ O. Box Lift?.
—Trade

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
THE ASSISTANT TO TIIE TOILING STUDENT.
IT

RELIEVES

Till:

PAL PIT ATI NO.GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,
ANI)

GIVES

New and Fresh Stock!!

OK THE

HAitRASSEIl

.1

| ,ni
...nonO
TO INVENTORS
mn

/\.r>/\jrcri/voj*tri

t—■.n>

at-.,.,

Fnrr

sample

ANOTHER

OPPORTUNITY
INVEST A FEW DOLLARS, WITH POSSIBLE RETURNS OF THOUSANDS, IS OFFERED
BY THE POSTPONEMENT OF PUBLIC LI.
BRAKY OF K> TO THE 27th OF FEBRUARY,
NEXT. OF T HEIR FIFTH AND LAST CONCERT
AND DRAWING. THE MANAGEMENT ARE
PLEDGED TO T HE RETURN OF THE MONEY
IF THE DRAWING SHOULD NOT COME OFF
AT THE DAY NOW APPOINTED.
*250,000
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT..
100,010
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
70,000
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
50.0C0
25,000
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
5 Cush Gifts, $20,000 each.loo,000
10 Cash Gifts,
14,000 .. 140.01X1
10 Cash Gifts, 10,000 each. 150,000
20 Cash Gifts,
3,000 each. 100,000
25 Cash Gifts,
4,000 each. 100,000
:to

Cash Gifts,
Gifts,

:t,000 each,
2,000 each,

......

hit,000

100,000
and from hence into England, and to some
loo Cash Gifts,
1,000 each,. loO.OOO
All
500 each,
240 Cash Gifts,
120,000
extent on the continent of Europe.
500 Cash Gifts,
100each,.
50,000
tlie government breech-loading fire-arms
50 each. 050,000
19,000 Cash Gifts,
f Europet and Egypt are thus made in tlie
Whole Tickets, $50. Halves, $25. Tenth, or each
Cnited States for the various countries.
Coupon, $5. Eleven Whole Tickets, £500.
Tlie Snider gun, a modification of an
American model, is made at the Enfield For Tickets, or infromation, address
TIIO. E. BliAMLETTE, Agent and Manager,
Arsena
England, on special machines Louisville,
Ky., or TilOS. H. HAY?* & CO., C»0S»
In that village under the hill.
made lor that purpose in duplicate at the Broadway, N. Y.
When tin- night l- -tarry and -til:.
( oit W orks, Hartford, Connecticut
Pratt
Many a weary soul in prayer
ami Whitney of Hartford, arc just com- I
Looks to tin- other village them.
I cnAAGENTS WANTED immediately, to sell very
And weeping and sighing, long- i<> go
pleting tor Herman}' a full set oi special \JUl/desirable NEW PATENT articles for house
L'p to that home from thi~ below;
machines and gauges for tlie manufacture keepers and others. G. J. Cai’Ewei.l, Cheshire,
Longs to -leep by the forest wild.
Conn.
of the .Mauser rifle, adopted by Prussia
Whither have vanished wife and child.
for
tlie
Herman
States.
confederate
Vie; heareth. praying, the answer fail—
QC C QOfl per day at home. Terms free. Address
sfuU geo. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
The first watch made on tiiis plan was vvJ
"f’utienc'-! That village -hall hold ye a!;!”
of
Masthe “American" watch
Waltham.
to Male and ;
m| gpA WEEK guaranteedtheir
•Sta'i i. ( i.Kiosrrirs
1 he correspondent sachusetts, [lie system extending down to
locality. !
Q* M m Female Agents, in
the
almost
screws and other
of the
to
it. PartiesCosts
NOTHING
microscopic
try
writes
^V®
“Olivia,”
Philadelphia Press,
ulars Free. 1*. O. VICKERY, An- j
Jm
ol the ancient papers at
Washington, small parts. All the prominent .sewing- gusta, Me.
about to be moved into their new recepta- machines are so made: tlie same with
harvesters,
cle, as follows: The most precious of all Lamb's knitting-machine,
tiie ancient archives are the private papers thrashers, and wagons, are made of inter'Tlie
of Gen Washington, purchased by Con- changeable parts.
system lias been
gress after his death.
Jared Sparks and carried into locomotive building; about
Washington lining have gathered the seven grades ot engines, it is understood,
The Best Selected Stock of
grain ol the golden Held, and the writer, are employed on the Pennsylvania Central
like modest Ruth, is only a simple gleaner. Railroad, corresponding parts of a given
In the most beautiful and exquisite way grade being precisely similar so as to fit
our own Irving.has told us all that which
any engine of tlie class. 'Phis is the
goes to make his.hero the most perfect American system of assembling. [Harcharacter of ancient or modern times, but per's Magazine lor January.
according to the archives lie left out a
1 b in Living beyond their income is the
great deal the world would like to know,
for the papers state that it took a great ruin ot many ot my neighbors. They can
number ol adhesive plasters to strengthen hardly afford to keed a rabbit, and they
his majestic back, with any quantity of must need drive a pony and chaise. 1 aiii
This being a new line of goods and an
calomel and “universal balsam” to keep all-aid extravagance is the common disease addition to
my always large stoek of
ot
'.lie
time,and many professing Christians
the corporeal peace within. The importation of “dressed pumps,” powders, have caught it. to their shame and sorrow
Patent
wigs, and other masculine linery of those Good cotton and stuff gowns are not good
must
have
silks
shows
that
no
enough
character
is
now-a-days;
so exalted
girls
days,
that it loses entirely the divine weakness and satins, and there’s a bill at the dressmaker's
as
as
a
winter's night, and
ot humanity, and if the curious
long
inquirer
after truth wishes to learn that all men are suite as dismal. Show and style and smartI have taken particular pains to make such a se
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and
simply men, nothing more or less, the de- ness run away with a man’s means and
useful to the purchaser. My stock conlightful lesson can be learned at the State keep the family poor. Frogs try to look
sists in part of an elegant line ol
Department, if the “keeper of the rolls1' as big as bulls, and burst themselves. A
can again be coaxed to show his treasures.
pound a week apes live hundred a year,
-Men
Another manuscript book is brought forth. and comes up to the county court
It has been steeped in tears and consecrated burn the candle at both ends, and then say
Russia Leather Wallets.
by blood. It relates entirely to the capture, that they are very unfortunate. Why don't i
trial, and xecution of Major Audre. Here they put the saddle on the right horse and I
P'*1K Cutlery, Perfumer}'ol
is the letter which the brave
they arc extravagant? Economy is!
young man say
»!1 kinds, Children's Tea
halt the battle yi life; it. is not so hard to !
wrote toGen. Washington the
night before, earn
Softs, Toilet Soap.
as he says,
1 am to swing upon a gibbet.”
money as to spend it well. Hundreds j
V rush es. & <•
\\ hat heroic- courage he siiows in the face would not have known want il they laid !
if all poor men's !
of death 1 How beautifully clear every not first known waste
flu- niii-t intei -ting feature of all is the wry lowword is written, and the signature is sign- wives knc-w how to cook, how tar a little price at which 1 am ottering my good*. We shall
he pleased to show our (loods to all who wish t
ed without a tremor of the land. How might go. [John Ploughman
examine.
Pleao* call.
Hen. Washington's soul must have been
Grocers’
Swindles.
The American
tortured when he
forced by military
Grocer has been interesting itself in exnecessity to approve the warrant for this
man's execution : for his benevolent heart posing certain frauds which are certainly < oilier of .Main ami High St*.,
Belfast, Me.
in packing goods lor market.
overflowed xxilh pity for the smitten of practiced
Mackerel
kits
it is said, almost inare,
God's unfortunates.
I'ura over the page ;
variabh short weight. Jinxes ol’ raisins
this is a letter from the traitor Benedict
which should weigh twenty-five pounds
Arnold, lie informs Gen. Washington Hurt
net are found to
average not more than
the
of
his
interest
beloved
country
having
eighteen or nineteen, and baking powders,
at heart he can no longer serve in Unand other goods put up in packis
i
It is a lawyer's letter spices,
American army
not excepting Hour and pork, are
in argument as well as the handwriting. ages,
sometimes as much a> twenty per cent,
buy a little third rate organ, when vou
How brave and defiant he speaks! What
•■an get one of WOOD’S
>r MASON & HAMshort. Similar practices prevail to some
Who of
LIN’S for Id.ss MnNKV.
strength <d character it unfolds
extent in canned goods.
These trickeries
mortal born kiu-ws what motive prompted
Don’t buy of parlies that know
nothing about
have originated in competition among re- selecting an Organ.
this great man 1o betray his country ?
tail dealers, customers buying packages
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tune and ft«*»
When the winter glanced at the paper
which soli at the lowest rates, without pair an Or&ran lie I'.Ks I and ('llKATTST
OKO A NS can be bought ot
upon which the hand had rested that is
taking the pains to ascertain whether the
now a part of its mother dust, and read
W. C. TUTTLE,
contents come up to the prescribed
weight.
tin burning words which are to live in
»hno>!M.
High Street. Belfast.
The Grocer keeps standing at the head of
..ur country's annals so long as history
its columns the very sensible advice to its
and tradition last, the words of our bereaders to “count, measure, weigh and
loved '-ac ini seemed written ii. lire on the
walls.
not, leant. i/e, /,. judi/cil." gauge everything you buy.'”
and then arose the prayer ot thankfulness
• hie ul tlie
leading elders of the Pennsylthat women are excluded from the politifettle tin ui’.uiiv of tin. late firm of K<tlJKRTS
vania MenuoniLes, forty years ago, was rpi)
1. te HK'IiiluKN, the entire .tm-k of Goods ol
cal arena, and to man alone is given the
raid tinu will he sold for <■ i>n at great reduction in
one Miller, a man of immense
strength.
power ol life #r death.
Passing a crowd of idlers at the court house prices.
he was stopped with the question : "Mil- Furniture, Crockery, Hardware,Groceries.
"Under existing conditions tin• negro
Boots and Shoes, Hats and Caps, and
it one smites a Mennonite on
vote the Republican ticket because lie ler, they say
Dry Goods in large variety constitute
one cheek, he will turn the other,
Jsthat
>i
knows his friends are
that party."’
the Stock.
sot "That is true.”
The questioner here
[President's Message.
him
a smart blow on the cheek, when
gave
Mr.
to
do
President
Used
so,
Rut the
Black Silks,
Miller, turning the other cheek, had it dunegro is beginning to discover that the
plicated. This raised a great laugh as the
Maltose Lacesfriendship of the Republican party for his fellow
turned away. "Stop, my friend,”
Black Oaslnnerc.~,
race is like the all'ection of hunter John
said Miller, "it you had read a little furand Mohairs,
Meyers for his dog. Tic dog and the ther,
would
have
found
another pasyou
hunter were ven l'ond ot one another,
W ill ho sold MUCH under
that
price.
we
also
hold
by. "With the
and everywhere the hunter went the dog sage
measure that ye mete unto others it shall
()nce roaming in a forest where
went too
KXTHA liAlKiAINS IN
be meted to you again, and heaping full,”
there was no game, the old hunter got
and picked him up bodily lie
thrashed
fairly
w
lost, and wandered about until he was on the wall with him.
e xx si
Will b»* given.
At last, having
the verge ol starvation.
no other resource, he cut the dog's tail oil.
TIAWo
dollar Sewing Machine*, some won/-,
Parson Ilrownlow tells a good story of JL but sixty
in good order for twenty dollars.
cooked and ate it, and then, in the superWorth
dollars.
Only a few patterns of those nice
abundance of his attention for the faithlul an old Presbyterian bachelor, known al- forty
black silks let'
creature, gave the poor Jog the bone. most as a woman-hater until he was fifty
will pav for parties at a distance to call and
Negroes, whose education goes far enough years old, when he married and settled >(M
B. M. ROBERTS.
somewhere
out
the
mountains
of
to
read the President’s
to enable them
among
Stockton. Dec. vl, 1sm._4wj:.
Message, can apply the fable and find its North Carolina. The parson says: Our
bachelor friend was preaching on the sinmoral. [Davenport (Iowa) Democrat
ner’s excuses. "I have bought a piece of
ground and wish to go and see it,” said
A good story is told ol the times sixty one.
Here is want of inclination to attend
O IN
in
or
more,
a
town
not
far
years ago
to divine things, said the
preacher. Anfrom Boston there lived a married pair, other said, "l have
five
of
yoke
childless for seventeen years. Both covet- oxen and must needs bought
and prove them.”
ed children, and for their consolaikm had This seems a case ofgo
A third,
necessity.
OOD VEST Makers can get Pi.i n y of Work
adopted one or two. At the expiration of said, I I me married a wife and thereT at our Sima, in Bkj.i a.vi and those living
the seventeen years, lo ! a son was born to fore cannot come.” Here is a case
near
.Monroe can get work from our Stomp, at Mon
of natuRok.
themi. The happy mother's name was ral
from which we may inimpossibility,
Coon Boys' Sr it Makers, and Pant FinishSarah The minister of the village church, fer,” continued our bachelor
Kits will 11 ml a plenty of work at our Store in Belpreacher, fast.
which was of the straightest sect of the “that one woman will
We have
work in our Machine Room
pull a man further when* we shall began
manufacture Boys Siits, Co vis
Orthodox, had keen relish lor a joke pro- from the Lord than ten steers!
ami Pants, and want a large number of Li iris.
vided it was sulliciently grave. The happy
POTE & QUIMBY.
father of the late-born child was one of
Belfast. Di p. 0, 1*71,
*tf
At a recent New York funeral, where
the leading singers, and not only he but
was a young and beautiful
the
deceased
the entire congregation were sensibly afover 83,000 worth of flowers were
fected when the minister the next Sunday girl,
<&
distributed in and around the colliu. A
the
:
lines
out
the
hymn containing
gave
chorus was sung by hired vocalists
On
When Sarah's ninety years are past
either side of the cofliu stood four girls
The promised child appears at last.
dressed in white, each holding in her hand
A Chicago gentleman, occupied all day, a wreath of flowers. While the minister
but having some “hours of leisure in the prayed, a bell was tolled in the hallway,
YITK IIA\ I: .11ST REC EIVED A l.ARCi; IX
vV voice of White charcoal Pig lion, calculated
evening,” instead of advertising lor books and a chant sung by the hired vocalists expressly
for
to write up, lias set up a semi-suburban The lady friends of the deceased thought
Sled
Shoes and Fittings.
entertainment
the
his
private patrol, charging
“perfectly elegant.”
neighbors $-1
a
month tor watching their premises.
j Shoes made from this brand of iron are infinitely
superior to those made of pot metal, and cost no
When asked whether lie did not lind it exA Detroit paper says that a woman call- more.
We have a large list of patterns and as we cast
hausting to work all day and walk round ed at one ol' the book stores there the other
from three to four times per week, can till orders
he admitted frankly that he
all
only day, said she would like to take a look at upon short notice and low prices.
night,
visited his customers once a month, and some “chro-meos,” as she wanted to find
£ jr Leave o> ders at
‘'
Hut don’t they find
that was to collect.
to please llarvev, who had
something
A. C. BURGESS'. Main St.
you out?” said the querist. “O, no,” he worked on the farm all summer and should
“
Office of Company, 10 Phoenix Row, or at the
hear
the
burglars going be rewarded. “Anything religious?” asked Works. Head of ’i ide.
replied, they
round and trying the doors, and they the (Jerk as he ran over a lot of such chro'-'5
BELFAST FOUNDRY CO.
me.”'
think it’s
mos and
engravings. “Wall, no, not exactly religious,” she answered. “Some
Tiie Would. This world is a serious of it might lie solemn-like, but down in
world, aud human life and business are the corner there ought to be a (log-fight,
also serious matters—not to be trilled with, or a man falling off a
barn, or sunthin’ to
and Humor Cure.
nor cheated by sham and hypocrisies, but
kinder interest tin: young mind.”
TIIE ONLY MEDICINE that is warranted a perto be dealt with in all truth, soberness and
ert cure for all the worst forms ofY iles, Leprosy,
11 is very strange that so
sincerity. No one can thus deal with it
many eases of cler- Scrofula, Utixu-Worm, Salt Kiieum, Cancel,
who is not himself possessed oi these quali- ical delinquency should occur just now
Is it Catarrh, Nkpkaloia, Rheumatism, Asthma,
that
can
possible
be found so un- Dyspepsia, Kihneys, and all disea see of the Skin
clergymen
ties, and the result of a life is the test
and JiLooi). Entirely vegetable. Sent by
of what virtue there is in it. False men principled as to set alloat unfounded stories of and money returned in all cases of failure.express,
II. D.
their own immorality in order to increase their
KOWLE, Cln mist, 71 Prince Street, Boston. Sold
leave no mark. It is truth alone which
popularity with their congregations? [N. y. everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send for Circular.
does the masonry of the world.
Sun.
3mosl2eow.
50 Cash
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....

Medicines,

Drugs, Fancy Goods,

Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Pine, with
rich ornamentation, or plain, as may be de.
sired; Sofas, of various patterns and
styles of upholstering, Chairs of all
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &e

Bedsteads, Spring
Various Kinds, Mattresses,
including the

One Word

prim Beds, Mattresses and Featiiers!
1 would

Caskets !

Same

LOCKE.

10, 187*1.—;»niu' 10

Pile

patterns

sold bv FIELD £
MATHEWS.
were

as

A. B. MATHEWS.

Special

Notice

.

ESSEX

DR.

each

Reasonable Terms.

on

BURNHAM & BAKEMAN. Prop s.
«#*Private Dining Rooms for Parties
tf rj

Notice !
i XDKRSIPXK.P hereby gives notice to all
parties having unsettled accounts with the late
firm of ROB KRIS & lilt 11BOKX, to present them
for adjustment. Parly attention to this is n,-sm u
P- M. ilOP.Miffs.
fully requested.
Stockton, Dec. .’1, 1^7t.—tw

THK

Bay

and River Railroad Notice !

frMIK annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
JL Bay and River Railroad, will be held at Belfast
at one o’clock, P. M., on tin
second Monday in
January ls7.‘*. Per order. 11 11 KRKlM AX’. See’y.

1

’all

early and

secure

m

ever

Street.

Main

We
mers

BEFORE

as

buy of

we

low as of any others ?”

LIVERY STABLE!

pledge

we

Black ashmere, ElBckBrillianteen,
Black Alpacca, Colored Poplins, Re-

pellants, Black Beavers, &e., from
large stock of the best styles and

our

fabrics at prices equally low

as

lnv,

dealing will be

a

ball,

satisfactory guar-

be found to be equal to
tions

.*utl

our

will

us

represen-

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

Washington

on

miv.-i, near

Perkins

Carriage Shoo, where he has
opened livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
Brothers’

Teams furnished for all occasions and

at

all time.-.

Good and capable drivers lurnished when required,
me a

call arid trv

mv teams.

Be,faS,Julv,Stl,.„:,ffuDUNBAR-Jr-

those

reputation for fair

anty that the goods sold by

PURCHASING !

Jr., Inn bought
rl_\ occupied by 1‘n-il Kim-

u

MISS

quoted by any firm in the city, and
trust that our

H. L

LORD
1J

A

{

RECEIVED I

JUST
a i'rksii

srm.Y or rini.

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

N D

Help Those Who Try

to

Help

Themselves."

SUITINGS!

ROBERT I

S rr O YES
<>i the best

manufacture, Also Furnace '.York,
Ware, Lamps, Oil, Ac.

Tin

ini;

—in

Mad*-

LATEST STYLES!

a

specialty.

Come and examine the newest
and best store in tin- world.

JOB
11,

»v.

DEATH

CLARK

assortment ot

Order !

Kollust. N

.

Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S.
S. 11F.KSEY, will keep constantly on hand a large

WILL M Wri'AC'l lki:

To

is7 1

TO

—

i *.i

ALL

YV ORK

Of all description promptly attended to.
$ if People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before going elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am satisfied that 1 can give satisfaction.

MEN

Is sure if they be sufferers from Youthful Indiscretion or Kxcess. The cause and cure of all Nervous
Debility, SpermuL rrho-a. Loss of Vitality ami Pow•r, and causes wl ich unlit for marriage, with the
symptoms which designate Self Abuse, with its attendant evils, are fully explained in our book of
Lectures and every young or old man should ha\ e
a copy.
Sent free upon the receipt of V
stamps for
mailing and a sell-addressed envelope. Published
by authority of the MASS. MKI). INSTITCTK, 1
Court, St.. Host on.
Hmosi:
N H. This class »f Disease? ;1 specialtv.

Belfast,

R. F. CLARK.

<

ICt.

For Hair and Whiskers.
Changes light
gray hair to a jet
black, dark brown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulpnur or
Lead, or other deleterious ingredient.
It
requires but a single
application to effect
purpose .and washing is required after
dyeing, a in tlie case
of other dyes. It is not
two separate articles
are
most hair
(as
dyes), but a single
combination; and experienced wholesale
druggists, who have
nandiea ail the various (lyes, pronounce h fhk ukm
single preparation for changing the color of the hair
which has ever been brought to their notice.
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in
case, or the money refunded. Prepared only by
THOMPSON. Rock land. Me. Sold by all dealers.

STAPLES, 250 Covokkss
Portland, Maine,

>ii:i

Savings

Bank.

..

i.i

>;:n.

SEARSPORT SAVINGS

BANK !

received Oil terms as liberal andfavororable to depositors as any Savings Bank in
the State, and dividend declared on same the first
of May and November. Office hours from 9 to 12 A.
M. and 1 to 4 P. M.
IAS. (I. PENDLETON President.
('HAS. F. GORDON, Treasurer.
GrnoslG.

DEPOSITS

M AM TAC'I ['KI RS
(iN-r mi.i:--

They Do Say

COST OK PH O DUCT JON.

it Beats the World.

$5000 Gold for

a

Better Article

SI. I.\leu inn

have*

Which

we

seen no

[

dispose

of.

He Those desiring Fl'ENITCRK will find it greatly to their advantage to inspect thesu goods before

making

a

purchase.—3moslM

prices.

IN-tumine,
M i:si»AV

MONDAY
1 L liDA Y

<>\ er\

A

>

ill leave Boston
MI L KM »A Y & 1 KI

evrrv
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L>A V, a?

FARE TO BOSTON,
"

All IVeijfh:
delh

LOWELL,

\I

fr<
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foil!-*

ii(ht
till*

BelPi't

\J -il

MOXIMY,
l-5i P

a

>1

$2 50

aiu-r '.e a**■ •<>mjiHni*■>I

iluplicate

in

3 65
Billot Letiiiuw
foe paid L.,*

fov

iuu>:

WKI.LM Agent.

>

!

STEAMER

PIONEER.
inn-.lay an<l

1

'lay.

Will run until further no
tie* on and alter Moudav
I »tM*. Hth a- follow
llrook'vjlli- U’asaon'x Wharf
for Belfast on Monday, I'm*A
ri<luy at

!•

>

it i: t i

it \ i\g

I.• :i\
I’.i ltu-r tm' lirook'Viia- oh 3iondtt> itiul
1 !« ii'-'lay :it
I* M
ami on WVilmsiiay ami S;it
uriiav a:
A. M.. or on tin
arrival of tho Boston
Boat"1, fourliin^ at < astim* ami I dt-shoro' each was
( ')iiiiiT!in# at lit ook-villo with *l:ipo for Sargnut
vill«- ami ><'litw ick on W .-ilm --.av a ml Satnnia v
1:.' M
~

1

iaKen at Fair Rates

Freight
Ticki-i- -I!

Iirongli

ami Sedi;

Sargtnivillf

in

wirk !n Stain-.
FARE
*edgv\ick "i.ige to’liryok'V ii’.i
Brooksville to Belfast.
Cast i no
I sit boro
Casiiue t<» l-ie-horo,

I*...:

j
i

ou

4u

Brooksville,
snige- ioa\ •
*e«igv.iok v\ia Sargoutvillo; f.o
Brook>villo mi Monday -md Thursday at t> o’clock. A
M., connecting through with Boston Boats return
inn
da. from Brooksville at t 1\ M. AT-o,
iug
-tage leave-, >. dgwd k on Wednesday and Saturdav
at !• V M returning from Brook'•vide at lv \J
ur
riving at s.-dgwiek about .’..to I* M
l>eer 1-le and >edg\viek pa-^-nger* < an on Mon
day- and I hur-day- have about thr- hours time in
Bclfa-i and return to MdgwirJi. at -about 4 o’clock
e

...

day.

same

II of .-odgwiek. attf A. M.
stag.- leave- i‘orit\
stage leave- W. .1 ’-•ar ’*• nt \. ^■»:«, >argeitt\Ille
vlo A. M.

W. W. CASTLE. Agent
t
i>,
; ;-:i
-11 j.

Beifant.

ledt:.

cgrnet

altos,

TONES,
\iel

bari

BASSES.

nil other Bund Instrument*.

Violas,

Violins,
Basses.

Violoncellos, Douold

i

lid

S.

I

•riimem-

Music Boxen.

l’rict from
:u*v.
I»KI M > A \ 1 > 1 111*
11 t he *i)!, :i«-r
I he feM
'.1 11 ABS lot «iuitur pi.avtrJ ti ta.-t oh musical
iustrumei i-» in cuiniie m u*e. ,»f rh«* be*t material,
import'd or nei u d.e ereil and d
liable price*
t o reJ
111 s\
.M e J ell a 11 d i
I
• "1
ll.WM > \ ni
< >PJ|. f mi ft 11 ell
lii)-ti,!i
—

■

HORSE-FLESH!

i;

ANHSOULS ON ALL

DOMESTIC

ANIMALS.

$irWitness the mimes of <.*-i»ibam n w !.«>:< lit\
its extraordinary merits
A. Hay ford, Ksq., Kx-Muvor,
Belt'a-t Mt
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent.
Harrison llayfoid, Farmer,
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean, Drop, of Livery stab e i:
k’.ai.-i
Kben \V. Seavey, Hotel Kt-fpi r. \ > ear'•pur?,
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
,J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
.1. M. Hule & Co.. Stag*- Drops., LILworth,
\V. L. Cleaves, Drop ot l.i\. Stable Stockton.

j

M \N V

OTH r.l;s.

SAWYER, Pwp.

EMERY

Prepared By

i

RICHARD M. MOODY
1

Uraosl*.!

•: 1.i

swollen’

an't, M1.

AND

FOKFH.N

I'ATKNTS

II. EDDY

PATENTS
or

1

Designs,

Patents in the United
l-'rance, and other for

to secure

j

I .1
Mine

j

"rj,
«

‘sine

applica-

Wanted!
A

II. Eddy has made for

me over

THIRTY

for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
ALL inventors to apply to him tu procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faith
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very

applications

reasonable charges.
Boston. Jan

1 1S75.

JOHN TAGGART.”*

Iyr27.
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i
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titu! I-rem
1- or several years I have been troubled u ith * :i
lanii and scrofula.
About two months ago, n.
head was a continual rack of pain.
M v throat ain't
so
effected
that ! could
lungs
badly
scarcely br.-atlo
with a continual cough.
My Hud.- batllv
Mv light knee was twice as large us the left one.
1
could
move or hear any
weight on it. M
physicians said they could not help me. In this
dition, (without expecting a cure but hoping n
temporary relief, 1 employed Dr. Maples. liMe-titan Is hours after apj );. ing the Acapunetui atur. I
could breath -and walk with m rf.-. t mse, amt !
am now perfectly free from tie- above
imntioiie.t
trouble
.MISS 1\ All ! M | I
Cumberland Mill-. Mar. Tli, 1*.

Ua>

«*r v

paralysis,

e‘i

SEAR SPORT, M H.
Hru^iiit ami Apotluo;iry

t or twenty years ! have -mb r.-d with Sen
Iida
and Salr Uhetnu.
<••.■.
My head, buck and legs \u
••lt d with sealim ss oi the skin.
IIave paid out bun
dr.-d- ul dollars to tlrst class
without
benetit
About four years ago, I put myself under
treatment of the l/nivereiity Ali-di. im s uml wa- .-m-.-d
in one month, and there has been no eruption
Sl'EPHKN »Ml NSKX Nuilmaker,
Xo. d «’ommerciul Wharf, lion-. '7 ( he-i ut >*.
Portland. Nov. lo.

ti-vr
lit,!,'

WOMAN BETWEEN THIRTY AND FIFTY
vears of age to do general housework in a
small family in the country; or, one who would like
u situation to wrork their board and enjoy the cornforts of a good home. Please address
M. H. L.
tf25.
Searspopt, Mo

hear of some eui*
uing of the braiu
.li>order of the head ir
from the use ol hair
prepara
f'iions oniainii ^
sulphur oisiput
or
other min-ra! snhhTuiu-*
equallv
I hat tin u»e of then* pre
poison--u*
i' alvvay- attc n-/* 1 with dan
j<uiati<
f ger i- i,: iindi-putfu lari they are dye*
and should not !>» un-l for dressing the
E\

physicians

•*

ANI*

~

which has long been
needed.

^

1

I'his
to certify that
..id,
iny little girl, live .e-«
was atliicted with serolula
m\eiiiugs on tin- m-. k an
inllammation (Onthalinu of the eve, and, ](> arh
blind. She could not bear tlie light without great
She has been under treatment of the
pain
tii-.
sity Medicines about two months and the buuele
have all vanished and lnr eves are as well as v.
ALiTJIl l; A bKKh.X
10. !'*“•’
Small Point. Maim

Lungs,

Consumption.

ISomething

ten

properties,

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!
I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style
of Handle that may be wanted, lroin the best of
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, tlrst-class; turn
ished In any quantity, at bottom
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.
tf24

(apt. .5 I’. J()l*\SO.\,

Ur.
I:
n
illl UMj.W

lielhist

MANHOOD.
months ago I contracted tin- M.utl.ern
lever
fever ami ague;, in South < arolina. Aflei
several
trying
physicians and getting m> better I was
obliged to give up my vessel a id stopped some rim.
■n Philadelphia to doctor, nil t-. no hem-tit
1 tin
'■nine to Portland and put mvself under treatment «>•
!»r Maples. In D hours my disease was brok< n hi.
In me week I wa- a weli as ...
(A IT. II I- DAVIS, h night a ill.-. <
i.
Sonic

Unfailing Remedy
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Bronchitis, Influenza,

j

take this method to

leave

\V1- UNI SUAN
at
o clock 1
31.

<

AM' OTIIMK ILLS OF

AATEU

leading

FURNITURE,

apt. Win I;. KoJ A

t

Will

n atlecte.l with salt Rheum.
veral physician-, l call* *1
n
In
1 hree years have elupsed ;linl 1
return of the symptoms since.
JOHN II. wiggjv

lil'tv years I have been troubled with
ser.diil
Idle, n years ago, a tearful ulcer
broke.I on
■■.* ,m' ”lol,t,1s ago it bad extended from the
years,continues
States; also in Great Britain,
j ankle joint nearly to the knee I could nut ..
Caveats, Specifications, Assign- without i.am In the. condition I commenced takimI eign countries.
VI first it drove out a
ments, and all papers for Patents executed unreason- ! the l mve.sily Medicines
An
for
eartul In mo, all over no
|„ a lew davsthe loin,
j able terms, with despatch Researches made to deAsthma termine the validity and utility of Patents of I m en began Pi subside, and the ulcer i- now hcal.-d and
tions, and legal and oth« r advice rendered in all teel 1 tke a lien being.
Kl.l/AHK I H ( 11 A UHL Itl. A I \
matters touching the same. Copies ot the claims ot
Soreness of
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As
the
and
signments recorded in Washington.
So Agency in the United States possesses superior
lAirtuo tear., 1 iiave been afflicted with
gastj.
to
And all Diseases
facilities for obtaining Patents or usrertuininy the liheumatism and heart disease, faiir inonths
1
of inventions.
called on 1 >r. Staple1 now eousitler mv-elt
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Barks,
n,-!i
of a journey to Washington t-* pro
Ail
necessity
Me.
Kennehunk
11 W UK' n i |,|>
01 wonderful healing
and this Balsam is
a Patent, and the usual great del:t>
the?-.- are
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and cure
here saved inventors.others, testimonials from whom 1 cun furnish without number.
TESTIMONIALS.
About -I years ago my dnughtcr ti years old «
sulleritig 1'rimt the effects ol Lung and Pleurisy
‘•I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
LARGE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS.
■'
site was so emaciated and feeble w e
with whom I haw hud -!
successful
practitioners
fail
to
trv
it.
It
is
hndlmt
to
l>on’t
take. See
pleasant
of
her
hopes
ticial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
recovery The Doctors could -ive
that the name oi !•'. W. Kinsman is blown in the
ComVr of Patents.”
encouragement. 1 applied to Dr. staples
glass.
Ids treatment she soon began to
improve. In few
“1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
4*9”Sample Bottle and Circular Free.^gr
months site was able to go to school
and has
F. W, HIHin AH, Proprietor.
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust- been perfectly well I know
the treatment s,
their
and
of
more
worthy
v,d
putting
capable
,,erl>lt-.
14* Water Street, Augusta, Hie,
<-APT.il.
II.
tions in a form to secure for them an early and tav or
TIIOKMIIKP
u- 18 ■Ms, Portland.
FOR SALK RY ALL DRUGGISTS.
lveowll.
able consideration at the Patent < Mfice.
Nov.is:,.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents.”

Throat, Chest,

CI14.

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

employing s.
staples ami cored.

SCRATCHES

No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston
an extensive practice of upwards of .‘{0

Boston.

s

pi-r Wert.

Trips

>ri AMi'.it

<n: v.mki;

Fkoin birtii I have bet

CURES

SOLICITOR OF

utiui dept'--. ion of the Wholesale
Owing to the
I'rado, we have aciuinnluted a heavy stock consist*
in* of

mi ether First

Or lh'i.

LECTURE

Fur Inventions, Trail* Marks

\

LOWELL,

the Pmite! Fmir

mi

Sjilenuiil Large
AlD-r

OINTMENT

R

CHAMBER,
PARLOR,

T'v., Steaim-r>

The University Medicines cure di-ease- teat
puv.,
ieians cannot cure and consequent!) pronounce u,.' m
incurable. Catarrh (the mother oi
consumption.
Scrofula, Salt Rheum, and many other ui.-ea «
hitherto considered Incurable, readily yield undei
treatment of the t niver.-itv Medicine.-, \*-om»* oi ugrente.it cures are of a nature that will ih permit
certilieate- to be made public. .'Mich us spermutoi
rha*a, tile greatest uestroyer of humanity on the lace
of the globe. How mau> bewail the lo.-s of
precious
vitalii} without having the least idea ol tin* rau-e.
* heir manhood is daily
alul the\ an mhlvanishing,
mg into a stage ot hopeless decay. iu vicunis are
among all ages, sex*-- and station-. It is dragging
millions yearly to insanity and premature
Mothers be careful whom joule* your children asociate and sleep with, lest the viper commence rework of destruction before you are aware ot it- death
ly sting. You cannot exercise too much cart
guard against this horrid evil. There i- not on.
family in ten exempt from it. Any one can huvt .i
book treating on the niahuiv by enclosing
-tamp
and sending to me lor it. T ictitious names can h.
1 have cured 2000 cases of t tnused if preferable.
lile and soul destroying malady within three vearin tlie New England States and’( unuda. 1 have invariably found that the foundation or destruction
was laid before the victim was old enough to know
ot its evils. Do not let false modesty si and in the
w ay ol treatment before the constitution is ruined.
1 lie. blood is the life, and ull chronic diseases come
from impure blood, either hereditary or contract*-d.
Then how worse than useless it i- to attempt a cure
without removing the eausi by purifyim: tm* blood.
11 females atllicted with di-ea.-e pecufia: tutlndrs*
will understand this natural law, they will nev
subject themselv*- to tin u-<* ol the -peculum or
crust ic or drastic injections.
An ulcer -Mould Intreated by keeping tin parts clean andcuttitig oil tinfoil main head of tiie disca-* by puriiv iug th* blood,
and it cannot be cured in any oilier wav.
It auv
ladies atllicted with this disea.-*< will addre-.- nn l»V
letter or personally, I will pur them in a wav to treat
themselvc- successfully.
Tiiree bottle- .-['the Extract of < iincer Plant will purify the blood none
than all the apothecaries ami patent tm dicine- in
existence.
Tortile want of room 1 can present but
comparatively levv certificates. Any one wanting more te.-.
limony can have it by sending f«u circular and book.
Kill that Mother >f Consumption by curing voui
Catarrh, which, with the tight treatment i- as Jura
ble a- an}' other disease, the opinion of all the doc
tor- in the world to the contrary
notwithstanding.
In addition to hundreds ot testimonials ofeur*-. m*following is from one ot the uidc-t and tndst reliable
citizen.- ot Portland.

scarcely
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BOSTON

1

■

('or

FOR-

CO.,

HAVE

ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Eegal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M and 2 to 4 1*. M.
Saturdays Rank closes at 2, noon.
John H. Qi imby, Treas.
ASA FAI XCE, Pcest.
tf
Belfast, June 8th 1874

Wotice!

Mechanics

..»o and 1*>.30 i\ m.
l.eavt Hath for Hockland at
v m. and 3.20 i*. >i
Arrive at Hockland at 11.-10 a. m. and o.i>6 r >t. A
mixed train leav«
Hockland at •*«. ;u a. m. Keturniu*
leaves Hath it ll.:*> \. m arrivin'? in Hockland at
1 \.j v. M
tl‘s
<
A. <
Miperintendent.

cheaply,

to

Al

PE LEG

I.» av <■ Koctland for Bath and
a!! points \Vc«t, at IU a. M.and
1 io i*.
\i.
dm* in Boston at

pediments

REMOVED to their new Ranking Room
in Custom Hou.-.«- Square, are prepared to re

or

v

Commencing Monday,Aug. 17, 1874.
Tiro T/irma/h Train* in Boston, Ihtili/.

Neuralgia.
Dyspepsia.

J->K. Sl'Al'i \-.>--I)utr S'ir
Tliis is to
i'tit\ that I
have suffered with Scrofula on my leg for tin* las:
eight years. 1 have used almost all kinds of medicine
I couhl think oi and employed our best phv»icianall to no benefit. The doctors said the\ couhl do n »
more. L got discouraged and thought I'm u-r should
g«-t cured, but at hist l heard of your I'niversitv
Medicine. Last Tall I sent to you and got it,and uft'-r
using only four bottles of the L’auct r Plant, with tiejuot rublimcd, in a Staled
hnvdope. /‘via cunts May Apple Pills and Tar Ointment to go with it.
A Lecture on the Mature, Treatment, i 1 now consider myself entirely cured. 1 think the
and Iftadical cure of Seminal Weakness, or
medicine is all that it is recommended to be and tieSpermatorrhoea, induced bv Sell-Abuse, Involuntary | best ever before the public. 1 would advise all sufEmissions, Impotency, Nervous Debility, and Ini- fering with Scrofula to use the I'niversitv Medicin*
to Marriage generally;
Consumption, Any one wishing any further proof of the hem-tit
Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, that 1 have received from your medicine I should »>••
&c.—By UOBEKT J. (T Lv F.IIW i: 1.1., M. d.. au- happy to answer all questions.
thor of the “Green Book.” &e.
Yours respectfully,
The world-renowed author, in this admirable Li eMK>>. SI
A N < A If I LK
ture. clearly proves from hi-* own
Illuehiil Tails, Maim*, March Jd.
experience that
the awful consequrnces of .'self-Abuse mav be effectually removed without medicine, and without dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
fen y ear- ago 1 found myx If greatly annoved
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of curt at
once certain and effectual, by which
with Catarrh.
Tor seven year- it grew wor-e and
every sufferer,
no matter what his condition mav be,
finally unfitted me for busiuess. it* ravage.- extend
may cure himil
self
to
and
radieallv
privately
my lungs so that 1 was continually coughing
and raising from a half pint to a pint of
¥9“ This Lectun fill pro>, ,< i,..ou ,v> thousands
consunip
and thousands.
five matter daily.
1 was emaciated, my appetite
Sent, under seal, In a plain env elope, to address, gone, and iny pliysicians told me they could do no
tiio 'i- for tin-.
I considered my case about
on receipted' six cents or two postage
-tamphopeleswhen I heard of some of the wonderful cures of the
Address to Publishers,
I nivi-rsity Medicines. J called at the branch olhc*CHAS. J. C. KEINE &
and the doctor told me my case was not
1-7 Bowery, Kew York:
hopeleand 1 went under his treatment and in thr* -• weeklvr'~'
post Office Box. 4.YHG
1 was a well man.
My vigor and strength -peedilv
returned, and in three months I had gained lifts
pounds in weight. Three years ha\ e elapsed and I
hav e tier had the b*ust touch of the disease since.
Any one doubting this statem.-ht cun addre-- me at
my residence lie < '< ngr>--s street. Porflami, MainNov. 10.
a. M .Volhi \ N

latll, tur*.— tf la.

Belfast

IMMENSE SALE
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300
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1000

This is to certify that I have used remedies
purchased of Dr. Peleg Staples of thi.- city tbrth* la-r
six years in the Island ot < uba, and in all ease- w ith
the best results, curing in every case where the :•
dies employed by the regular Physicians were listless and of no avail.
1 am satisfied tliat Ids medi
cines are far superior to any other class of medicinee
**r.
vvliat*
I hav been troubled my-t*lf with a noise
in my left ear for a number of years, which ha- been
very troublesome at times, and have bet n perfect 1cured by Dr. Staples remedies.
•P *11N M.[l 1 DT \ Engineer ami Mnehini-r
Refers to Mr. Gibeon El*h*u at th* Portland « •mi
pane’- Work-

!its

s

(II A N Cr K O F TI M K.

*•

BEECHER’S

1

tt 21

Dropsy.
Southern Fever.
Kidney Disease-.

Tor two years my health has been tailing, and alter trying the diiferent remedies and doctors w ithout
benetit, three weeks ago 1 called at the 1 niversitj
Branch, 25o Congress street, l he Doctor told me
that 1 atarrh was the chief cause of my troubles, and
he could cure me. My limb- were -till and bloat*
my »*yes and throat sore, ami my head felt a- if I had
a saw
mill in it.
1 could not liavt believe,! tlint
three weeks could have wrought such a
chatty in
I am now free from the abov** trout
me.
I
would say to those that are atllicted,
give th* medi
cine a trial and not be scared by the cry of humbua.
I received more benefit from it in om* week than 1
ver did from all the doctors and
apothecarv medicine, in my life.
Oil YKLES SAW YER, ( ommissiou Merchant,
123 Commercial >tr**et. I'*»rtland.
Aug. 1. 1 >7:t.
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We take this opportunity to say to

GOODS
low

often asked by

are

your firm

Can lie found all the

Advertised in thi< j»;'»£••:*i-, .t(
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A. Card !

inn
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Particular attention given to making and inserting
artificial teeth.
tfiti

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

ami

1 eet

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

b<

THIS I KNOW!

DRY

operating upon

«rood trade.

H

s. l l

e»f ( hureh
|
Has all the latest;

e-nriirr

Streets.
lor

;

and tedious than by the old methods.
1 eeth in-• ited in Rubber or Celluloid Ihise, as persoi s prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

B. F. WELLS,
-:ltl

Moore-,

ed instruments

of
and

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much le--painful

cents.

PEI* than

Knox mid Lincoln Railroad.

grave"

'Spring

$1.00 each,
wholesale price
are $1.60, also,
the same numbers in cheaper qualify at GO and 45

Private Disease-.
Scrofula.
Salt Rheum.

can be treated by letter.
Adv ice d*-,Agents wanted in every town.
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cure- Pile- in _q
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, sore lips,
-ore nose ; good for all kinds of sore-.
Price ;,o ct
per package. The money will be refunded when- j
fails to give satisfaction.

fc\Vtedn’8

by the week

or

IancolN, Supt.

Cases

PLAN.

LADIES' ENTRANCE. 70 l-'.'.
Rooms per day, fifty cents to one dollar for

improv

an.I 30,
ot those goods

The above prices are <11 FA
fore offered in this city.

ON

m’.UKj

General Agent for the New England
Dominion.

HOUSE,

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

for

••

lrylo.

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD,

Under Vests,

only 26. 28,

r,»
the

AND AI'tkr
Monday, Nov. L*. lrains w ill
R'ave Belfast D,i Boston,'Portland,
Augusta ami
intermediate stations s \ >[. and 3 30 I*. M.
1*or Danville Junction, Lewiston and
ikotvhegan
S A. 31.
Dexter, Bangor and St. .i«>V\tis, 3 30 1*. 31.
s
Trains a-e dm- at Belfast 1~
^
!,. I..

will reach all cases that are curable.
It has cured thousands after their physician- had
given them up. It has cured more chronic ca-es
than all other medicines and doctors combined, it
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of certificates of cures of citizens of Portland and \ iciniry
can be had.
Also, a book free, explaining disease-,
with the necessary remedies by writing to

•Special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured.
Teeth filled In the best manner.

l)r.

Merino

Spermatorrhoea.

ARRANGEMENTS.

WINTER

It

DEXTTISTRT!

I.OSIXG OCT S.VI.K Hi

3000

1000

Vo tin

LADIES!

Female Diseases.
Piles.

500

SEARSPORT, ME.

COFFINS?

&

TO Main Street, Belfast Me.

rt 17

Help! Help! Help!

FOWLE’S

stock of

REMEMBER THE PLACE.S&

ool

ATTENTION !

our

Metalic Burial Cases !

neatness and despatch, for he is one who well understands all the details of the business.
•CasCRetnember the place and number Old Stand
ol
1). Field, No 11 Phoenix Row, Belfast

DON'T

Farmers

call special attention to

To those who have to purchase 1 would say 1 have
them all grades, from the lowest price that thev can
possibly oe sold for, to the nicest W AI.M i and
ROSEWOOD.

Noth wood and metalie of any stvle, and COFFINS
on hand, or
readily obtained.
MR. 11. F>. Ilankerson an experienced cabinet leaker and tirst-rate upholsterer is
always on hand
where work in his line is
required to be done with

Sufficient for Ik wise

CLOSING OUT!

nice assortment of

2000

1000

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

person,

constantly

Nov.

a

CASKETS

>

ORGANS!

Also

Kinds, Ac., Ac.

fic,!

MOODY,

M. I. M A G 0 0 M

OPEN OX SUNDAYS

BEDSTEADS,BUREAUS. 4c.. 4c.

in Market of the Kind.
Picture Frames, Tables of all

J. L

cured in tin*

Canada,

Pulmonary Consumption.

2000

Maine.

ON EUROPEAN

ALL KINDS OF

thing

••

Office over Furber & Bean’s store. Residence on
Church street.- ounosite the Journal Office.
tf'}

HAMPER & PARLOR SUITS.PARLOR
TABLES MARBLE .& WOOD TOP,
HA TTItEES, W1IA TNO TS, WETTING DESKS, WORK TABLES
and LOOKING GLASSES,
EXTENSION TABLES
cC SIDE BOARDS.

Wire Net Mattress!

Burial

and

1000

10,000

SURGEON,

Belfast,

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

NATIONAL

receive

GOODS ! D ENTIST !

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !

What-Nots, Mirrors,

Vases ami Toilet Sets,

R. H.

I

will

••

PHYSICIAN A

-SUCH AS-

Brackets.

positively

2000

3 WO

is making large additions to the stock which he
will sell at the lowest living prices

WALNUT
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J. M. FLETCHER, M.D.,
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Over 2000 cases of Rheumatism.
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Catarrh.
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Hinault Balaam at all drug
an
ists'. Pleasant, and
unfailing remedy for
Asthma Coughs, Colds, l.ung Complaints, &c.
Large bottles, 35 els. llr. F. W. Kinsman, Proprietor, Augusta, Maine. S5000 for a case it will not
cure! Try it. kOLIIli.rall llruggitts.
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Furniture Store! STOCK OF FURNITURE!

So Charge# for obtaining
Patents unless successful.
Pamphlet free C. A. Shaw,
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Having returned to this city, and purchased the C.
I). Field Furniture Store and Stock, would announce
to the public that lie intends to sustain the past favorable reputation of the establishment by keeping
constantly on hand a new and nice assortment of
such articles as are usually foumnn a
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THE NEW YORK
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Office formerly occupied bv K. K. Boyle.
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